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Abstract

Oriented ilmenite inclusions in olivine ofthe garnet peridotite ofAlpe Arami (AA, Adula-

Cima Lunga unit, Central Alps) have been interpreted as indicators of ultra-high pressure

conditions in excess of 12 GPa Dobrzhinetskaya et al. (1996). This hypothesis was based

on the determination of anomalously high density of ilmenite inclusions (1-3 Vol%

equivalent to more than 0.7 wt% TiC^) in olivine, the detection of unknown FeTi03

polymorphs and the unique rod-shape of the inclusions such that the ilmenite rods were

suggested to have formed originally as exsolution of FeTiC^-perovskite during the

transformation of the high pressure wadsleyite polymorph into olivine.

In this study, ilmenite rods in olivine have been detected in over ten additional peridotite
localities of the Adula-Cima Lunga nappe, including the garnet peridotite of Cima di

Gagnone (CdG) and Monte Duria (MD). The rods are elongated parallel to [010]oj and

identical in size, shape and concentration to those reported from the garnet peridotite of

AA. At CdG, however, garnet originated through prograde metamorphism of subducted

serpentinised mantle and a P-T history above 3 GPa can be excluded based on the survival

of amphibole. Obviously, an alternative mechanism must apply to the formation of the

ilmenite rods.

Laser ablation ICP-MS determination of the maximum bulk TiÛ2 contents in rod-bearing
olivines of the Central Alps, including samples ofAA, reveals that the TiÛ2 concentration

of olivine does not exceed 0.05 wt%, thus more than an order of magnitude lower than the

original estimates at 0.7 wt%. The lower values are within the Ti-range reported for natural

mantle olivine and in agreement with Ti solubility in olivine determined from experiments
at 800°C/3 GPa.

TEM investigation of the rods at AA, CDG and MD demonstrates that the ilmenite

precipitates correspond to a Mg-bearing ilmenite with exclusively a trigonal crystal
structure. No other FeTiÛ3 polymorphs have been identified. The shape of the ilmenite

inclusions concurs with minimum topotactic misfits between the lattices of olivine and

Mg-bearing ilmenite. Optical microscopy reveals that the ilmenite rods are not randomly
distributed within olivine but have, at all localities, a preferred alignment parallel to (00 l)0j,

forming palisades. TEM images of the ilmenite palisades at AA and CDG show that they
are controlled by the presence of (001) planar defects in olivine along which the rods

nucleated. The defects have been characterised by high resolution TEM and contrast

simulation and identified as 4.4 Â wide humite-type layers, i.e., (Mg2SiÛ4) Mg(OH,F)2,

intergrown within olivine. In such layers substitutionofupto50mol%[MgFy4-1-byTi4+ispossible.AssumingTi-saturatedhumiteslabs,themaximumdensityof(001)faultsobservedatAA,approximately1900mm"1,canaccommodateabout170ppmTiÛ2inolivine,whichrepresentsabouthalftheTiÛ2valuesmeasuredbylaserablationICP-MS.Evidenceforannealingofthedefects,however,suggeststhatonlypartofthedefectsarestillpreserved.Theformationofilmeniterodscouldthereforeberelatedtothebreakdown
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of isolated humite layers in olivine, with the apparent ÜO2 solubility in olivine at AA,

CDG and MD a function of the Ti-humite defect density. Alternatively, the formation of

the rods by direct exsolution from a Ti-saturated olivine during decompression and cooling

from about 3 GPa/800°C is as well reasonable. The presence of ilmenite rods should,

however, not be used as conclusive evidence for ultra-high pressure conditions.
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Zusammenfassung

Orientierte nadeiförmige Ilmeniteinschlüsse in Olivin des Granatperidotits vonAlpe Arami

(AA, Adula-Cima Lunga Einheit, Zentralalpen), wurden als Indikatoren von

Ultrahochdruckbedingungen (über 12 GPa, entsprechend 400 km Tiefe) interpretiert

(Dobrzhinetskaya et al. 1996). Diese Hypothese basierte auf einer optisch bestimmten,

extrem hohen Konzentration von Ilmeniteinschlüssen (1-3 Vol% entsprechend über 0.7

Gew% TiÛ2) in Olivin sowie auf der Bestimmung von unbekannten FeTiÛ3 Polymorphen
und der bisher nicht beschriebenen nadeiförmigen Form der Einschlüsse. Der Ilmenit wurde

als Dekompressionsprodukt von FeTiÛ3 Perovskit-Entmischungen aus Wadsleyite

interpretiert.

In dieser Studie wurden weitere Vorkommen von Ilmenitstäbchen in derAdula-Cima Lunga

Einheit, inklusive der Granatpendotite von Cima di Gagnone (CdG) und Monte Duria

(MD) entdeckt. In allen Lokalitäten sind die Einschlüsse mit ihrer Längsachse parallel zu

[010] von Olivin orientiert und in Bezug auf ihre Grösse, Form und Quantität identisch zu

AA. Der Granatperidotit von CdG wurde aber als prograder, metamorpher, ehemals

denudierter, subkontinentaler Mantel bestimmt, der einem Druck von maximal 3 GPa

ausgesetzt war. Diese Beobachtung zeigt eindeutig, dass die Ilmeniteinschlüsse auch bei

tieferer Metamorphosegraden entstehen können, als vermutet wurde.

Die mit Laserablation ICP-MS bestimmte Titankonzentration in Olivin von AA, CdG und

MD entspricht < 0.05 Gew% TiÛ2 und ist damit um eine Grössenordnung geringer als die

ursprünglich optisch abgeschätzte Menge. Diese Werte liegen im Bereich der normalen

Titankonzentration von Mantelolivin und sind vergleichbar mit der experimentell
bestimmten Ti-Löslichkeit in Olivin bei 3 GPa und 800°C.

TEM Untersuchungen an Ilmeniteinschlüssen von AA, CdG und MD zeigen, dass die

Ilmenitstäbchen Mg enthalten und kristallographisch ausschlisslich eine trigonale Ilmenit

Struktur aufweisen. Die Morphologie der Ilmeniteinschlüsse ist durch die Topotaxie mit

Olivin bestimmt und von ihrer chemischen Zusammensetzung abhängig. Die

Ilmeniteinschlüsse bilden Reihen parallel zu (001) von Olivin, welche mit planaren Defekten

assoziiert sind. Diese Defekte wurden mit TEM und Bildkontrast-Analysen charakterisiert

und als Humitpolysome in Olivin interpretiert. Durch eine Ti-gesättigte Humit-phase, die,

mit einer Häufigkeit von 1900 mm"1 auftritt, können 170 ppm TiÛ2 in Olivin eingebaut
werden. Dies entspricht etwa der Hälfte des mit Laserablation ICP-MS bestimmten Ti-

Gehaltes. Da die gefundenen Defekte nur noch reliktisch vorhanden sind, war deren

ursprüngliche
KonzentrationmitSicherheithöher.DieBildungderIlmeniteinschlüsseinOlivinkannsomitaufdemZerfallsolcherTi-gesättigtenHumitdefekteoderaufdieEntmischungvonTi-gesättigtemOlivinwährendderExhumationdesGesteinszurückgeführtwerden.StäbchenförmigeIlmeniteinschlüsseinOlivinsolltenaufkeinemFallalsIndikatorenfürUltrahochdruckentstehungbetrachtetwerden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Alpe Arami sensation

The classic garnet lherzolite occurrence ofAlpe Arami (AA, Grubenmann 1908) is part of

the Adula Cima-Lunga nappe complex of the Central Alps. In the last years, a series of

investigations based on microstructural analyses (Dobrzhinetskaya et al. 1996; Green et

al. 1997a; Bozhilov et al. 1999) have postulated an origin for the AA garnet peridotite
from an exceptional depth at more than 300 km, possibly from the mantle transition zone

(Green et al. 1997a), indicating that the AAbody is possibly the deepest rock ever brought
back to the surface, along with deep mantle xenoliths sampled in kimberlites (Haggerty
and Sautter 1990). The apparently ultradeep origin ofthe AA garnet peridotite was derived

from several unique observations. The principal argument was the report of abundant,

oriented, rod-shaped ilmenite inclusions in the older porphyroclastic generation of olivine,

only briefly described previously as rutile by Möckel (1969). The density of the rods,

determined by optical microscopy, revealed an olivine composition, prior to ilmenite

exsolution, with more than 0.7 wt% TiC>2, a quantity far beyond the maximum TiC>2 content

of natural mantle olivine, i.e., < 0.05 wt%, Hervig et al. (1986). On the basis of electron

diffraction patterns containing both inclusion and matrix, ilmenite and unknown FeTiC>3

polymorphs were determined. With respect to these particular features, the rods were

interpreted as incomplete transformation products from a precursor FeTiC>3 perovskite
that exsolved during the conversion of wadsleyite (ß-olivine) to olivine at a pressure of

about 12 GPa (see Fig. 4.7). The shape ofthe inclusions, forming rods, was further attributed

to the topotactic mismatch between olivine and perovskite. It was suggested that the unique
lattice preferred orientation (LPO) ofthe olivine ofAA, with [ 100] perpendicular to foliation

(Möckel 1969), may possibly be related to the wadsleyite precursor.

Indirect ultrahigh pressure (UHP) indicators were also reported from clinopyroxenes.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigation of diopside revealed the presence

of P2\lc clinoenstatite, characterised by antiphase domains at its border with the host

diopside (Bozhilov et al. 1999). These features have been interpreted as relics from the

conversion of a former C2/c, high-pressure clinoenstatite polymorph and offered as
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additional proof for original pressures exceeding 8 GPa at AA.

These series of observations and their respective interpretations have, however, been

questioned in a number of studies:

1) The existence and condition of formation of a high-pressure clinoenstatite polymorph
have been debated by Arlt et al. (2000), who considered the effect of foreign cations on

the stability ofMgSiC>3 polymorphs and suggested the possibility ofother C2/c-pyroxene

phases as precursor.

2) An identical LPO as in the olivine of AA has recently been observed in the nearby

garnet peridotite of Cima di Gagnone (CdG; Frese et al. 2001), for which a prograde

metamorphic origin within a P-T path not exceeding 3 GPa (see Chapter 2) has been

demonstrated. This suggests a much shallower development of this fabric.

3) As the most controversial argument, the characteristics of ilmenite rods in olivine and

the evaluation of the UHP theory derived from these microstructures have been the

subject of several independent investigations in the various localities where identical

features were subsequently observed. A detailed report about the characteristics

(concentration, structure, composition, relation to the host) of ilmenite rods in olivine

from the Central Alps constitutes the principal goal of this study.

1.2 This study

Ilmenite rods in olivine were detected in several peridotite localities in the Central Alps

(see Fig. 4.1), including the garnet peridotites at CdG and Monte Duria (MD) in addition

to AA. As established from pétrographie and field observations (Evans and Trommsdorff

1978), the maximum pressure conditions, to which the rocks at CdG were subjected, are

restricted to the stability field of amphibole with a maximum pressure of approximately 3

GPa. The occurrence of ilmenite rods at this locality necessitates alternative models for

their formation which do not require a UHP protolith. The characteristics of the rods at

AA, reported by Dobrzhinetskaya et al. (1996), have therefore been investigated in the

CdG and MD garnet peridotites. In Chapter 2, a summary ofthe geological, petrographical,
and geochemical characteristics of the garnet peridotites in the Central Alps is presented.
The bulk trace element chemistry of olivine at AA, CdG and MD, determined by LA-ICP-

MS is reported in Chapter 3, with a particular consideration for the bulk TiC>2 content of

ilmenite bearing olivine. The crystallographic properties of the ilmenite rods, i.e., their

structure, topotactic relationship with the host olivine and the direct olivine-ilmenite phase

boundary, have been investigated with TEM (Chapter 4). A clear relationship between the

defect microstructures in olivine and the distribution ofthe FeTiC>3 rods has been observed

on a dimension scale covering three orders of magnitude,
fromopticalmicroscopedowntoTEMobservations.Chapter5presentsadetailedaccountofthesefeatures.Finally,acomparisonoftheilmeniterodsfromtheCentralAlpswithotherFeTiC>3rodinclusionsinorogenicperidotitesisconsideredinChapter6,alongwithpossiblemodelsofformationinagreementwiththegeologicalframeworkofthelocalities.
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Chapter 2

Garnet peridotites
in the Central Alps

2.1 Introduction

Garnet peridotites are rocks composed primarily of olivine, pyroxenes and garnet, which

represent fragments of the earth's mantle, formed at depth and carried back to the surface

during orogenic exhumation processes. The evaluation of their origin and exhumation

history plays a key role in understanding the geodynamical evolution of subduction zones,

orogenesis and mantle processes in general. Garnet peridotites give further insight into the

mineralogy from the deep interior as garnet acts as a pressure vessel that may preserve

stages of much higher pressure than recorded in the matrix rock assemblage.

Three garnet-bearing peridotite localities are known in the Central Alps. They have already
been extensively studied and detailed presentations of their pétrographie, structural or

geochemical characteristics may be found in numerous publications including Möckel

(1969), Fumasoli (1974), Buiskool Toxopeus (1977b), Evans and Trommsdorff (1978),
Ernst (1978), Evans and Trommsdorff (1983), Heinrich (1983), Heinrich (1986), Gebauer

et al. (1992), Brenker and Brey (1997), Pfiffner and Trommsdorff (1998) and Nimis and

Trommsdorff (2001a) in addition to the pioneer works of Grubenmann (1908), Dal Vesco

(1953) and O'Hara and Mercy (1966). The following chapter gives an overview about the

characteristics ofthese garnet lherzolites, based on a compilation ofpersonal observations

and data from the literature.

2.2 Geological outline

All garnet lherzolite outcrops in the Central Alps are concentrated around three localities,

i.e., Alpe Arami (AA), Cima di Gagnone (CdG) and Monte Duria (MD). These occurrences

are located within the same tectonic unit, in the southern part of the Adula-Cima Lunga
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Fig. 2.1 Tectonic map ofthe Central Alps. The garnet peridotite localities at Alpe Arami (AA), Cima di

Gagnone (CdG) andMonte Duria (MD) belong to the southern part ofthe Adula-Cima Lunga unit.

(ACL) nappe (Fig. 2.1). The ACL is tectonically situated above the Simano and Leventina

nappes (Lower Penninicum) and is overlain by the Tambo and Suretta units (Middle

Penninicum). From a paleogeographic point of view, the ACL complex is considered to

represent the southernmost part of the European continental margin prior to the Eocene

closure of the Valais basin (Schmid et al. 1990).

The locally preserved garnet lherzolites (Möckel 1969; Fumasoli 1974; Evans and

Trommsdorff 1978) and eclogites (Heinrich 1982; Heinrich 1986) testify to a high pressure

metamorphism in the ACL unit which is not shared by the surrounding nappes. The high

pressure assemblages conserved in the mafic lithology have been thoroughly mapped by
Heinrich (1983) and Heinrich (1986), who demonstrated prograde metamorphic conditions

from the north to the south of the ACL nappe, with P-T values increasing from 1.0-1.3

GPa and 500-550°C (Vais, San Bernardino) to approximately 3GPa and >800°C (AA,
CdG and MD; Fig. 2.2). The high pressure metamorphism of the garnet peridotite has

been dated by Gebauer (1996) and Gebauer et al. (1992), based on Pb-U isotope ratios in

zircon, and by Becker (1993), based on garnet-clinopyroxene-whole rock Sm-Nd isochrons,

as Eocene-Oligocene in age (40-43 Ma). During exhumation of the Alpine edifice in the

Oligocène and Miocene (Gebauer 1996), the Central Alpine belt has been subjected to a

regional metamorphic overprint under amphibolite conditions which led to the formation

of isograds crosscutting the nappe boundaries (Fig. 2.2).

The garnet-bearing peridotites of CdG, AAand MD, along with other garnet-free ultramafic

lenses, are enclosed in semi-pelitic gneisses commonly associated with eclogite
andimpure
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Fig. 2.2 Eocene high pressure metamorphic

gradient in theAdula-Cima Lunga Nappe. The mafic

mineralogy indicates an increase in the P-T

conditionsfrom North to South which culminate at

> 3 GPa and > 800°C in the localities ofiAA, CdG

and MP) (Nimis and Trommsdorff 2001a). The

isogrades of the main amphibolite fades regional

metamorphism (Oligocène Alpine exhumation)
crosscut the nappe boundaries (modified after
Heinrich 1983).

carbonate rocks:

At CDG, porphyroblastic garnet lherzolite

is preserved in only one of numerous

ultramafic lenses (Pfiffner and

Trommsdorff 1998, their Fig. 6, outcrop

Mgl60). Garnet is concentrated in thin

layers, typically 5 mm thick. These coexist

with olivine, orthopyroxene, dark green

clinopyroxene and pale green magnesio-
hornblende. The garnet peridotite is

associated with metamorphosed,

boudinaged and rodingitized MORB-type

dykes (Evans et al. 1979) and meta-

ophicarbonate rocks (Pfiffner and

Trommsdorff 1998), constituting a former

ocean margin suite which underwent

prograde metamorphism from serpentinite
to garnet lherzolite (Evans and

Trommsdorff 1978; Trommsdorff et al.

2000).

The well known ultramafic lens ofAA is a

1000 by 800 m body, which consists of a

garnet peridotite core surrounded by
chlorite peridotite. Garnet occurs as dark

red, mm-sized
porphyroclastsinamassive,darkgreenmatrixcomposedprincipallyofolivinewithadditionallyortho-andclinopyroxenes.Thetransitionofgarnettochloriteoccurstowardstheedgesofthelens.Chlorite,formedunderhydrousconditionsduringretrogradeamphibolitefaciesmetamorphism,occursascharacteristicpseudomorphporphyroblastsaftergarnet.Theperidotitelensisrimmedbyadiscontinuouslayerofpartlyamphibolitised,eclogiticrocksandisenclosedinsteeplysouth-dipping,migmatiticgneisses.DuetotheirsituationinthesouthernsteepbeltoftheCentralAlps,therocksatAAsufferedlateductiletobrittledeformationcausingthedevelopmentofporphyroclastictextures(seesection2.3).TheMDareaischaracterisedbythepresenceofnumerousgarnet-bearingperidotitelensesforming10to100msizedbodies(Fig.2.3).DetailedmappingoftheMDregionbyFumasoli(1974)showedthattheultramaficsareconfinedtoanarrowbiotite-plagioclase-paragneisshorizonatthecontactwithK-feldspar-bearinggneissesandmigmatiticgneisses.Bothperidotitelensesandgneissesarefoldedaroundasteeplyplungingmegafoldwhichhasanamplitudeofseveralkm(PizzoPaglia"Schiingenkomplex").ThegarnetperidotitesatMDdisplaytwotexturaltypes.Alayergarnetperidotiteoutcropsatlocality8(MD8),whichisverysimilartoCdGwhiletheultramaficlensesMDltoMD7consistofamassivegarnetperidotitesuchaspresentatAA.Notethatthelargeperidotitemassesatlocality9
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740 742 744

Fig. 2.3 Garnetperi dotite occurrence in the Monte Duria region Numbers 1 to 9 (nomenclature according
to Fumasoh 1974) correspond to garnet-bearingperidotite localities MD1 toMD9 Samplesfrom lenses 3,

8 and 9 have been investigated in this study (modified after Heinrich 1983, Fig 3 5)

(MD9, at Borgo) is a chlorite peridotite in which chlorite has grown pseudomorphically
after garnet From the various garnet peridotite lenses in the MD region, only localities

MD3, MD8 (two adjacent lenses 8a with garnet and 8b garnet-free) and MD9 have been

investigated in this study

2.3 Petrography

The garnet peridotites ofAA, CdG and MD are very similar with respect to their mineral

assemblages, which include garnet and two generations of olivine, orthopyroxene and

clinopyroxene, but differ significantly with respect to their textural characteristics, as

Fig. 2.4 Textural characteristics ofgarnet a) Porphyroclastic type with large anhedral garnets enclosed

in a matrix ofolivine with minor Opx and Cpx components (sample Mg 9-88, AA) Typical texture atAA and

MD3 b) Poikiloblastic type elongated, foliated garnets with abundant inclusions ofolivine, Opx, Cpx and

occasionally Mg-amphibole (sample Mg 160-97-2g, CdG) The texture is characteristic for the garnet

peridotite at CdG and locally atMD8 Scale bars correspond to5mm
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recognised in hand specimens. Detailed pétrographie descriptions ofthese garnet peridotites

may be found in Evans and Trommsdorff(1978), Fumasoli (1974), Möckel (1969), Pfiffner

and Trommsdorff(1998), Nimis and Trommsdorff (2001a) and Paquin and Altherr (2001).
The following summary only considers selected characteristics most relevant to this study.

2.3.1 Garnet textures

A porphyroclastic garnet peridotite texture is observed at AA and MD3. Garnet generally
forms more or less equant, anhedral grains, up to 1 cm in diameter, enclosed in a matrix

dominated by olivine and orthopyroxene components (Fig. 2.4a). Garnet contains relatively
few inclusions, principally olivine, pyroxenes and opaque minerals. Oriented exsolution

of fine rutile needles are found in both garnet ofAAand MD3. The occurrence of primary
inclusions of deep brown spinel (Möckel 1969) and K enriched Ca-amphibole (Nimis and

Trommsdorff2001a) atAA possibly indicate a pre-garnet mineralogy corresponding to an

amphibole-spinel peridotite stage. Retrograde chlorite rims, i.e., keliphite, are observed

aroung garnet.

Fig. 2.5 Prograde growth ofgarnet at CdG: a) garnet overgrows a pre-existing isoclinalfold with the

matrix minerals enstatite (Opx), olivine (Ol), diopside (Cpx) andmagnesio-hornblende (Amph) (sampleMg

160-96-2). b) Breakdown products oftitaman chnohumite, i.e., olivine charged with ilmenite blebs (Ol +

Ihn), surrounded by garnet (sample Mg 160-97-2g).

By contrast, the garnet peridotite at CdG and locally at MD (locality 8) display a

poikiloblastic texture with abundant inclusions (Fig.2.4b).Garnetformselongatedgrainsparalleltoaweakfoliationandisoftenconcentratedalongpyroxene-richlayers.AtCdG,garnetovergrewfolded,pre-existingmineralassemblagesincludingenstatite,olivine,diopsideandamphibole(Fig.2.5a;PfiffnerandTrommsdorff1998)aswellaspseudomorphsofolivinewithwormyilmeniteaftertitaniumclinohumite,i.e.,Ti-Chu(Fig.2.5b).Relicsofroundedmagnesiantopargasiticamphiboleingarnet(Fig.2.6;NimisandTrommsdorff2001a)provideadditionalevidencefortheprogradegrowthofgarnetatCdG.ComparedtotheexperimentaldataofNiidaandGreen(1999),thesurvivalofpargasiticamphiboleconstrainsthepressurestabilityfieldatCdGtoamaximumofapproximately3GPa.Evidenceofapre-garnetstageatMD8isbestillustratedbythepresenceoffoldedstringsofCr-richspinelinclusions(electronmicroprobeanalysesinTable2.2;Fig.2.7)andCa-amphibolegrains(NimisandTrommsdorff2001a)enclosedingarnet.
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Fig. 2.6 Rounded amphibole relic in a grain of

garnet at CdG (sample Mg 160-96-2) The

persistence ofpargasitic amphibole constrains the

P-T history ofthe rock to a maximum pressure < 3

GPa (Nuda and Green 1999)

Fig. 2.7 Photomicrograph (with crossed

polarisers) of garnet at MD8, with abundant

inclusions including folded strings of deep brown

Cr-rich spinel inclusions (stippled line, sample

MD8al)

2.3.2 Olivine and Ti-clinohumite

Olivine represents in all garnet peridotites the main rock constituent, making up, generally,
more than 50% of the total volume(Fumasoli 1974; Mockel 1969) At AA, olivine forms

an older, in part porphyroclastic, first generation and a second, mortar textured, recrystallised
matrix generation (Fig 2 8a) In a limited number ofcases, the large porphyroclasts display

signs of deformation, characterised by undulose extinction due to kinking At CDG, the

first generationofolivineconsistsofelongatedporphyroblasts(Fig28b),thesecondgenerationoccursassmall,recrystallisedmatrixmineralsandoccasionallyasrimsaroundtheearlierblastsTheolivineofMDconsistsequallyoftwogenerationsAtMD3andMD9,theolderolivineshaveasimilartextureasatAA,forminglarge,mm-sizedporphyroclastsBycontrast,theolivinegrainsofMD8grewelongatedparalleltotheweakfoliation,inasimilarmannerasatCdGAsacharacteristicretrogradealterationFig.2.8Photomicrographsofolivinetexturesa)ThefirstgenerationofolivineatAAandMD3formslargeporphyroclasts(ol)surroundedbyamortar-texturedmatrix,whichconsistsprincipallyofrecrystallisedolivineandorthopyroxeneb)AtCdGthefirstgenerationofolivineoccursaselongatedporphyroblasts(ol)togetherwithpoikiloblasticgarnetInbothsections,theoldergenerationofolivinecontainspalisadesofilmeniterodsThesamplesstudiedareessentiallyunserpentimsedScalebarscorrespondto2mm
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product, the formation of serpentine veins crosscutting olivine is observed in the more

altered samples of AA, MD3 and MD9 In these localities, only the least serpentinised

samples have been used for analytical work At CdG and MD8, all samples are essentially

serpentine free

At all localities, the core ofmost olivine grains from the first generation contains abundant

oriented oxide inclusions such as described by Dobrzhinetskaya et al (1996) The majority
of these inclusions consists of microscopic, black-brown ilmenite rods elongated parallel
to [010] ofolivine (Fig 2 9) Although quite
variable from grain to grain, the dimension

and quantity of these rods are similar at all

localities (see Chapter 3) In general, the

inclusions are inhomogeneously distributed

and rather located in the core of the olivine

grains Yet a local increase in the quantity
of the FeTi03 rods has been observed in a

wide zone of olivine in contact with coarse

ilmenite (Fig 2 10) A second type of oxide

inclusions is constituted by scarce chromite

inclusions which occur as platelets parallel
to (100)ol (see Fig 4 5) The description and

investigation of both these inclusions

constitute the principal topic of Chapter 4

No oxide inclusions have been detected in

the recrystallised, second generation olivine

Olivine and ilmenite occur as well in close association due to the breakdown of Ti-Chu

and form a characteristic symplectite texture of olivine with wormy ilmenite (see Fig
2 5b) The presence of Ti-Chu and its breakdown products has been observed by Evans

and Trommsdorff (1978) and Evans and
Trommsdorff(1983)ingarnetperidotiteatCdGFig.2.10a)Highconcentrationofilmeniterodsinolivineatgrainboundarywithilmenite(CdG,sampleMg160-4-8)b)Enlargementofareashowbystippledrectangleina)Fig.2.9Orientedilmeniterodsinfirstgenerationolivine(CdG,sampleMg160-4-8)Therodshavebeenfoundinallgarnet-bearingandinnumerousgarnet-freeperidotites(seeFig41)Theirdimensionsaretypically<2/urnindiameterand10-20/urnin

length
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(Fig 2 11) The survival of Ti-Chu in the prograde garnet peridotite of CdG has been

attributed to the presence offluorine (up to 2 7 wt%) in its structure (Evans and Trommsdorff

1983) At MD, relictic Ti-Chu (F ~ 2 2 wt%) was found in a garnet-pyroxenite block in the

vicinity ofMD3 (Fig 2 12, Heinrich 1983) In theAA region, Ti-Chu and the same olivine-

ilmenite pseudomorphs have been found in a loose block ofgarnet peridotite near Gorduno,
derived either from AA or the nearby Stuello garnet peridotite lens (Mockel 1969)

Fig. 2.11 a) Pseudomorphs of olivine charged with wormy ilmenite after Ti-Chu in garnet peridotite of
CdG (sample Mgl60-96-1) b) Enlargement ofarea show by rectangle in a) the adjacent olivine grain (Ol)
contains ilmenite rods which are concentrated at the grain boundary
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2.4 Mineral chemistry

The mineral compositions ofthe peak metamorphic assemblage, i.e. garnet, orthopyroxene,

clinopyroxene and olivine, atAA, CdG and MD3, including detailed analyses of elemental

zoning from core to rim, have been reported in Evans and Trommsdorff (1978). Numerous

additional electron microprobe analyses (EMPA) may be found in the literature concerning
the garnet peridotite of AA, (e.g. Brenker and Brey 1997; Ernst 1978; Nimis and

Trommsdorff2001 a; Paquin and Altherr 2001 a) whereas analyses similar to those ofEvans

and Trommsdorff 1978 have been measured by Pfiffner (1999) for CdG. Presented here

are some new data from the MD localities (Table 2.1, Table 2.2). All analyses represent

core compositions.

- Olivine

The first generation of olivine forms grains with relatively homogeneous composition
from core to rim. At all localities, the chemistry is similar and corresponds to a forsteritic

composition which spans a Mg # (= Mg/Mg+Fe) range from 0.89 to 0.90 (Table 2.1).
Small concentrations of Ni and Mn have also been measured. Within each locality, the

NiO content varies from about 0.3 to 0.5 wt% whereas MnO values range from 0.1 to 0.2

wt%. No significant amount of Ti02 could be measured using the standard EMPA setting

(15 kV, 20 nA, 20s counting time; detection limit ~ 0.02 wt%, see Appendix C).

- Garnet (Grt)

At all localities, garnet is characterised by a Mg-rich composition which varies in the MD

Table 2.1 Electron microprobe analyses ofolivine in the various peridotite localities.

AA

wt% Mg9-96-1

CdG

Mg160-96-2

MD3

Mg264-4

MD8a

DU8a1

MD8b

DU8b

MD9

DU9-1

Si02 40 46

Ti02 0 00

Cr203 0 00

Al203 0 00

FeO 9 43

MnO 0 11

MgO 49 06

NiO 0 40

CaO 0 00

40 76

0 00

0 00

0 00

9 44

010

48 94

0 49

0 00

41 02

0 01

0 00

0 00

9 63

012

49 33

0 45

0 00

40 56

0 02

0 00

0 00

10 50

011

48 40

0 42

0 00

40 20

0 00

0 00

0 00

10 31

017

48 43

0 41

0 00

40 37

0 00

0 00

0 00

10 32

017

48 26

0 33

0 00

Total 99 46 99 73 100 56 100 02 99 52 99 45

Cations pfu

Si 1 00

Ti 0 00

Cr 0 00

AI 0 00

Fe2 0 19

Mn 0 00

Mg 1 80

Ni 0 01

Ca 0 00

1 00

0 00

0 00

0 00

019

0 00

1 79

0 01

0 00

1 00

0 00

0 00

0 00

0 20

0 00

1 79

0 01

0 00

1 00

0 00

0 00

0 00

0 22

0 00

1 77

0 01

0 00

0
99000000000021000178001000100000000000021000178001000Mg#0900900900890890

89
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samples between 64-69 mol% pyrope, 17-23 mol% almandine, 5-9 mol% grossular and

approximately lmol% spessartine components. Compositional variations from grain to

grain have already been reported in Evans and Trommsdorff(1978). Within a single grain,
cation profiles are usually homogeneous with no pronounced zonation. Narrow zoning at

the rims, showing an increase in Fe/Mg ratio, has been observed in garnet at AA and

attributed to retrograde re-equilibration (Brenker and Brey 1997).

- Orthopyroxene (Opx)

Orthopyroxene with 91-92 mol% enstatite component is found at all localities. The mineral

is characterised by a clear Al zoning from core to rim reflected by an increase of A1203
from about 0.5 wt% to usually more than 0.9 wt% at the rims. This higher Al solubility
toward the rims is most likely related to an increase in temperature (Nimis and Trommsdorff

2001b).

- Clinopyroxene (Cpx)

Clinopyroxene cores have a diopsidic composition with 5-7 mol% Jadeite component

(NaAlSi206). At all localities, a systematic zoning from center to edge is observed with

decreasing A1203 andNa20 contents, reflecting a loss ofthejadeite component. This feature

has been attributed to the growth of hornblende in the mineral assemblage (Evans and

Trommsdorff 1978).

- Spinel (Spi)

The chemical composition of spinel inclusions in garnet at MD8 (see Fig. 2.7) is

characterised by a narrow Mg/Fe range (Mg #: 0.54-0.55), very low Fe3+ content and an

important variation in Cr-Al content.

2.5 Whole rock composition

Major and trace element compositions of garnet peridotite samples from AA, CdG and

MD, including the chlorite peridotite of MD9, i.e., chlorite pseudomorphs after garnet,

were analysed by standard X-ray fluorescence (XRF; Appendix D). The measured samples
were selected from the least altered specimen available. No sign of serpentinisation is

observed at CdG and only a limited degree of alteration characterises the rocks from AA

and MD.

At all localities, the garnet peridotites have a similar bulk chemistry which corresponds to

fertile compositions as evidenced by a direct comparison with the pyrolite, i.e., primitive

mantle, defined by McDonough and Sun (1995) (Table 2.3). The rocks still preserve a

high content of fusible components (A1203, CaO and Ti02) which indicates that the rocks

were not significantly affected by partial melting. The CaO content ranges from 2.3 to 4.5

wt% whereas the A1203 component varies between 2.4 and 5.4 wt%. The Ti02 content is

usually above 0.1 wt%,
rangingfrom0.07to0.21wt%.SimilarbulkcompositionshavebeenpublishedforCdG(EvansandTrommsdorff1978)andAA(Ernst1978;O'HaraandMercy1966).ItisimportanttostressthatthebulkTi02concentrationoftherocksat

all
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AA, CdG and MD (comparative average bulk Ti02 values at CdG = 0.13 ± 0.03 wt% and

at AA= 0.15 ± 0.07 wt% measured by Evans and Trommsdorff (1978) and Ernst (1978),

respectively) is significantly higher than the Ti content measured in the silicate minerals.

In decreasing order of affinity, the Ti concentration in Grt, Cpx and Opx rarely exceeds

0.15, 0.1 and 0.07 wt%, respectively, whereas in olivine, the most abundant mineral in

these rocks, maximum Ti contents of < 0.04 wt% have been measured by laser ablation

ICP-MS (see section 3.4). These observations imply the presence of a Ti reservoir in the

form of free Ti phases, e.g., ilmenite or rutile, in the mineral assemblage during

metamorphism, which buffered the chemical potential of Ti in the silicate phases.

Table 2.3 Whole rock compositions (XRF analyses) ofgarnet-peridotites atAA, CdG, MD3, MD8 andMD9.

AA

wt% Mg9-96-1 Mg9-98

CdG

Mg160-96-2 Mg160-4-8

MD3

MD3-6

MD8

MD8a2 MD8b

MD9

MD9-1

Primitive

mantle***

Si02 44 71 44 24

Ti02 0 13 0 12

Al203 3 98 3 11

Cr203 0 36 0 32

FeO* 7 84 7 71

MnO 0 13 0 12

MgO 38 39 38 93

NiO 0 30 0 31

CaO 3 14 3 24

Na20 0 13 0 12

K20 0 01 0 00

P205 0 02 0 02

Ignition loss 0 42 1 27

45 39 45 11

0 21 0 14

5 45 4 95

0 31 0 32

7 88 7 77

015 013

35 41 37 15

0 27 0 28

4 48 4 05

0 04 0 03

0 00 0 00

0 01 0 01

44 20

011

3 38

0 38

7 98

012

39 77

0 32

2 68

0 09

0 03

0 02

0 67

44 39 44 35

0 09 0 07

5 00 3 24

0 46 0 41

7 85 7 74

013 012

37 00 39 24

0 27 0 31

4 20 3 03

0 02 0 02

0 00 0 02

0 01 0 01

0 25 1 06

43 61

012

2 42

0 34

8 08

012

40 38

0 32

2 29

0 00

0 00

0 01

1 89

45 00

0 20

4 45

0 38

8 85

014

37 80

0 25

3 55

0 36

0 03

0 02

Total 99 56 99 51

Trace elements** (in ppm)

99 60 99 94 99 75 99 67 99 62 99 58 101 03

Sr 23 24

Nb 11 15

Y 16 16

Zr 16 19

V 73 66

Cr 2654 2243

Ni 1788 1865

Co 89 97
Cu2929Zn5152Sc14102828121220151918827922752395166817788491784045441816201216166427281909103215314<15259101111<10<1091753417296816851874878924166448221619121216542583196010285414*TotalironasFeO**Traceelementsbelowdetectionlimits(<ppm)areBa<10,Rb<8,Pb<5,Th<5,U<10,La<20,Ce<15,Nd<25,Ga<2,S<50***MajoroxidesfrompyrohtedefinedbyMcDonough&Sun

(1995)
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2.6 Metamorphic origin and P-T evaluations

Different models have been postulated for the formation of the AA, CdG and MD garnet

peridotites based on pétrographie, geochemical, structural and field observations. At CdG,

a prograde origin, from a serpentinite protolith close to the ocean-floor, has been

demonstrated by Evans and Trommsdorff (1978). Because all three garnet lherzolites in

the Central Alps are situated in the same tectonic unit and based on the similarities of their

bulk and mineral chemistry, the authors proposed a similar prograde subduction of mantle

materials as protoliths for the AA and MD garnet peridotites.

At MD, relics of a spinel stage are still preserved which supports the idea first developed

by Fumasoli (1974) that garnet formed from a spinel peridotite protolith.

By contrast to the well documented (Pfiffner 1999) and widely accepted shallow origin of

the CdG suite, the origin and P-T evolution of the neighbouring AA body has been, up to

these days, actively debated. Based on geochemical data, O'Hara and Mercy (1966)

postulated that the garnet peridotite ofAA represented a slice of deep upper mantle that

underwent low T, high P crystallisation in a dry environment, followed by tectonic

emplacement into its crustal surroundings during the Alpine orogeny. A similar ascending
scenario has also been formulated by Ernst (1978), who inferred an origin for the AA

lherzolite at a depth of approximately 150 km (~ 4 GPa lithostatic pressure; Table 2.4),
based on thermobarometric calculations from mineral core compositions. By comparison,
Evans and Trommsdorff (1978) proposed a prograde formation, with significantly lower

peak metamorphic conditions at approximately 2.5-2.9 GPa and 800°C for all three garnet

peridotites in the Central Alps.

Most recently, additional contrasting results have been published about the garnet peridotite
of AA. Based on inferred chemical disequilibria between minerals, Brenker and Brey

(1997) and Paquin and Altherr (2001a) calculated P-T conditions at AA ranging from

1100-1200°C and 5-6 GPa, by combining the O'Neill and Wood (1979) thermometer with

the Brey and Köhler (1990) barometer (Table 2.4). Nimis and Trommsdorff (2001a),

however, reported much lower P-T conditions using two sets ofindependent thermometers

(Taylor 1998, Krogh 1988) and barometers (Taylor 1998, Nimis and Taylor 2000) applied
to microprobe data including those of Brenker and Brey (1997). Their results yield
concordant values that intersect in a narrow P-T range at

844°C/3.2
GPaforAA,825°C/3.0GPaforMDand742°C/3.0GPaforCdG,inagreementwiththeP-TvaluesofEvansandTrommsdorff(1978)andthoseobtainedbyHeinrich(1983)fortheassociatedeclogiterocksrocks(Table2.4).PaquinandAltherr(2001b)relatedthediscrepancybetweenthehighandlowthermobarometricestimatesatAAtochemicaldisequilibriaduringrapidsubductionandexhumationandassumedpeakmetamorphicconditionsof1180°C/5.9GPa.NimisandTrommsdorff(2001b),ontheotherhand,postulatedamultipleP-TevolutionwithalowTstage(~800°C)at3GPa,representativeofthepeakmetamorphicconditionsduringAlpinesubduction,followedbyashort-livedthermaleventatT>1100°Crelatedtolatermagmaticintrusion.ItisyetimportanttostressthatthedebateabouttheobservedP-Tdiscrepanciesisprincipallyrelatedtothechoiceofthermobarometercombinations(Table2.4)whereastherespectivesetofdatautilisedhavenotbeen

questioned.
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Table 2.4 P-T estimatesforpeak metamorphic conditions derivedfrom garnetperidotites (and eclogues*)
atAA, CdG andMD.

Authors T(°C) P (GPa) Locality Thermometers / Barometers

Ernst (1978) 966 ± 78 -40 AA based on Opx-Cpx solvus /Wo74

Evans and Trommsdorff (1978) 801 ± 50

806 ± 50

835 ± 50

25 + 05

28 + 05

25 + 05

AA

CdG

MD

We77/ Wo74

Nimis and Trommsdorff (2001a) 840 ± 23

740 ± 38

830 ± 33

32 + 03

30 + 04

30 + 02

AA

CdG

MD

Ta98, Kr88 / Ta98, NT00

Heinrich (1986)* 800-900

600-750

800-900

2 0-3 5

17-2 7

2 0-3 5

AA

CdG

MD

Brenker and Brey (1997) 1120 + 50 5+0 2 AA OW79 / BK90

Paquin and Altherr (2001a) 1180 + 50 59+03 AA OW79, BK90, KrOO / BK90

Dobrzhinetskaya et al (1996)

Bozhilovetal (1999)

Taylor (1998)

od (1979)

2000)

:r(1990)

>12

>10

AA

AA

rs

\l exchange)

FeTi03 rods in olivine

Anti-phase domains in

clmoenstatite

Thermometers

Opx-Cpx solvus Wells (1977)

Grt-Ol (Mg-Fe exchange) O'Neill & Wc

Grt-Cpx (Mg-Fe exchange) Krogh (1988

Grt-Opx (Mg-Fe exchange) Brey & Kohl

Baromete

Grt-Opx (/

Cr in Cpx

Wood (1974), Brey & Köhler (1990),

Taylor (1998)

Nimis & Taylor (2000)

In clear contrast to the mineral chemistry-based P-T evaluations, Dobrzhinetskaya et al.

(1996) and Bozhilov et al. (1999) hypothesised a depth of origin for the AA peridotite

exceeding 300 km (> 10 GPa, possibly 15 GPa; Table 2.4) on the basis of microstructural

observations including ilmenite rod exsolutions in olivine and antiphase domains in

clinoenstatite, respectively. In both cases, they speculated an ultra high pressure precursor

phase. Not only have both these highly speculative interpretations been contested {Chapter

1) but in the case ofthe ilmenite rods, the original data have been questioned (Hacker et al.

1997; Risold et al. 2001, see Chapters 3 and 4).
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Chapter 3

Bulk Ti02 content

of ilmenite-bearing olivine

3.1 Introduction

The occurrence of inclusions and exsolution in high pressure metamorphic minerals has

received, in the past few years, much attention because the preservation of high pressure

microstructure relics yields valuable information about petrological and geodynamical

processes at great depth (Liou et al. 1998). The findings of coesite (Chopin 1984; Smith

1984; Okay et al. 1989; Sobolev et al. 1991) and diamond (Sobolev and Shatsky 1990)
inclusions in various crustal rocks revealed that such rocks can be subducted to ultradeep

conditions, i.e., pressure > 3 GPa, before being brought back to the surface. Exsolution of

pyroxene in garnet and the re-calculated precursor super-silicic (majoritic) garnet

composition have led Haggerty and Sautter (1990) and Sautter and Haggerty (1991J to

estimate an origin at more than 300 km depth for mantle xenoliths in kimberlite. The

occurrence of majoritic garnet (1 to 4 Vol% pyroxene exsolutions) in orogenic garnet

peridotites from Norway (van Roermund and Drury 1998) suggested exhumation of such

mantle rocks from a minimum depth of 150-180 km (5 to 6 GPa). By comparison,
thermobarometric estimates, based on element partitioning between coexisting minerals

of the same rocks, record only the last stage of re-equilibration at approximately 800°C

and 3.2 GPa, equivalent to a depth of about 100 km. The Norway peridotites represent

therefore a good example of a preserved microstructural "memory" testifying to earlier

ultrahigh P-T conditions.

The depth of origin of the garnet lherzolite at AA has been controversial, with great

disparities between P-T evaluations obtained from microstructural and geochemical
observations. Thermobarometric estimates, derived from mineral-chemical analyses,
indicate a last stage of equilibration at conditions ranging from approximately 800°C/3

GPa (Evans and Trommsdorff 1978; Nimis and Trommsdorff 2001a) to > 1100°C/> 5

GPa (Brenker and Brey 1997; Paquin and Altherr 2001 a; see current controversy in section

2.6). These estimations lie, however, far belowUHP conditions in excess of 10 GPa, derived
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from relic microstructures. Olivine with oriented FeTi03 rods has been interpreted as

indicative of depths of origin exceeding 300 km by Dobrzhinetskaya et al. (1996), possibly
from the mantle transition zone (Green et al. 1997a). The hypothesis was based on:

1) the high volume fraction of exsolved FeTi03 rods in olivine, estimated by optical
methods to 1-3 vol% (= 0.75-2.3 wt% ÜO2 in olivine) and later revised to a lower

average value of 0.53 vol% (= 0.4 wt% Ti02).

2) the determination of various FeTi03 polymorphs.

The reported high bulk TiC>2 content in olivine could not be explained by any documented

substitution ofTi into the olivine structure. In lherzolitic compositions, Ti strongly partitions
into garnet and clinopyroxene and to a lesser extent into orthopyroxene, but only weakly
into olivine. The highest reported Ti content in olivine in garnet lherzolites from kimberlites

never exceeded 0.05 wt% (= 500 ppm) TiC>2 (Hervig et al. 1986). Based on the very high
Ti content and the determination of unknown FeTiC>3 polymorphs, Dobrzhinetskaya et al

(1996) postulated that the rods in AA olivine exsolved originally as FeTiC>3 perovskite

during the transformation of the high pressure polymorph wadsleyite into olivine. This

scenario has been seriously challenged because the high Ti concentrations in the rod-

bearing olivine ofAA, which implied Ti substitution into the ß-olivine phase, could not be

confirmed. On the contrary, independent spectroscopic studies (Hacker et al. 1997; Reusser

et al. 1998) have reported average TiÛ2 concentration in the olivine ofAA ranging between

0.03-0.04 wt% (300-400 ppm). These results are an order of magnitude lower than the

revised values determined optically by Green et al. (\991b) and correspond to known Ti

solubility in olivine, two- to three-fold below the maximum TiÛ2 solubility in olivine, i.e.,

0.1 wt%, determined experimentally by Gudfinnsson and Wood (1998). The burial of the

rocks to depths corresponding to UHP conditions, within the stability field of wadsleyite

is, therefore, not necessary.

Raman spectroscopy and laser ablation ICP-MS analyses have been performed to investigate
the nature of the FeTiÛ3 rods and determine the bulk TiÛ2 concentration in the first

generation of olivine at AA and in the garnet peridotite at CdG and MD, where identical

inclusions have been detected (see section 2.3.2, Fig. 4.1). In order to compare the accuracy

and suitability of spectroscopically- and optically-derived bulk TiÛ2 concentration in

olivine,
firstgenerationolivinefromAAhasbeeninvestigatedusingbothlaserablationICP-MSandimageanalysistechniques.3.2PetrographyThethinsectionspreparedforspectroscopicanalyseswereselectedtorepresentthedifferentgarnetperidotitelocalitiesintheAdula-CimaLungaunit.SpecimensfromAA,CdG,andMD,includingtheporphyroclastictypeofMD3,thefoliatedgarnet-bearingandgarnetfreetypeatMD8(aandb,respectively)andthepseudomophchloriteperidotiteaftergarnetatMD9,havebeeninvestigated(Fig.3.1).Thegarnetperidotitesamples(AA,CdG,MD3,MD8)weremostlyfreshmaterialwithnooronlyalimiteddegree

of
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Fig. 3.1 Optical micrographs ofolivine with ilmenite rodsfrom different locations: a) AA (Mg 9-88), b)
CdG (Mg 160-4-8) and c) MD3 (Mg 264-4). Pétrographie observationsfrom these localities do not indicate

any difference with respect to the size and density distributions of the inclusions in olivine. Scale bars

represent 100 /urn.

serpentinisation. The chlorite peridotite (MD9) contained generally some serpentine veins

that crosscut the olivine grains. So far as it could be estimated from optical microscopy of

these samples, the affirmation of Green et al. (\991b) that the size and concentration ofthe

rods are greatly affected by the degree of serpentinisation of the rocks could not be

confirmed. In fact, rod size and concentration seem to vary as much between grains from

the same thin section as between grains from different localities with various amounts of

alteration. Furthermore it is not uncommon to find ilmenite rods preserved in serpentine
veins ofthe more altered samples, indicating that the inclusions survived the transformation

of olivine into serpentine (Fig. 3.2).
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Fig. 3.2 Ilmemte inclusions (arrows) surviving the replacement ofolivine by late serpentine (Serp) veins

(locality MD3, sample MF 1101 from Fumasoh 1974)

3.3 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is a rapid, non-destructive method that allows in situ characterisation

ofphases (see, e g ,
McMillan 1989 and McMillan and Hofmeister 1988 for its application

in mineralogy) Based on a light scattering experiment, Raman spectroscopy investigates
the vibrational properties of materials a small fraction of the monochromatic light (laser)
directed to the sample interacts inelastically with it to produce Raman scattering effects

The energy shift of the inelastically scattered light relative to the energy of the incident

light corresponds to the frequencies of vibrational modes within the specimen They are

recorded by a spectrometer and plotted as a function of intensity versus energy shift (in
cm"1 units) The identification ofminerals usually occurs by comparing their characteristic

Raman peaks with a reference spectrum As the positions of Raman lines are sensitive to

the structure of the molecular groups within a sample, the technique can be used to

characterise polymorphic phase transitions (e g ,
Mao et al 1987) or to determine the

degree of cation substitutions (e g ,
Hofmeister and Chopelas 1991) In this study, Raman

spectroscopy was performed as a rapid tool to identify the nature of the rod-shaped
inclusions on a large scale basis

3.3.1 Analytical procedure

The Raman analyses were carried out using a Dilor Labram 2 multichannel laser Raman

microprobe equipped with a confocal optical system The Raman spectra were excited

using the 632 nm line of a He-Ne-laser The Raman signals were filtered (interference

notch-filter) to remove the incident beam line and were imaged into an optical spectrometer

(grating 1800 lines /mm) The spectra were recorded from 190 to 1090 cm"1 with a CCD

detector (1152 x 280 pixels) that enables the simultaneous acquisition of a spectral range

of 900 cm"1 wavenumbers The incident laser light was focused, through the microscope,
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onto sample areas of a few |im in diameter containing rods In order to have good counting
statistics and to enhance the signal-to-background ratio, 3 to 5 spectra, acquired during 20

to 30 s, were accumulated Before analysing the samples, two standards were measured to

calibrate the peak positions The Si peak at 520 8 and the diamond band at 1331 cm"1 were

recorded within the spectral resolution of2-3 cm"1 For all localities, eight to ten randomly
orientated olivine grains, distributed in various thin sections, have been investigated In

each selected grain, a few inclusions have been analysed, resulting in a total of 24 to 30

rods spectra per locality

3.3.2 Raman spectra of rod inclusions

The Raman analyses of 139 rods, in various olivine grains from AA, CdG, MD3, MD8

and MD9, yield remarkably similar spectra with six characteristic Raman lines at around

Fig. 3.3 Raman spectra of ilmenite rods in olivine at AA, CdG and MD (localities 3, 8 and 9) a) The

inclusions display identical spectra which are characterised by the presence ofa strongpeak at 684 cm'1 In

total, the inclusions are responsiblefor the sixRaman lines listed in b) Note that the respectivepeak intensity

strongly varies in function of the sample orientation Due to the small size of the inclusions, all spectra

contain a contributionfrom the matrix, as evidenced through the direct comparison with olivine reference

spectra b) Positions of the six Raman peaks at each locality (average wavenumber, standard deviation,

number ofpeaks) Peak 1, 4 and 6 were present in all spectra
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229, 259, 334, 375, 459 and 684 cm"1 (Fig. 3.3). The peak at 684 cm"1 constitutes the most

prominent feature in the Raman spectra of the rods followed by the lines at 229 and 375

cm"1 which exhibit medium to strong peak intensities. By contrast, the bands at 259 and

459 cm"1 form wide and weak peaks that have only been observed in a limited number of

samples (Fig. 3.3b). Due to the small size of the rods, all spectra systematically contain a

contribution from the olivine matrix which notably accounts for the Raman lines above

800 cm"1. For comparison, two representative spectra of the matrix are displayed on Fig.
3.3a: olivine is characterised by two principal Raman peaks between 800 and 1000 cm"1,
i.e., 821 and 853 cm"1, which can be assigned to stretching modes of the SiC>4 tetrahedra.

At frequencies below 600 cm"1, Raman bands include numerous lines (e.g., 221, 300, 324,

430, 541, 604 cm"1) that are attributed to a combination ofvibration modes involving both

the octahedral cations and the silicate tetrahedra (McMillan and Hofmeister 1988).

The Raman spectra of the rods have been compared to natural and synthetic reference

spectra obtained for three compositions along the ilmenite-geikielite join (Fig. 3.4). The

pure geikielite sample (synthetic MgTiC^) is characterised by peaks at 224, 281, 305, 327,

352, 397, 485, 640 and 715 cm"1 which represent nine from the ten Raman active modes

(additional peak at 501 cm"1) expected to occur in an ilmenite structure (see Reynard and

Guyot 1994). The synthetic Mg-bearing ilmenite (60 mol% MgTiC^) exhibit peaks at 269,

341, 386, 469 and 699 cm"1 whereas the pure ilmenite standard (natural FeTiC^) displays

10000
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Fig. 3.4 Raman spectrum ofan ilmenite rod compared to reference spectrafrom three compositions along
the ilmenite - geikielite join. The peak positions undergo a nearly linear shift towards higher values with

increasing
Mg-contentwhichisbestobservedwiththefrequencyshiftfrom372to397cm'1and680to715cm'1from0to100mol%MgTiOj.Thesmallpeakshiftsintheinclusions(375and685cm'1),withrespecttothepureFeend-member,suggestthattheyareslightlymagnesian.
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five Raman lines at 222, 295, 331, 372 and 680 cm"1. Except for the band at 295 cm"1, the

position ofthe remaining four Raman lines show an excellent correlation with the spectrum

of the rods.

A shift ofthe peak position can be observed between the reference spectra as a function of

chemical composition (Fig. 3.4). As already reported in previous Raman studies involving
the natural system ilmenite-geikielite (Pinet et al. 1987; Reusser et al. 2001), the Raman

lines are linearly shifted towards increasing wavenumber positions with increasing Mg
for Fe substitution. This phenomenon is best illustrated by the shift ofthe principal Raman

lines from 372 and 680 cm"1, in ilmenite, to 397 and 715 cm"1, respectively, in the pure

Mg end-member The systematic slight shift ofthe rod spectra towards higher wavenumber

positions compared to the ilmenite standard indicated a small content of Mg in the rods.

Based on the peak shift at 375 and 685 cm"1, a rough estimate of the Mg content of the

rods yields 10 to 14 mol% MgTiC^. Note that these values are potentially subject to large
errors because the peak shifts are ofthe same order of magnitude as the spectral resolution

of the instrument (2-3 cm"1).

3.4 Laser Ablation ICP-MS

Laser ablation connected to inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS)
has become one of the major analytical tools to perform trace element and isotope

microanalyses ofgeological materials (e.g., Bea et al. 1996; Günther et al. 1997; Simon et

al. 1997). One of the big advantages of the technique lies in the possibility to conduct in

situ-measurements with high spatial resolution. LA-ICP-MS is characterised by rapid data

acquisition, simple sample preparation and high sensitivity with element detection limits

in the ppm range or below, depending on the ablation volume. Using various laser diameter,

bulk analyses or local chemical information, down to a spatial resolution of a few microns,

may be acquired. In situ LA-ICP-MS analyses have been performed in this study to

determine the bulk TiC>2 content of ilmenite-bearing olivine from the same localities as

investigated by Raman spectroscopy.

3.4.1 Analytical procedure

The LA-ICP-MS analyses were carried out using an ultraviolet Argon Fluoride excimer

laser (Lambda Physik, Göttingen, Germany) emitting ultraviolet light (k = 193 nm), in

combination with an ELAN 6000 ICP-MS (Perkin Elmer Corp.,
Norwalk,Connecticut).LA-ICP-MSdatawerecalibratedusingNIST612glass(seehttp://srmcatalog.nist.gov/srmcatalog/certificates/srm-612.htm)asanexternalcalibrationstandardandtheSiC>2contentoftheolivinematrix,measuredpriortothelaseranalysesbyEMPA,asinternalstandard(seeTable2.1).TwoablationsoftheNIST612referencematerialwereperformedbeforeandaftertheseriesofanalysesonthesamples,inordertocorrectforeventualinstrumentaldriftingeffectsduringmeasurements.Thetotalacquisitiontimeforeachanalysiswas90s:thegasbackgroundwascountedfor30sandthesignalswereacquiredforabout60s.Theablatedpitshadadepthofapproximately30|im(±thicknessofthe
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sections), yielding an ablation rate of ~ 0 5 |im/s In order to obtain representative bulk

compositions and avoid sampling bias, the laserbeam was set to a diameter ofapproximately
80 mm so that the resulting ablated volumes were large compared to the volume of the

individual inclusions (Fig 3 5) Due to changes in the ICP-MS interface and new carrier

gas combination, the limits of detection have been lowered by an order of magnitude with

respect to a conventional Ar flow introduction system (Günther et al 1997) The limit of

detection for TiC>2 obtained with this setting was generally less than 1 ppm (Table 3 1)
Areas with the highest density of ilmenite rods were selected for analyses to estimate the

maximum bulk TiC>2 content in the olivine-ilmenite composite

Fig. 3.5 Laser ablation pit in olivine ofCdG (Mg 160-96-2) The ablation crater has a diameter of80 jjm,

which is sufficiently large, compared to the volume and spacing ofthe inclusions, to allow representative
bulk T1O2 analyses in ilmenite-bearing olivine

3.4.2 Bulk T1O2 content in olivine

A total of 55 LA-ICP-MS analyses have been performed in the first generation of olivine

at AA, CdG and MD Determination of the bulk TiC>2 content in olivine reveals similar

concentrations for all localities, with single measurements ranging from 196 to a maximum

of 510 ppm TiC>2 (Table 3 1) The average TiC>2 concentration per locality corresponds to

354 ppm at AA [standard deviation = 87 ppm, number of analyses n = 8], 315 ppm at CdG

[sd = 60 ppm, n = 13], 338 ppm at MD3 [sd = 97 ppm, n = 7], 389 ppm at MD8a [sd = 86

ppm, n = 3], 290 ppm at MD8b [sd = 50 ppm, n = 9], and 302 ppm at MD9 [sd = 39 ppm,

n = 6] (Fig 3 6)

In contrast, bulk TiC>2 determinations within portions of olivine where rods are absent or,

at least, too small to be visible by optical microscopy, yield significantly lower values

The average TiC>2 concentration ofthese samples, including the analyses from all localities,

corresponds to 59 ppm [sd = 23 ppm, n = 9], with single measurements ranging from 28 to

93 ppm

In contrast to these representative bulk analyses, local chemical concentrationsmeasured
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Table 3.1 Bulk T1O2 concentration in ilmenite-bearing olivine atAA, CdG and MD, determined by laser

ablation ICP-MS. Limits ofdetectionfor T1O2 are in the order of1 ppm or lowerfor all bulk analyses. The

TiC>2 content ofolivine areas with inclusions variesfrom 196 to 510 ppm. Olivine portions with no visible

inclusions have a "background" TiC>2 concentration ofabout 30 to 90 ppm.

ppm (|ig/g) Ti02 in olivine (detection limits)

Localities CdG AA MD3 MD8a MD8b MD9

Analyses

1) 265.0 (11) 425.6 (10) 259.3 (0 7) 340.3 (0 7) 258.4 (1 1) 234.8 (11)

2) 308.5 (10) 348.2 (0 9) 232.6 (0 8) 318.5 (0 7) 279.5 (0 8) 301.4 (10)

3) 309.9 (14) 257.0 (0 9) 342.7 (0 6) 510.2 (0 8) 281.7 (0 7) 338.7 (0 8)

4) 298.8 (11) 199.0 (11) 495.7 (0 8) *28.3 (12) 299.2 (0 9) 355.5 (0 9)

5) 282.7 (0 7) 348.9 (13) 221.4 (0 4) 348.3 (1 1) 282.7 (12)

6) 265.2 (11) 490.8 (13) 390.3 (0 7) 247.6 (1 0) 297.9 (0 9)

7) 309.8 (0 8) 347.4 (10) 427.1 (1 0) 335.5 (0 8) M5.6 (0 7)

8) 498.2 (10) 413.3 (4 1) *68.9 (1 1) 365.7
(10)M8.4(09)9)276.1(12)*93.4(08)M9.6(07)196.5(08)**3838.6(877)10)335.7(10)**1580.1(98)*86.6(08)**1615.4(1251)11)368.8(12)**1528.8(806)*32.9(08)12)294.1(09)**1965.9(239)*76.5(10)13)279.9(09)*analysesofthematrix**localanalyseswithbeam0=10-20|imFig.3.6AverageTiC>2contentfromLA-ICP-MSmeasurementsoffirstgenerationolivinefromAA,CdGandMDlocalities.TherodconcentrationisverysimilarinallsamplesandyieldabulkTiC>2contentrangingfrom300to400ppm.Standarddeviationsarerepresentedaserrorbarsandnumberofanalysesindicatedinparentheses.Forcomparison,olivinewithoutrodsexhibitanapproximatelyfive-foldlowerTiconcentration.
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with a high spatial resolution (10-20 |im crater diameter) in areas containing rod inclusions

yield five- to ten-fold higher ÜO2 concentrations (Table 3.1; analyses **). Precise

determination of the rods composition by LA-ICP-MS spot analyses (minimum beam

diameter ~ 4 |im) are however not attained because of the small volume fraction of the

inclusions compared to the total material ablated.

3.4.3 Accuracy of measurements

In the past, the determination ofvolatile or refractory elements by LA-ICP-MS was seriously
limited because offractionation effects due to matrix-dependent ablation rates as a function

oftime. In order to obtain accurate element quantification, matrix-matched standards were

required. The introduction of UV excimer lasers have greatly reduced the fractionation

effects by improving the ablation process (Günther et al. 1997) and with the reduction of

the matrix dependence, it has become possible to obtain accurate determinations of minor

or trace elements using matrix-independent calibration standards.

The reduced matrix effect of the ablation process has been verified for the 193 nm ArF

excimer laser used in this study (Günther et al. 1997): transient ablation signals from a

selection ofmajor and trace elements reveal no sign offractionation effects during analyses

(Fig. 3.7). In particular Ni, known to be a strongly fractionating element, is characterised

by a constant Ni to Mn, Si or Mg ratio over the analysis time. On the other hand, the

Fig. 3.7 Transient ablation signals ofseven major, minor and trace elements in olivine. The intensity of
the Mg, Si, Mn andNi signals is slightly decreasing during the ablation process (from 30 to 80 s) but no sign

offractionation is observed as the ratio between two elements remains constant. The irregularities ofthe Ti

signal are related to the presence ofsingle ilmenite inclusions hit during the ablation process. Similarly, the

variations ofthe Cr andAl signals reflect the occurrence ofchromite platelets (laser diameter: 20 /urn).
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Fig. 3.8 Comparison ofMnO and NiO trace element concentration in olivine measured by LA-ICP-MS

and EMPA. For each locality, the number ofanalyses pro method is indicated in parentheses (LA-ICP-MS/

EMPA). Standard deviations are represented as error bars.

marked irregularities present in the Ti signals illustrate the successive ablation of discrete

ilmenite rods during the on-going laser ablation process.

The accuracy of LA-ICP-MS analyses, obtained with a matrix-independent calibration

standard (NIST 612 glass), can be evaluated through a direct comparison with electron

microprobe analyses performed on the same set of samples. The measurement ofthe trace
componentsNiOandMnOinolivinegiveforbothtechniquessimilaraverageconcentrations.Forbothelements,thevariationsbetweenthetwomethodsareusuallyconfinedwithinthe3gstandarddeviationlimits(Fig.3.8).Theseresultsdemonstratethatthenon-matrixmatchedcalibrationoftheLA-ICP-MSanalysesleadstoaccuratedeterminationoftraceelementconcentrations.3.5ImageAnalysesPreviouslypublishedtitaniumconcentrationinAAolivineobtainedfromopticalandimageanalysistechniques(Dobrzhinetskayaetal.1996;Greenetal.1997b)deviateconsiderablyfromthespectroscopicmeasurements(Hackeretal.1997;Reusseretal.1998,thiswork).BulkTiÛ2concentrationsdeterminedbyimageanalysisrangefrom700ppmtomorethan20,000ppm,withaveragevaluesatapproximately4000ppmTiÛ2(Greenetal.1997b).
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By contrast, EMPA and secondary ion-mass spectroscopy (Hacker et al 1997) analyses

agree well with LA-ICP-MS results (Reusser et al 1998, data reported in section 3.4.2),

revealing an average bulk ÜO2 content in olivine of AA of about 350 ppm Possible

explanations for these discrepancies may be that 1) Dobrzhinetskaya et al (1996) and

Green et al (\991b) have collected unique specimens with extraordinary high Ti content

in olivine 2) The spectroscopic methods systematically underestimate the ilmenite volume

fraction 3) The optical method is strongly overestimating the ilmenite volume fraction

Samples exchanged between Green and Hacker did not confirm point 1) but rather evidenced

a one order ofmagnitude disagreement between optical and spectroscopic methods (Hacker
et al 1997, Table 1 versus Green et al 1997b, Table 1) The agreement of all independent

spectroscopic methods and the verified accuracy of the trace element determination by
LA-ICP-MS {section 3.4.3) leaves no room for a ten-fold spectroscopic underestimation

of the ilmenite concentration In order to evaluate the suitability of optical methods, a

comparative study ofimage analysis with LA-ICP-MS has been performed by investigating,
with both methods, the same area in an olivine grain ofAA

3.5.1 Analytical procedure

One olivine grain from AA, exhibiting a high density of ilmenite rods, was chosen for

optical analyses The orientation of the grain was selected such that the [010] long axis of

the rods lies parallel to the plane of the thin section (Fig 3 9a) Starting from the surface,

a sequence of 30 transmitted optical micrographs was recorded at depth intervals of one

micron, using a digital camera attached to an Olympus optical microscope The image
dimensions were set to a rectangle of 156 |im long by 117 |im wide in order to analyse a

sufficiently large surface compared to the size and spacing of the rods From the series of

O

156x117x30

100 |im

Fig. 3.9 Estimation ofilmenite volume fraction by optical methods a) Optical micrograph ofolivine at

AA (Mg 9-98-6) showing the area investigated by image analyses (stippled rectangle) The solid circle

represents the size and position of the LA-ICP-MS analysis subsequently performed (ablation pit 95 /urn

diameter by ~ 50 /urn depth) b) Projection ofall rods within a 30 /urn thin section ofolivine onto a single

plane 172 ilmenite rods were counted within the selected volume The determined volume fraction ofthe

inclusions yields 0 19 Vol%, equivalent to 0 146 wt% T1O2 in olivine
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recorded micrographs, each rod was only selected on the image where it appeared in focus,

and reported into a unique image which ultimately represented a focused projection of all

the rods present throughout 30 |im of olivine (Fig. 3.9b). A resulting bulk olivine volume

of 547560 |im3 has been sampled with this method. The diameter and length of each

inclusion was measured on the focused projection and the volume of each single rod was

calculated assuming a cylinder shape with isometric cross section. The bulk volume fraction

of ilmenite inclusions in olivine was obtained by calculating the ratio of the sum of all

individual volumes to the total volume analysed.

This procedure differs from the image analyses of Green et al. (\991b) in that the latter

used olivine crystals in which the [010] long axes of the rods were oriented perpendicular
to the plane ofthe thin section. Area fractions measured at the surface ofthe sections were

than converted into volume fractions under the assumption that all cross sections are

statistically the same with depth.

3.5.2 Volume fraction of ilmenite inclusions

A total of 172 ilmenite inclusions was counted in the investigated olivine volume (Fig.

3.9b). The size ofthe rods varies with a length ranging from 1.6 up to 23 |im and a diameter

increasing from 0.2 to 2.4 |im. The volume of the individual rods spans a range covering
three orders of magnitude, from 0.06 to 71.48 |im3, with an mean volume of 6.08 |im3.
The sum of all ilmenite inclusions represents a volume of approximately 1046 |im3 which

constitutes 0.19 vol% ofthe olivine crystal. This volume fraction is equivalent to an average

Ti content in olivine (including ilmenite rods) of about 0.146 wt% (1460 ppm) TiC>2.

Subsequent determination ofthe ilmenite concentration within the same area, by LA-ICP-

MS analysis, using a beam diameter of 95 |im (see Fig. 3.9a), yields a much lower rod

density. ATiC>2 concentration of 307 ppm was measured with a detection limit of 1 ppm.

This value has been confirmed by a second laser analysis ofthe same grain (approximately
100|imabovethefirstablationpit)withanidenticalbulkTiC>2contentof302ppm.Theseresultsareingoodagreementwiththelaserablationdatareportedinsection3.4.2.ComparedtotheLA-ICP-MSanalyses,theopticalresultishalfanorderofmagnitudehigher,confirmingtheobserveddiscrepancythatexistsbetweenbothmethodsandseriouslyquestioningtheabilityofimageanalysestoprovidereliablevolumetricdatafromsuchsmallinclusions.3.5.3AccuracyoftheopticalmethodImageanalyses,suchasperformedhere,arerelatedtomultiplesourcesoferror.Thetwoprincipalfactorsthatmaysignificantlyinfluencetheendresultsare1)thecorrectdeterminationoftheroddimensionsand2)thevalidityoftheshapeassumption:1)Themeasurementsoftherodlengthanddiameter(radius)mustbeperformedwithhighprecisionbecauseofthesmallsizeoftheinclusionsandtherelativelylargeerrorthatcouldbeintroduced.Usuallythisstepcanbedonewithsufficientaccuracyusingimageanalysisprograms.Notethatthemeasurementoftheroddiameteristhefundamentalparameterasthevolumeoftheinclusions(modelledasacylinder)dependsonthesquareoftheradius.Themainproblemabouttheopticalestimationof

the
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Fig. 3.10 TEMmicrograph showing the (010) cross section ofan ilmenite inclusionfromAA The shape of
the inclusions is characterised by an ellipsoidal cross section (see section 4 5) Circles represent the surfaces
related to minimum and maximum diameters that would be observed by looking in directionsperpendicular
to the long axis ofthe rods (arrows) A ratio of 1 5 exists between the two surfaces

individual rod volume is that olivine, with its high refractive index, i e
,
n = 1 65-1 69,

acts as a lens No matter how precise the rods are measured on the micrographs, their

effective size will be smaller than it appears, leading to an overestimation of the total

volume fraction

2) The assumption of the rod shape as a cylinder is clearly a rough approximation As

observed at higher resolution by transmission electron microscopy, the (010) cross

sections ofthe ilmenite inclusions are not circular (Fig 3 10) which may lead to serious

error in the determination of the volume fraction In the case of the single inclusion

shown on Fig 3 10, a two-fold overestimation of its actual volume is made ifthe larger
radius is used for calculation

3.6 Discussion

The large scale Raman spectroscopic investigation reveals that the rods are identical at all

localities and that the inclusions correspond to a phase with ilmenite structure No indication

pointing to the presence of any other FeTiC>3 polymorphs with perovskite, lithium niobate

or the so called ß-ilmenite structure reported by Dobrzhinetskaya et al fl996), could be

evidenced On the contrary, the present observations confirm a previous Raman study of

more than 200 rods, from the same localities, that exclusively found the ilmenite structure

(Reusser et al 1998) Although the chemical composition of the inclusion cannot be

determined accurately with this method, the systematic small Raman shifts of the rod

toward higher frequencies, compared to the peaks of the FeTiÛ3 end-member, suggests

that the rods contain Mg This observation is in agreement with the analytical TEM

investigation of the ilmenite inclusions reported in section 4.4.2, which indicated a rod
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composition with approximately 10 mol% MgTi03 component.

LA-ICP-MS analyses reveal a maximum bulk ÜO2 contents in ilmenite-bearing olivine

that do not exceed 500 ppm for all specimens, including those of AA. The average

concentrations are remarkably similar at all localities, with values ranging between 300

and 400 ppm TiÛ2, in agreement with the spectroscopic investigation of olivines from AA

performed by Hacker et al. (1997). Comparatively, both occurrences of ilmenite rod

intergrowth in olivine, reported from garnet lherzolite in the Dabie-shan and Sulu terranes

(Hacker et al. 1997; Ogasawara et al. 1997) are also characterised by bulk ÜO2
concentrations in olivine in the order of 300 ppm (EMPAdata). No difference between the

Ti content of the serpentinite-free samples of CdG and the more serpentinised ones from

the chlorite peridotite of MD9 have been observed (Table 3.1). The degree of specimen
alteration is therefore unlikely to be responsible for a ten-fold variation in the TiC>2
concentration of olivine as suggested by Green et al. (\991b).

So far, extremely high Ti content in ilmenite-bearing olivine, exceeding 1000 ppm (0.1

wt%) TiC>2, have only been determined by image analyses {section 3.5.2, Dobrzhinetskaya
et al. 1996 and Green et al. 1997b). This is most sensibly related to the large errors that are

affecting the optical methods rather than true concentration. The direct comparison between

optical and LA-ICP-MS analyses (section 3.5.2) clearly evidenced that the values derived

from image analyses are overestimations (by a factor five in the particular case). As a

rapid and accurate technique, LA-ICP-MS constitutes the most appropriate method to

obtain reliable bulk trace element concentration.

Experiments on Ti solubility in the a- and ß-olivine polymorphs reveal that the maximum

TiC>2 solubility in olivine at oxygen fugacities equivalent to mantle conditions at 9 GPa/

1400°C (Ulmer et al. 1998) and 14 GPa/1600°C (Gudfmnsson and
Wood1998)is0.13wt%and0.11wt%TiC>2inolivine,respectively.TheresultsofUlmeretal.(1998)indicatethattheTiC>2solubilityinolivineispressure-independentintherange1-9GPaanddecreaseswithtemperatureto0.10wt%at1200°C.Ontheotherhand,thetransformationofolivinetowadsleyiteisaccompaniedbyanincreaseofTisolubilitywithmaximumTiC>2contentintheß-phase,at14GPa/1600°C,correspondingtoabout0.6wt%(GudfmnssonandWood1998).ContrastingexperimentalresultshavebeenpublishedbyDobrzhinetskayaetal.(1999)whodetermined,athigh(uncontrolled?)oxygenfugacity,i.e.,Re/Re02buffer,oneorderofmagnitudehighersolubilityvaluesinolivine(>1wt%TiC^)at12GPa/1427°C.Inadditiontothetemperatureandoxygenfugacity,parameterssuchashydrogenfugacityandsilicaactivityseemalsotoplayaimportantrolecontrollingtheTiconcentrationinolivine(Ulmeretal.1998).ConsideringthelowTiC>2concentrations,i.e.,<500ppm,determinedbyLA-ICP-MS,andconfirmedbyotherspectroscopicmethods,asthemaximumbulkTicontentintherod-bearingolivine,UHPconditionsinvolvingaprecursorwadsleyitephasearethereforenolongernecessarytoexplaintheobservedcationsolubilityinolivine.Onthecontrary,theconcentrationvaluesarewithinthemaximumTiÛ2solubilityinmantleolivine(Hervigetal.1986)andinagreementwiththeexperimentalresultsofUlmeretal.(1998)extrapolatedto800°Cand3GPa.
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Chapter 4

Oriented micro-inclusions

in olivine

4.1 Introduction

The presence of oriented brown needles enclosed in olivine from the garnet peridotite of

AA was first reported by Möckel (1969). By analogy to rutile needles in garnet, the author

described the inclusions as TiC>2 needles after the presence oftitanium had been confirmed

by EMPA. Later studies about the olivine ofAAprincipally focused on the characterisation

of dislocation microstructures (e.g., Buiskool Toxopeus 1976; Buiskool Toxopeus 1977b)
in order to study deformation mechanisms in the mantle, while closer investigations ofthe

micro-inclusions in olivine remained without attention. Similarly, studies of other garnet

peridotite lenses in the Central Alps at CdG (Evans and Trommsdorff 1978) and MD

(Fumasoli 1974) concentrated on global pétrographie features with little attention given to

a detailed description of microinclusions in olivine. The first investigation principally
dedicated to the needle-shaped inclusions described by Möckel (1969) was published by

Dobrzhinetskaya et al. (1996). On the basis of TEM electron diffraction patterns, these

authors re-determined the needles as ilmenite and reported three additional, previously

unknown, polymorphs of FeTiC>3 which they interpreted as intermediate structure in

between the high pressure phase FeTi-perovskite (Leinenweber et al. 1991) and ilmenite.

The ilmenite rods were therefore believed to have originally exsolved, at pressure greater

than 10 GPa, as perovskite. The latter only partially converted into ilmenite during

exhumation, leaving relic metastable transformation products behind.

The existence of the FeTiC>3 polymorphs described by Dobrzhinetskaya et al. (1996) has

been questioned by Risold et al. (1997) and Risold et al. (2001) on the basis of theoretical

considerations and by Hacker et al. (1997) and Risold et al. (1997) because the published
electron diffraction patterns can be explained by dynamical diffraction between ilmenite

and the olivine matrix.

Pétrographie and TEM characterisation ofthe micro-inclusions in olivine, including ilmenite

rods as well as chromite platelets, are reported in this chapter. In addition to the olivine of
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AA, ilmenite-bearing olivine from CdG and MD (locality 3) has been investigated to

allow direct comparison between the localities. Most of the results presented here have

been published in Risold et al. (2001).

Fig. 4.1 Ultramafic lenses in the Adula-Cima Lunga nappe with inclusions ofFeTiOj rods in olivine: (1)

CdG, (2) Agro, (3) Lignascio, (4) Fumegna, (5) Moleno, (6) Vogorno, (7) AA, (8) MD, (9) Borgo. The

samples analysed with TEM arefrom the garnetperidotite outcrops at (1), (7) and (8).

4.2 Petrography of oriented inclusions in olivine

At all garnet peridotite localities (Fig. 4.1), the older generation of olivine contains

microscopic ilmenite rods, elongated parallel to [010]oj, such as described by

Dobrzhinetskaya et al. (1996) (Fig. 4.2). The rods observed by optical microscopy measure

about 1 |im (max. 2-3 |im) in diameter and

10-20 |im (max. exceeding 80 |im) in length

(Fig. 4.3). The rods are located in the interior

of the first generation
olivinecrystals;thesecondgenerationofolivine,i.e.,rimsandmatrix,isfreeoftitanateinclusions(Fig.4.4).Theconcentrationofilmenitevariesbetweenthedifferentolivinegrainsandwithinthesinglegrains.Themaximumbulkconcentrationofrods,however,doesnotsignificantlyvarybetweenthethreelocalities.BymeansoflaserablationICP-MS,Reusseretal.(1998)determinedanaveragebulkTiC>2contentofthefirstgenerationolivinefromthethreelocalitiesFig.4.2PhotomicrographsofilmeniterodsinporphyroblasticolivineatCdG(Mg160-4-8;cross-polarisedlight).
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Fig. 4.3 Oriented ilmemte rods at a) AA (Mg 9-88), b) CdG (Mg 160-4-8) and c) MD (Mg 264-4) with

elongation direction parallel to [010]oi The size ofthe rods greatly varies within a single grain but rarely
exceeds 20 /urn in length and 1 5 /urn in diameter Scale bars correspond to 50 /urn

of 350 ppm with single measurements ranging from 196 to 510 ppm (see section 3.4)

Cr-bearing spinels (referred to as chromite for simplicity) constitute a second type oforiented

inclusion present in the ilmenite-bearing olivine of AA (Dobrzhinetskaya et al 1996),
CdG and MD The chromite inclusions occur as very thin, brownish platelets oriented

parallel to the (100) plane of olivine (Fig 4 5) They are approximately rectangular in

shape, with common elongation direction of a few microns parallel to [010]oj and [001]oj
and with a thickness below 1 |im Chromite platelets occur, like ilmenite rods, exclusively
in the older generation of olivine In many cases, the inclusions are so thin to be almost

transparent and only a careful inspection of the optical thin section allows their presence

to be detected The abundance of chromite plates in olivine is, in all samples, considerably
lower than the density of ilmenite inclusions Indicative values of the chromium
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Fig. 4.4 Photomicrograph of olivine charged with ilmenite rods at CdG ßdg 160-96-2) The rods are

typically located in the interior ofthe olivine grains leaving the rimsfree ofinclusions
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F/g. ^.5 Photomicrographs ofchromite inclusions (arrows) at a) CdG (Mg 160-97-13) and b) MD ßdg

264-4) The inclusions form platelets oriented parallel to (100)0/ similar to the ones observed at AA

(Dobrzhinetskaya et al 1996) The viewing direction in a) is nearly normal to (100)0/ revealing the roughly

rectangular basis ofthe inclusions
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concentration in rod-bearing olivine, measured with LA-ICP-MS, show that the Cr content

in olivine from AA, CdG and MD rarely exceeds 10 to 20 ppm C^C^ (Appendix E).

4.3 Crystal structures

The growth of oriented inclusions within a host mineral is normally controlled by close

crystallographic relationships between matrix and inclusions along preferred directions.

In this section, a brief description of the crystal structure of olivine, ilmenite and chromite

(spinel in general) is presented (Table 4.1). In the case of olivine, different unit cell settings
are found in the literature, which involve permutations of the orthorhombic axes. In order

to avoid any confusion that could originate from this situation, the crystallographic axes

of olivine must be unequivocally defined by indicating the choice of the unit cell. In this

study, the lattice parameters of olivine correspond to the commonly used unit cell with

space group symmetry Pbnm.

Table 4.1 Crystallographic data for olivine, ilmenite and spinel minerals from (a) Birle et al. (1968), ^

Wechsler and Prewitt (1984), (c) Deer et al. (1992). Lattice parameters a, b, c inÄ.

Mineral
Crystal system

Z, Space group

a b C

Olivine (a)
Orthohombic

4, Pbnm
4 762 10 225 5 996

Ilmenite (b)
Trigonal

6, R3
5 088 14 085

Spinel
\

Chromite (c)

Cubic

8, Fd3m

8 103

8 378

4.3.1 Olivine - (Mg, Fe)2Si04

The structure of olivine is characterised by a slightly distorted hexagonal close-packed

(hep) arrangement ofoxygen atoms parallel to (100). One eighth ofthe tetrahedral interstices

are occupied by Si cations. TheM atoms, i.e., Mg or Fe, occupy halfthe available octahedral

sites and are distributed in two distinctive lattice positions: Ml with local 1 symmetry and

M2 with local m symmetry. The M sites form chains of edge-sharing octahedra parallel to

[001] (Fig. 4.6). The zigzag nature of these chains is closely related to the octahedral

chains in the humite minerals (see section 5.3.2). The chains are located at two levels in

the unit cell, a = 0 and a = 1/2. Within the same level, the chains are related to each other

by a b translation. They are related to chains in the upper and lower level by a b glide

plane, i.e., bll translation and a mirror reflection. The octahedral chains are cross linked to

each other by isolated SiÛ4 tetrahedra which point alternately up and down along rows

parallel
tothecaxis.
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Temperature (°C)
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Fig. 4.6 Crystal structure of olivine. Projection
down the a axis showing a slice ofthe structure at

the level a = 0. TheMl andM2 octahedraform edge-

sharing zigzag chains which are linked by rows of

S1O4 tetrahedraparallel to the c axis. The rectangle

represent the orthorhombic unit cell.
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Fig. 4.7 Phase diagram for (Mgi gFeg 2)^104

composition with stabilityfield ofthe a-, ß- and y-

olivine polymorphs after Akaogi et al. (1989). At

depth, y-olivine transforms into (Mg,Fe)SiOß

perovskite + (Mg,Fe)0 magnetowustite. The dash

line represents the FeTiOjphase boundary between

ilmenite andperovskite (after Metha et al. 1994).

At higher pressure the olivine structure (oc-olivine) transforms into a distorted spinel
structure (ß-olivine or wadsleyite) at ~ 14 GPa/1000°C and to the cubic closed-packed

(ccp) spinel structure (y-olivine or ringwoodite) at ~ 17 GPa/1000°C (Fig. 4.7). The a to ß
transition is limited to Mg-rich olivine with Mg/(Mg + Fe) > 0.85

4.3.2 Ilmenite - FeTi03

Ilmenite cristallises in a trigonal structure which consists of hep layers of oxygen ions

parallel to (001). The cations occupy octahedral sites which lie halfway between the hep

oxygen layers. Two thirds of the octahedral sites are filled. The structure of ilmenite is

closely related to hematite (Fe2Û3), with half ofthe Fe atoms replaced by Ti. The Ti4+ and

Fe2+ ions are accommodated in alternate (001) planes of cations leading to the formation

of layers that either contain only Ti4+ or Fe2+ (Fig. 4.8a). Compared to hematite, this

cation ordering reduces the space group symmetry from R3c to R3 and influences the

magnetic property of the mineral. Down the [001] direction, the
orderingsequencecorrespondsto(-Fe-Ti-D-Ti-Fe-D-;D=vacancy),generatingaunitcellcomposedofsixcationandsixanionlayers.Inthe(001)plane,thearrangementofthecationsformsconnectedsix-foldringswhichareshiftedwithrespecttotheadjacentupperandlowerneighbouringlayers(Fig.4.8b).Ilmeniteformssolidsolutionswithhematite,geikielite(MgTi03)andpyrophanite(MnTiC^).TheincorporationofFe3+andMg2+causesadecreaseincelldimensions,especiallyalongthecaxis,whileMnsubstitutionincreasestheunitcellsize.
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Fig. 4.8 Ilmemte structure, a) Projection of the

structure on the (110) plane. The (001) cations layers
contain either only Fe2+ or Ti4+ and are laterally

displaced relative to the upper and lower layers. The

resulting stacking sequence along the c axis which

define a unit cell (straight line) comprise six cations

layers, b) View ofthe structure parallel to the c axis.

The cation distribution within a layer forms
connected six-fold rings (honeycomb, dashed lines)

shifted relative to the adjacent layers.

With increasing pressure and temperature

the ilmenite structure transforms into the

trigonal LiNbÛ3 structure through a cation

reordering process (Ross et al. 1989). The

latter structure transforms by compression
into the orthohombic perovskite structure

which represents the stable FeTiC>3

polymorph under high pressure conditons

(Ross et al. 1989; Leinenweber et al. 1991;

Methaetal. 1994).

o

a«—I— b (110) projection

O

sT ^b "W"
(001 ) projection

4.3.3 Chromite - (Mg, Fe2+)(A1, Cr)204

Chromite is a mineral of the spinel group which consists of oxides that are described by
the general formula R2+R3+204. The chemistry of the spinels is characterised by a wide

range of compositions and can be subdivided into diverse solid solution series which

principally combine AI, Fe or Cr as trivalent cations with Mg, Fe, Mn, Zn or Ni as divalent

cations. Spinel minerals are cubic and

contain eight formula unitsperunitcell.Theirstructureconsistsofccpoxygenlayersparallelto(111)withoneeighthofthetetrahedralsite(Aposition)andonehalfoftheoctahedralvoids(Bposition)occupiedbycations.Downthetriad[111]axes,cationlayerswithallcationsinsix-foldcoordinations(Bposition)alternatewithlayersinwhichthecationsaredistributedintoAandBpositions(Fig.4.9).Twotypesofcationdistributionsbetweenthetetrahedralandoctahedralsitesareobserved:innormalspinelsuchaschromiteFig.4.9Structureofchromiteviewedparallelto(Fe2+Cr204),spinel(sensuStricto,the(111)plane.ChromitehasanormalspinelMgAl204)orhercynite(Fe2+Al204),thestructurewiththeFeJ+cationslocatedintetrahedra,,..-n-x-i-(A)andtheCr*+cationsinoctahedra(B).Rcatlons0CCUPyAPositionsandtheRi+
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ions B positions Alternatively, in inverse spinel structures such as magnetite (Fe2+Fe2C>4),
the R2+ cations are located in B sites whereas the R3+ cations are distributed into both A

and B positions

4.4 TEM observations

Samples free of serpentine (CdG) or with less than 1% serpentine (AA, MD3) were

investigated by TEM Randomly oriented olivine grains with high concentrations ofilmenite

rods were selected Electron transparent areas were prepared by Ar-ion bombardment

thinning The thin samples were then coated with a very thin layer (< 10 nm) ofamorphous
carbon to avoid charge problems during the investigations and analysed with a Philips
CM30ST electron microscope at an acceleration voltage of 300 kV Arapid compositional
identification of the inclusions as ilmenite or chromite was obtained using an EDX-Ge-

detector attached to the microscope Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) and

convergent beam techniques, combined with bright field (BF) and high resolution (IfRTEM)

imaging were subsequently performed in areas of interest The composition ofthe titanate

rods was analysed by EDS in different samples from each locality, using a calibrated

EDAX system attached to a Philips 400T operating at 120 kV The X-ray spectra were

acquired during 100 s or 200 s, with approximately 600 to 1000 cps, using a beam diameter

< 100 nm Quantification was obtained using the thin-film approximation of Cliff and

Lorimer (1915) with k-values determined on natural standards (pers com C Viti, 1998,

Fig. 4.10 Brightfield TEM images ofchromite platelets at CdG a) Elongated cross section ofa chromite

inclusionforming a needleperpendicular to the trace of[l 00]0\, the viewing direction is [32-3]0i b) Chromite

plate, parallel to (100) 0/,
inthevicinityofanilmeniterod,[013]oizoneaxis
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Appendix F7). A summary of the TEM method, including a description of the sample

preparation, analytical TEM, diffraction and imaging techniques, is reported in Appendix
F.

4.4.1 Chromite platelets

Chromite inclusions in thin regions of the TEM samples are relatively rare, which is in

part reflecting the very low density of chromite platelets in olivine (see Fig. 4.5). It is also

related to sampling bias as the study was primarily focused on having a high concentration

of ilmenite rods, regardless of chromite, in the zones of investigation. As a result, only a

limited number of observations have been recorded on chromite.

Due to their overall plate-like shape, the chromite inclusions usually appear as elongated
needles in the TEM sections (Fig. 4.10a). Unlike many TEM studies on chromite exsolution

in olivine (e.g. Arai 1978; Ruiz Cruz et al. 1999) that found them associated with other

silicate phases, i.e., mostly pyroxenes, chromite plates at AA, CdG and MD are not coupled
with the presence of any silicate precipitates. At the TEM scale, they usually occur as

isolated inclusions or sometimes in the vicinity of ilmenite rods (Fig. 4.10b). Direct phase
boundaries between ilmenite and chromite have, however, never been observed.

a) Mineral chemistry

Qualitative analyses of the chromite composition reveal that the inclusions contain Fe, Cr

and Al as the principal constituents. Due to the thinness of the inclusions, the analyses

systematically contain Mg and Si from the olivine matrix. In spectra with reduced matrix

contribution, minor Mg content (small peak on the side ofthe Al peak) and traces of Ti are

also present in chromite (Fig. 4.11). An attempt to quantify the chromite composition was

performed on platelets observed at CdG and MD (Table 4.2). The composition of chromite

was determined based on the following assumptions:

1) Chromites were assumed to be Si-free so that the measured Si concentration was
removedfromthechromiteanalysesalongwiththerespectiveamountofFefoundinFig.4.11QualitativeEDSspectrumofachromitewithminorolivinecontribution(MgandSipeaks).TheinclusioncontainsAI,CrandFeasmaincomponents,correspondingtoasolidsolutionbetweenhercyniteandchromite.Thepeakintensityofthelowenergyelements,especiallyMgandAl,isstronglydiminished(absorptioneffectscausedbytheGedetectorwindowoftheCM3OSTelectronmicroscope).PartoftheresultingsmallMgpeakaswellastracesofTioriginatefromchromite.c3OoÖJ£o!öCO.r-O!-*J£1<oou.^iaÖi1o>-*SotJ1'J\'1—1w112345678Energy(keV)
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olivine next to the inclusions.

2) Because all analyses contained a large matrix contamination (see ratio (Al+Cr)/Si),
determination of the Mg content in chromite by substracting the olivine component

lead to particularly uncertain estimates. Mg was hence added to the analyses, after

normalisation, in the quantity necessary to maintain the stoichiometry and charge
balance of the formula unit.

3) The chromite formula was calculated with Cr and Al as trivalent and all Fe as divalent

ions. The cations were normalised based on two trivalent cations per formula unit.

The estimated chromite compositions are adequate to confirm that the inclusions correspond
to a solid solution between hercynite (FeA^C^) and chromite (FeC^C^) (Fig. 4.12). The

results indicate a rather large Al substitution for Cr, with Al/Al+Cr values ranging between

0.47 to 0.75. The chromite composition seems to have a higher Al content at CdG than at

MD, although this trend would need many more analyses to be confirmed.

Table 4.2 Semi-quantitative chemical compositions of chromite plates and olivine based on TEM-EDS

analyses. Cations in olivine (1, 4) and in mixed analyses ofchromite with matrix "contamination
"

(2, 3, 5,6)

are normalised to 1 Si. The ratio (AI + Cr) /Si indicates the degree ofmatrix contamination. In all chromite

analyses, its low value reflects a large matrix contribution. After removal ofthe respective matrix portion

(from analyses 1, 4), the chromite analyses have been normalised based on two trivalent cations (Al3+,
Cr3+) performula unit (see Norm.). TheMg contenthas been calculated in order to maintain the stoichiometry

Monte Duria Cima di Gagnone

olivine chromite olivine chromite

Analyse # 1 2 Norm 3 Norm 4 5 Norm 6 Norm

Cations

Mg 1 73 175 0 14* 1 75 0 19* 1 76 1 87 0 27* 1 83 0 18*

Al - 0 21 0 95 0 62 1 00 - 0 32 1 51 0 46 1 35

Si 1 00 1 00 1 00 - 1 00 1 00 1 00 -

Cr - 0 23 1 05 0 62 1 00 - 0 10 0 49 0 22 0 65

Fe 0 24 0 43 0 86 0 74 0 81 0 21 0 36 0 73 0 49 0 82

Total 2 97 3 00 3 00 2 97 3 00 3 00

(Al+Cr)/Si 0 44 1 24 0 42 0 68

* Calcul ated Mg fr action needed to charge balance th s formula urvi

Cation substitutions in spinel minerals have a direct influence on their crystallographic

parameters. In the system Mg-Fe-Al-Cr (normal spinels), the a cell parameter ranges from

8.103 Â (spinel) to 8.378 Â (chromite). An estimate of the cell parameter from electron

diffraction patterns, using olivine as "internal standard", represents therefore another

approach to obtain
informationaboutthecompositionoftheinclusions.Valuesoftheacellparameterrangingfrom8.23to8.28ÂhavebeencalculatedforchromiteinclusionsatCdG.ComparedtotheEDSanalysesatCdG,thesevaluescorrespondtoCr-richerinclusionswhichlieclosetothechromitecompositionsdeterminedatMD(Fig.4.12).
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Fig. 4.12 Representation ofchromite composition in the spinel multicomponentsystem Fe-Mg-Al-Cr (normal

spinels). The precipitates show extensive solid solution between Al (hercynite component) and Cr (chromite

component) with only limited Mg substitution for Fe. Variations of the cell parameter a as a function of

composition (after Deer et al. 1992, Fig. 203) are plotted in the diagram (dashed lines). Estimates of a

rangingfrom 8.23 Ä to 8.28 Â (greyfield) have been determinedfrom SAED patterns ofchromite at CdG.

b) Topotaxy

The crystallographic orientation of chromite crystals with respect to the host olivine was

determined from SAED patterns and corresponds to the following topotaxy: [100]oj //

[lll]ch, [010]oi // [-l-12]ch and [001]ol // [l-10]ch (Fig. 4.13). This topotaxy is the same as

the one reported by Dobrzhinetskaya et al. (1996) for the chromite plates at AA. In this

[Milch

"[100]0|

[ M ()]*//[001 ]ol

Cio§|otwiiiileh

p10Jo,//H-12lch
Zoneaxis:[32-3]0|//[-112],Tepotaetierelationship{«<%,=ft11IchP3f)0l=(-1-12lchFig.4.13Crystallographicrelationshipbetweenchromiteplateletsandolivinewithrepresentationsinthedirect(a)andreciprocalspace(b).a)Projectionoftheolivinelattice(solidlines)down[001]'0/showingthegoodmatchof[100]oiand[010]oiwith[lll]chond[-1-12]^,respectively(dashedlines),b)SchematicrepresentationofarecordedSAEDpatternforchromitewithenclosingolivinematrix,viewingdownthe[32-3]0idirection(equivalentto[-112]^.Chromitereflections,representedbysmallsquares,arekinematicallyforbidden(hkl:alloddorevenonly)butpresentbecauseofdoublediffraction.Thetransformationmatrices,usedtodeterminetheequivalentcrystallographicaxesandplanesbetweenolivineandchromiteaccordingtothetopotaxy,arelistedinAppendixB.
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crystallographic configuration, the hep oxygen layers of olivine lie parallel to the ccp

oxygen layers of the chromite structure. Identical topotactic relationships have been

observed in numerous studies on natural and experimental spinel mineral precipitates in

olivine (Ashworth 1979; Champness 1970; Green 1985; Moseley 1984; Ruiz Cruz et al.

1999). In addition to this common topotaxy, a second crystallographic relationship between

olivine and inclusion has been observed in a twinned chromite lamellae at CdG (see next

section). The matrix and inclusion have common directions that are not simply related to

the sharing of hep oxygen planes. The chromite orientation corresponds to [-l-12]ch//

[ 100]oi, [ 111 ]ch // [010]oi and [-110]^ // [001 ]0j, an unusual topotaxy that has already been

reported for magnetite precipitates in naturally altered olivine by Kohlstedt and Vander

Sande (1975).

c) Twinning

The occurrence of twinning in spinel minerals is a relatively common phenomenon that

has been observed in spinel with a wide range of compositions and very different

morphologies and origins (e.g. Devouard et al. 1998; Ruiz Cruz et al. 1999). According to

the spinel twin law, twinned crystals
arerelatedtoeachotherbyrotationsof180°aroundthe[111]direction,withacommon(111)contactplane.Thepresenceofatwinnedinclusion,obeyingthislaw,hasbeenobservedononeoccasionatCdG.InlowresolutionBFimages,thechromiteappearsasneedlesparallelto(010)oj(Fig.4.14).Theinclusionisrelatedtoolivinebytheunusualtopotaxydescribedabove,where(010)ojliesparallelto(11l)ch-ThechromitehasbeencharacterisedbyURTEMandconsistsoffourtwin-relatedlamellaseparatedby(111)contactplanes(Fig.4.15).Thecentraltwinplaneislocatedinthecoreoftheinclusionandisseparatedfromthetwoadjacenttwinplanesby31and29(lll)chperiodicities(Fig.4.16).Acrosstwotwinboundariesthestructureisbroughtbackintoitsoriginalposition,sothatlamellae1and3areinthesameorientationas2and4,respectivelyFig.4.14a)LowresolutionBFmicrographoftwinnedchromitelamellaeatCdG.Theinclusionappearsasneedleelongatedparallelto(010)oiThepresenceofthree(111)twinplanesisindicatedbyarrows(seedetailsonFig.4.15-16).b)Thestructuralrelationshipbetweenhostandinclusion,derivedfromSAEDpatterns(Fig.4.16b,c),correspondstoanunusualtopotaxywith(010)0/parallelto(111)^.SeeFig.4.13afordirectcomparisonwiththe"normal"

topotaxy.
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(Fig 4 16) Moire interference fringes are not observed at the contact between twinned

individuals which confirms that the contact surface is a straight (111) plane Because the

twinned individuals are developed symmetrically from the center of the lamellae, the

occurrence of twinning is probably related to a growth phenomenon from an early twin

nucleus

Compared to the olivine which exhibits a homogeneous contrast, the chromite inclusion is

characterised by a mottled texture, best observed in Fig 4 15 Similar mottling has been

observed in diverse TEM studies of spinel minerals (Moseley 1984; Putnis 1979; Smith

1979) Smith considered the mottling an artifact introduced by the ion thinning process

because ofits absence in grains prepared by crushing Alternatively, inhomogeneous contrast

in magnetite has been attributed to a cation ordering transformation (Grims 1973, Putnis

1979)

From the recorded 2D images, the overall shape of the inclusion cannot been determined

It is therefore uncertain whether this particular inclusion belongs to the platelet population
as well or forms another type of (needle-like ?) chromite inclusions

Fig. 4.15 HRTEM micrographs of multiple twins in chromite, corresponding to the tip of the inclusion

shown in Fig 4 14a The inclusion consists offour lamellae (labelled 1 to 4) separated by three straight twin

boundariesparallel to (lll)ch (arrows) Note that the contact between chromite and olivine is semi-coherent,

with discrete segments (dashed lines) parallel to (010)oi interruptedby steps The height
ofthestepobservedontheimagecorrespondstofour(020)0/planes,approximatelyequivalenttofour[111]^planesTheedgeofthesampleisformedofathinamorphouscarbonlayer(coating)AreadelimitedbyrectanglecorrespondstoFig416a
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Fig. 4.16 a) HRTEMmicrograph oftwin-related lamellae according to the spinel-law. The three twin planes

form straight (111) contact surfaces, b) SAED patternfrom the chromite inclusion, [01-1Jcf, zone axis. The

diffraction pattern consists ofthe superposition oftwo identical patterns, onefrom each twin, related to one

another by a rotation of 180
°

about the axis normal to the twin plane. The twin plane is (111) and the

corresponding row ofspots is shared by both twins. Streaking is due to multiple twins parallel to (111)^.

Diffracted spots labelled O (arrows) originate from the olivine structure. The image (a) and diffraction

pattern (b) are in the correct relative orientation to show the relationships between the orientation in the

real and reciprocal space, c) SAED pattern ofthe adjacent olivine matrix in the [-201]0i zone axis (same
orientation as b)).

4.4.2 11men ite
rodsAlthoughtheilmeniterodsconstitutethemostabundantinclusionsinolivineandsampleshighlychargedwithinclusionswereselected,theoccurrenceofilmeniteinthinregionsoftheTEMspecimensremainedlimitedtonomorethanafewrodspersample.MostoftherodsinvestigatedwithTEMhavedimensionsintherangeofafewtenstohundredsofnanometersandarethusonetotwoordersofmagnitudesmallerthanthosevisibleintheopticalmicroscope.Duetotheiroverallrodshape,crosssectionsoftheilmeniteinclusionsinvariousdirectionsusuallyappearelongatedparalleltothebaxisofolivine(Fig.4.17).
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The presence of rods is further characterised by large strain fields at the olivine-ilmenite

interface that account for the development of regular misfit dislocations at the phase

boundary

a) Mineral chemistry

Because of the small size of the inclusions, the EDS spectra of ilmenite usually contained

a contribution from the olivine host evidenced by the presence of a Si peak (Fig 4 18) In

order to obtain the composition of the rods it was assumed that they are Si-free As for

chromite, the measured Si content was removed from the ilmenite analyses along with the

corresponding proportions of Mg, Fe and Mn found in adjacent olivine Here also, the

subtraction procedure is particularly delicate for the determination ofMg in the inclusions

because the Mg content of olivine represents in general a important fraction of the bulk

Fig. 4.17 Low resolution BFimages ofilmenite rods at a) CdG, zone axis [101]0i, b)AA, zone axis [Oil]0i,
and c-d) CdG, zone axis [110]'0/ In all cases, extensive strain fields at the olivine-ilmenite boundary are

responsiblefor the development ofinterfacial dislocations b) and c) show the very regular distribution of
these misfit dislocations with dislocation lines runningparallel to [010]0i under the respective projection A

schematic representation of the rod morphology and orientation with respect to the viewing direction is

shown to facilitate a 3D interpretationfrom the recorded cross sections
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Mg concentration measured. In order to obtain representative cation values, analyses with

only "limited" olivine contamination (Ti/Si ratio > 3) have been considered. After matrix

correction, the remaining cation concentrations were normalised assuming 1 Ti per formula

unit. Analyses ofilmenite and reference olivine close to the rods are reported in Table 4.3.

The composition of olivine, determined by EMPA (see Table 2.1), may be used as an

internal reference to evaluate the accuracy of the analytical TEM results. The atomic

concentration varies between 1.70 to 1.93 for Mg and ranges from 0.21 to 0.24 for Fe. By

comparison, the Mg and Fe concentrations, determined by EMPA, corresponds to 1.80

and 0.20, respectively. The variations of the TEM analyses, especially with respect to the

Mg content, reflects the increasing analytical error related to the detection of light elements

(absorption effects related to the Be detector window of the EDAX system or to sample
thickness variation). Despite those variations, determination of the Mg # yields identical

values for olivine at all three localities, which range from 0.88 to 0.89 and are in good

agreement with the EMPA data.

Fig. 4.18 Quantitative chemical analysis ofilmenite. a) EDS spectrum ofan ilmenite rod with curvefitting
usedfor quantification. The identifiedpeaks correspond to the Kahnes ofeach element. Contributionfrom
the olivine matrix to the analysis is evidenced by the presence ofthe Si peak, b) BF TEMmicrograph ofan

ilmenite rod after analysis. The contamination spot indicate the position ofthe electron probe during analysis

(spot corresponds to analysis 12 in Table 4.3).

The titanate rods exhibit a similar chemical composition at all three localities. The

composition of the rods corresponds to a magnesian ilmenite with traces of Mn and

sometimes Cr. The Mg # values range between 0.10-0.14 at AA, 0.07-0.15 at CdG and

0.11-0.14 at MD. The scatter of Mg #, such as observed in CdD, is most likely an effect

related to the analytical error and matrix correction rather than true chemical variations.

As a matter of fact, analyses with least matrix contribution (7, 13 and 19) converge towards

a narrower Mg # range of 0.12 to 0.14. By comparison, single Mg # values of 0.06 and
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0.15 have been determined for ilmenite rods in olivine ofAA and Chanijiadian (China),

respectively (Green et al. 1997a; Hacker et al. 1997).

b) Topotaxy

Electron diffraction analyses confirm a topotactic relationship between the trigonal ilmenite

phase and the orthorhombic olivine host with [100]ol//[001]ü, [010]ol//[010]ü, [001]ol//

[210]ii (Fig. 4.19), which has first been reported for ilmenite lamellae in olivine by Moseley

(1981). In this orientation the hep oxygen layers of both phases are parallel (Fig. 4.20),

minimising the interfacial energy between them. A typical SAED pattern from ilmenite

(001),

9- *

Projection on (001 )j| equivalent to (100)o|

Topotaxy

Direct space:

[100]0|//[001]M

[010]0|//[010]M

[001]0|//[210]M

Reciprocal space:

(100)0| = (003)M

(040)0| = (-120)M

(004)0| = (300)M

Fig. 4.19 Structural relationship between olivine host and ilmenite inclusions. The schematic lattice

representation is viewed down the [001J,i axis which coincides with the [-100]0i axis. The projectedplane is

parallel to the hep oxygen layers ofboth phases.
The transformation matrices, used to determine the equivalent crystallographic axes and planes between

olivine and ilmenite according to the topotaxy, are listed in Appendix B.

Ilmenite

Egjk Olivine

^b MglM1) ^M9<M2)

Fig. 4.20 Projection of the crystal structures of ilmenite on (100) and olivine on (001). The topotactic
orientation ofilmenite with respect

toolivineisrelatedtothesharingofhepoxygen

layers.
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Fig. 4.21 Overlapping SAED patterns ofilmenite and olivine. The indexing of the pattern and reflexes

specific to the olivine and ilmenite structure are shown in a schematic representation ofthe pattern. All the

weak, splitted spots (m), additionallyfound on the diffraction pattern, are multiple diffractions.

with enclosing olivine matrix, used to determine the crystallographic relationship between

host and inclusions, is shown in Fig. 4.21. The split spots (m), lying at intermediate distances

between the olivine and ilmenite reflections, are due to multiple diffraction (see dynamical
diffraction in Appendix F3). This phenomenon occurs when a diffracted beam passing

through a crystal is rediffracted either within the same crystal or when it passes through a

second crystal. Multiple diffraction is a common feature in diffraction patterns recorded

from areas including two phases which exhibit topotaxy (e.g. Williams and Carter 1996,

p.278).

c) The so-called "b-ilmenite" crystal structure

Based on SAED patterns from FeTiC>3 rods with enclosing olivine matrix at AA,

Dobrzhinetskaya et al. (1996) described a so far unknown orthorhombic FeTiC>3 polymorph,
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Fig. 4.22 SAEDpatterns ofilmenite rodwith olivine

matrix published by Dobrzhinetskaya et al. (1996,
their Fig. 3) as evidencefor the presence ofan new

FeTiOj polymorph. Splitting of the reflexes

(arrowheads) indicates that two phases are

contributing to the diffraction patterns. In both

patterns, each reflection is assumed to originatefrom
olivine as well as ilmenite (see schematic

representation). This interpretation implies the

occurrence of a so far unknown orthorhombic

ilmenite polymorph (referred to as ß-ilmenite) with

lattice parameters almost identical to those of
olivine. A) [001]0i zone axis and B) [100]0i zone

axis.
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Fig. 4.23 Electron diffraction patterns of olivine and ilmenite rods, a) SAED pattern of olivine viewing

down the [001] zone axis, b) SAED pattern ofFeTiOj rod with olivine matrix (same orientation as a).

Splitting ofthe reflexes (S) indicates that two phases are contributing to the diffraction. The pattern can be

indexedwith the trigonal ilmenite structure assuming that the splittedspots originatefrom multiple diffractions
between the olivine and ilmenite lattices (compare with interpretation of the diffration in Fig. 4.22a). c)
SAEDpattern ofolivine viewing down the [100] zone axis, d) Microdiffraction pattern ofrod withoutmatrix

contribution, same orientation as c). The indexing ofthe pattern is only possible with the trigonal ilmenite

structure.

i.e., "ß-FeTiCV, characterised by crystal axes parallel and almost identical to those of

olivine (Fig. 4.22). The structure was interpreted as a metastable, intermediate phase in

the transformation ofperovskite to ilmenite. The existence ofthis unknown FeTiC>3 structure

has been questioned by Hacker et al. (1997) and Risold et al. (1997) who demonstrate that

multiple diffraction produced by dynamical interaction between the topotactic olivine and

ilmenite lattices could lead to an artificial orthorhombic structure identical to the reported

ß-ilmenite. All our SAED patterns ofFeTiC>3 rods with enclosing olivine matrix, including
those interpreted previously as orthorhombic FeTiC>3 by Dobrzhinetskaya et al. (1996),
can be indexed as trigonal ilmenite and olivine (Fig. 4.23). However, merely on the basis

of overlapping SAED patterns (Hacker et al. 1997; Risold et al. 1997) it cannot be verified

whether the split reflections observed are due to multiple diffraction between olivine and

ilmenite (Fig. 4.23b) or produced by a new orthorhombic ilmenite structure (Fig. 4.22a).
Additional diffraction patterns were therefore generated using the convergent beam

technique (microdiffraction). Structural information from areas as small as 40 nm in

diameter were obtained by focusing a small electron beam directly onto the specimen. The

recorded patterns consist exclusively of reflections from the FeTiC>3 rods without any

matrix contribution (Fig. 4.23d). They are only indexable as trigonal ilmenite and not

compatible with an orthorhombic structure.
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In addition to the TEM results, crystallographic considerations of the oxygen volume per

unit cell (Table 4.4) show that a FeTiC>3 stoichiometry is only realistic with an orthorhombic

perovskite-type structure (Ross et al. 1989) but not with an orthorhombic structure such as

described by Dobrzhinetskaya et al. (1996). The oxygen packing of the latter is too loose

to be physically possible. If there were intermediate structures between the high pressure

perovskite phase and ilmenite, one would expect a structure with an intermediate density
such as the lithium-niobate structure (Leinenweber et al. 1991; Table 4.4).

Table 4.4 Volumeper oxygen atom and densityfor olivine and the different FeTiO3polymorphs. As expected,
the volume per oxygen increases and the density decreasesfrom the high pressure polymorph perovskite

(15.8 Ä3; 5.32) to ilmenite (17.5 Â3; 4.78) with intermediate values for the metastable inversion product
with lithium niobate structure (17.0 Â3; 4.95). By comparison the ß-ilmenite polymorph, "an alternative

metastable inversionproduct ofperovskite
"

(Dobrzhinetskaya etal. 1996), show an unrealistic large oxygen
volume (23.1 Â3) and low density (3.63). Crystallographic parameters: a Birle etal. (1968), b Wechsler and

Prewitt (1984), c Leinenweber et al. (1991), d Dobrzhinetskaya et al. (1996).

Minerals Unit cell z Volume per 0 Density
[A3] in unit cell [A3/0] [g/cm3]

(MgFe)2Si04 (olivine) 291.85
a

4 18.2 3.34

FeTi03 (ilmenite) 315.78
b

6 17.5 4.78

FeTi03 (lithium niobate) 305.34
c

6 17.0 4.95

FeTi03 (ß-ilmenite) 277.33
d

4 23.1 3.63

FeTi03 (perovskite) 189.43
c

4 15.8 5.32

d) The olivine-ilmenite interface

The morphology ofthe ilmenite inclusions, derived from optical microscope observations,

may be, in a first approximation, described geometrically
intermsofelongatedcylindersparallelto[010]ojwitharelativelyisometriccrosssection(seeFig.4.3).InvestigationsoftherodsattheTEMresolutionallowthispicturetoberefinedandobtaindetailedinformationaboutthecrystallographicmorphologyandatomicarrangementatthephaseboundary.Sectionsoftherodsinthe(010)ojplane,normaltotheirelongation,revealthattheinclusionshaveaslightlyanisometriccrosssection,withlongerdimensionparallelto[100]oj(Fig.4.24)comparedto[001]oi.ThismorphologyisalsodiscernibleintheBFmicrographsofFig.4.17(b-d),eventhoughtheviewingdirectionsareinclinedwithrespectto[010]ojbyanglesof25to30°.HRTEMimagesoftheolivine-ilmeniteboundaryshowarelativelycomplexinterface,
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Fig. 4.25 HRTEMofphase boundary between olivine and ilmenite in the (010)oi plane. In both examples,
the interface forms steps along crystalographically controlled directions. Arrows indicate the regular
distribution ofmisfit dislocations (see Fig. 4.27). The mottling effect on the ilmenite surface is characteristic

and has been observed in several other inclusions. As in chromite, it is most likely produced by radiation

damage introduced during the ion thinning process. Scale bars correspond to 30 nm.
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Fig. 4.26 a) Positions ofoxygen atoms within the observed ilmenite-olivine contactplanes (slices through
a 3x3x3 olivine and 3x3x2 ilmenite cell dimension). The interfaces correspond to surfaces with nearly
coincident oxygen distribution. 3D perspective: solid line points within or above foil plan; dashed lined

points underfoil plan, b) Orientation ofthe interfaces within the olivine and ilmenite unit cells.

characterised by the development of steps along preferred directions (Fig. 4.25). The

crystallographic contact surfaces, which delimit the ilmenite morphology, correspond to

planes with low Miller indices. The most common interfaces have been identified as the

(100), (001), (101), (104), and (10-2) planes of olivine which coincide with the (001),

(100), (10-4), (10-1) and (-10-2) planes in ilmenite, respectively. A schematic representation
ofthe oxygen arrangement in the olivine and ilmenite structures, along these contact planes
is shown in Fig. 4.26. The common interfaces correspond to planes in which the positions
of the oxygen atoms in both structures are nearly coincident, suggesting that planes with a

low strain energy configuration were favoured during crystal growth.
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Misfit dislocations, due to the lack of complete coherence between the ilmenite and olivine

structure, are observed at the interface (Fig. 4.25, Fig. 4.27). The dislocations occur very

regularly, with measured spacings between adjacent defects ranging from 44 to 49 (100)oi

periodicities, i.e., equivalent to an interval distance of approximately 210 to 230 Â parallel

Fig. 4.27 HRTEMofphase boundary between olivine and ilmenite in the (010)oiplane. The contact surface
is characterised by the regular occurrence of dislocations (white arrows) with dislocation line running

perpendicular to the image plane. The distance between adjacent defects varies from 44 to 49 (100)oi

periodicities.
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to [100]oi (Fig 4 27) The presence ofthe dislocations is associated with small ruptures in

the ilmenite crystal, "filled" by olivine Since the lattice spacing of ilmenite along the

[100]oi direction is smaller than the one of olivine ([001]^ = 14 085 Â vs [300]ol = 14 286

Â), the accumulated lattice strain at the surface of the inclusion is released at periodic

intervals, provoking ruptures in the ilmenite crystal The dislocation lines are oriented

parallel to the electron beam, along the [010]oj direction and therefore are not visible on

this image The image of ilmenite, viewing down [lll]0i, shows the regular [010]oj

dislocation lines (Fig 4 28)

Sections ofthe ilmenite rods parallel to their elongation show the high degree of coherence

at the phase boundary along the [010] axis of olivine, with the development of straight

parallel contact surfaces (Fig 4 29) Characteristically, the inclusions become thinner

towards the extremities

Fig. 4.28 Regular misfit dislocations at the boundary between olivine and ilmenite with straight dislocations

lines parallel to [010]'0/ The viewing direction is [lll]0i The length ofthe dislocation lines increases to the

right due to the thickening ofthe sample Insert shows the entire ilmenite inclusion The area ofthe HRTEM

image is indicated by a rectangle

Fig. 4.29 BF image ofan ilmenite inclusion with its elongation direction, i e
,
b axis, parallel to [010]0i

The coherent phase boundary parallel to [010]oi is equivalent to the fastest growth direction ofilmenite
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4.5 Discussion

Chromite exsolution

The presence of microscopic spinel minerals intergrown in olivine has been reported from

a wide range of natural environments involving olivine in peridotite (Arai 1978; Moseley

1984; Ruiz Cruz et al. 1999; Zhang et al. 1999) and in mantle xenoliths (Green and Gueguen

1983; Green 1985; Franz and Wirth 2000) as well as in lunar (Bell etal. 1975) and meteoritic

olivines (Ashworth 1979). Precipitation ofmagnetite has further been observed in oxidised

olivine altered naturally (Kohlstedt and Vander Sande 1975; Putnis 1979) and

experimentally (Champness 1970). Most of these studies consider the presence of the

spinel microinclusions as exsolution products from solid solution in olivine in response to

decompression, cooling or oxidation. In a majority of cases, however, the spinel inclusions

are accompanied by exsolution of silicate phases, mainly pyroxenes and/or a fluid phase
and usually form symplectic textures. The only descriptions of Cr-bearing spinel in olivine,

not associated with other silicate phases, which corresponds to the situation observed at

AA, CdG and MD, were reported by Ashworth (1979), Franz and Wirth (2000) and

Dobrzhinetskaya et al. (1996). The latter authors proposed forAA a coupled exsolution of

chromite and ilmenite from a solid solution of highly charged cations in olivine involving
Ti4+ substitution in tetrahedral site associated with Cr3+, Al3+ and vacancy (D) in the

octahedral sites:

Fe5(Cr, Fe, Al)2DTi40i6 <—> 4 FeTi03 + Fe(Cr, Fe, A1)204 (1)

This mechanism would produce oxides in a molar ratio of four ilmenites to one chromite.

From the estimated chromite composition with a Al to Cr atomic ratio of approximetely
one (Fig. 4.12), the Cr/Ti and Al/Ti atomic ratios in olivine are expected to yield 1/4,

while the ratio Al+Cr/Ti should be about 1/2. Bulk olivine analyses, measured with LA-

ICP-MS in areas containing inclusions, reveal systematically lower ratios (Fig. 4.30).

An alternative model for the formation ofAl-Cr-spinel in olivine, independently ofilmenite,

has been proposed by Dodd (1913) and used by Ashworth (1979) and Franz and Wirth

(2000) to explain the presence of single-phase chromite inclusions in olivine. Based on

analytical data from meteoritic olivine, Dodd (1913) proposed a coupled substitution of

Al3+ for Si4+and Cr3+ for (Mg, Fe) in olivine. Upon cooling, exsolution processes are

expected to produce a Al and Cr-rich spinel via the following mass balance reaction:

(Mg,Fe)2.xCrx(Si1.xAlx)04 <—> (Mg,Fe)x(AlxCrx)04x + (1-x) [(Mg,Fe)2Si04] (2)

This mechanism explains the presence of single-phase
chromiteinclusionsandwouldleaveanexsolvedphaseoftheobservedchemicalcomposition.Furthermore,thechromiteexsolutionwouldnotbedirectlycoupledwithilmeniteformationwhichisinagreementwiththepoorcorrelationofCrandAlversusTiinolivineofAA,CDGandMD.AnatomicratioAl:Cr=1isobservedinabouttwothirdsoftheolivineanalyses(Fig.4.30).
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Fig. 4.30 Compositional variations in ilmenite-bearing olivine from AA, CdG andMD localities, derived

from bulk LA-ICP-MS analyses, a-c) Coupled exsolutions ofilmenite and chromite from an olivine solid

solution as suggested by Dobrzhinetskaya et al. (1996) should produce Al vs Ti, Cr vs Ti andA1+Cr vs Ti

ratios in bulk olivine corresponding to the solid lines. In neither case are these expected trends approached,

d) Alvs Cr; according to the cation substitution proposed by Dodd (1973) to explain single phase chromite

exsolutions in olivine, the bulk olivine composition should display aAl/Cr ratio of one (solid line). This

trend is observed only in part ofthe samples.

The remaining data, particularly at CdG, are Al rich. Observations presented in Chapter 5

further indicate that the source oftitanium for the ilmenite formation may not have been a

solid solution in olivine but discrete layers of humite type minerals.

Although the substitution of trivalent Cr for divalent Mg or Fe in the olivine structure is

unlikely in high concentration because of its charge and radius, incorporation of trace

quantities of this ion in olivine at high pressure and temperature (1200°C and 2 GPa) have

been observed (Köhler 1989). Due to their very low abundance, exsolution ofthe chromite

platelets by diffusion out of the olivine structure does not require large amount of trace

elements in olivine.

Oxygen framework and inclusion morphologies

The topotactic orientation of oxide inclusions in olivine is controlled by the arrangement

of oxygen atoms. Ilmenite and chromite have both planes of close-packed oxygen anions,

i.e., (001) and (111) respectively, which are parallel to the approximately (100) close-
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packed oxygen planes of the host structure. Since ilmenite and olivine exhibit the hep

sequence, the formation of ilmenite necessitates only cation diffusion within a relatively
undisturbed oxygen framework. The geometry of the interfaces agrees with this

representation and shows that contact surfaces are preferentially developed along planes
with a high degree of oxygen coincidence.

Chromite, in contrast, has a ccp oxygen arrangement. Consequently, the transformation of

olivine to spinel involves a reorganisation of two thirds of the oxygen stacking sequence

(. ..ABCABC.. .to
... ABABAB...) in addition to cation diffusion. The energy required to

change from an hep to a ccp structure most likely constitutes the limiting factor to the

growth of chromite crystal along the [11 l]ch direction, generating extremely thin chromite

flakes parallel to (100)ol (Table 4.5).

As reported in previous studies (Dobrzhinetskaya et al. 1996; Moseley 1981), ilmenite

inclusions in olivine exhibit a favored growth direction parallel to [010]oi. This morphology
can be related to the crystallographic mismatch between the olivine and ilmenite lattices.

Determination of the atomic misfits, under the present topotactic setting, between olivine

and ilmenite of various composition along the ilmenite-geiki elite join is reported in Table

4.6. The elongation ofilmenite parallel to [010]oj corresponds to the direction along which

the mismatch between thetwophasesisthesmallest,i.e.,<1.1%.Along[100]ojand[001]oithemismatchdependsontheilmenitecomposition.ForMg-bearingilmeniteandendmemberMgTi03(geikielite),themismatchissimilarinbothdirections,whereasforendmemberFeTiC>3themisfitissmallerparallelto[100]ojthanto[001]oi.Inthefirstcasewecanexpecttheformationofanapproximatelyisometriccrosssectionnormalto[010]ojandoverallrodshapeoftheilmenite.InthecaseofthepureFeTiC>3phaseananisometricTable4.5Latticemisfitsbetweenolivineandspinels.The[100]0idirection,whichcorrespondstotheoxygenclosepackinginbothphases,exhibitsaperfectmatch.Howeverthegrowthofchromitealongthisdirectionisimpededbythereorganisationoftheoxygenpackingthatthiswouldrequire.Throughouttherangea=8.2to8.3,thatspansvariouschemicalcompositions,the[010]oidirectionexhibitasmallermisfitcomparedtothe[001]0idirection.Thisisinagreementwiththepreferredelongationoftheplateletsparallelto[010]oidescribedbyDobrzhinetskayaetal.(1996).OlivineMg18Fe02SiO4Hercynite-Chromite(Fe,Mg)(AI,Cr)204a=4762b=10225c=5994a=8.20a=8.25a=8.30Topotaxy:Mismatchwitholivinelattice:[100]0|=1/3[111](chr)0.6%0.02%0.6%[010]0|=1/2[-1-12](chr)1.8%1.2%0.6%[001]0|=1/2[1-10](chr)2.4%2.8%2.1%
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Table 4.6 Determination ofthe structural misfits between olivine and ilmemte of different compositions.
Lattice parameters:

a Birle et al. (1968), b Wechsler and Prewitt (1984), c Belokoneva et al. (1978) and d

Wechsler and Von Dreele (1989).

Olivine3
Mg18Fe2Si04

(1) Ilmenite0
FelTl1°3

(2) llmenite0

M921Fe95Tl83°3

(3) Geikielited
M9l T^Oj

a = 4 762

b = 10 225

c = 5 994

a = 5 088

c= 14 085

a = 5 068

c= 13 932

a = 5 054

c = 13 899

Topotaxy: Mismatch with olivine lattice:

[100]0| = 1/3[001](x) 1.4% 2.5% 2.7%

[010]0| = 2[010](x) 0.5% 0.9% 1.1%

[001]0| = 2/3[210](x) 2.0% 2.4% 2.6%

cross section with the longer diameter parallel to [100]oj and an overall shape as lamella or

platelet is expected. In studies on ilmenite exsolution in olivine, lamellae elongated parallel
to [010] of olivine have been described by Moseley (1981) for almost pure FeTi03 (Mg #

= 0.02). The Mg # of AA, CdG and MD ilmenites analysed by EDS ranges from 0.07 to

0.15. In this range the cross sections of ilmenite enclosed in olivine are expected to be

transitional between isometric and elongated parallel to [100]oj. Inspection of Fig. 4.24

and Fig. 4.25b reveals that, in fact, the ilmenite analysed in this study obeys the above

rule. The argument of Dobrzhinetskaya et al. (1996) that the rod morphology implies a

perovskite precursor is not justified. On the contrary, the different shapes observed for

exsolved ilmenite in olivine, e.g., rods and platelets, most likely reflect the dependence of

the crystallographic misfit on the chemical composition of the precipitating phase. The

presence of metastable FeTiÛ3 polymorphs, suggesting a perovskite precursor

(Dobrzhinetskaya et al. 1996), has not been observed in the present diffraction analyses of

the rods. All diffraction patterns could be explained with the trigonal ilmenite structure.

Simple crystallographic considerations have further shownthatthemetastablestructuresproposedbytheseauthorsarephysicallyveryunlikely(Table4.4).Fromapurecrystallographicpointofview,theshapeandstructureoftheilmeniteinclusionsgivethereforenoindicationaboutanhypotheticalperovskiteprecursorandarefullycompatiblewiththeformationofilmeniteintheolivinestructure.AdditionalpétrographieandTEMobservationspresentedinChapter5stronglypointtoamechanismofformationoftheilmeniteinclusionswhichdoesnotrequireperovskitenorwadsleyiteprecursors.
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Chapter 5

Palisades of ilmenite and

(001) planar defects in olivine

5.1 Petrography ofilmenite palisades

Optical microscopy of oriented thin sections reveals that the topotactic ilmenite rods are

not randomly distributed within olivine as it appears on pictures from arbitrarily oriented

olivine grains (e.g., see Fig. 3.2). In thin sections approximately perpendicular to (001)oj it

is possible to discern a preferred alignment of the rods along discrete planes parallel to

(001)oi, forming palisades (Fig. 5.1). These features are best visible when a high
concentration of closely-spaced rods are present. Ilmenite palisades along (001)oj have

been observed in the three garnet peridotites at AA, CdG and MD3/8 (Fig. 5.2) with the

Fig. 5.1 Schematic representation ofilmenite palisadesparallel to (001) 0/.
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Füg. 5.2 Photomicrographs ofilmenitepalisades along (001)0/ /« a^) A4 (5W£ 9-89), b) CdG (Mg 160-97-

2c) and c) MD (Mg 264-4) The thin sections are nearlyperpendicular to (001) 0/ The viewing direction in b)
is parallel to [010]oi, showing at this resolution an approximately isometric cross sections ofthe rods The

average distance between palisades visible in the micrographs corresponds to about 8 8 ßm atAA (a), 4 7

jMn at CdG (b) and 9 1 /urn atMD (c) Scale bars correspond to 100 /um
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Fig. 5.3 Preferred alignment ofilmenite rods as well as chromite flakes (arrows) along (001) planes in

olivine ofCdG (Mg 160-97-13) The code bar indicates the position ofthe palisade planes In this area, the

palisade density is 4 7 purr1, the same as observed in Fig 5 2b
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best defined and most abundant examples occurring in the olivine of CdG. In rare cases,

the alignment of chromite platelets along (001)oj planes have been observed as well (Fig.

5.3).

Diverse studies have shown that oxide precipitates in olivine are often associated with

defect microstructures (e.g., dislocations) of the host mineral (Green and Gueguen 1983;

Zeuch and Green 1977). This characteristic has been used to artificially decorate dislocations

with oxide particles (Kohlstedt et al. 1976) in order to study the defects by optical

microscopy. In this context, it is particularly important to emphasise that the orientation of

the ilmenite palisades is parallel to the commonly observed intergrowth of olivine with

humite minerals as first reported by Tilley (1951) in carbonate rocks. As mentioned in

section 2.3.2, titanian clinohumite relics and/or its breakdown products, i.e., olivine with

wormy ilmenite, have been observed at CDG (Evans and Trommsdorff 1978; Fig. 5.4,

Fig. 2.11), MD (Heinrich 1983; Fig. 2.12) and in a loose block of garnet peridotite near

Gorduno derived either from AA or the nearby Stuello garnet peridotite lens (Möckel

1969). This indicates that olivine coexisted with humite minerals at all localities.

Fig. 5.4 Titanian clinohumite and breakdown products in garnetperidotite ofCdG (Mg 160b). a) Ti-Chu

breakdown products (Ol + Ihn) in contact with an olivine grain (Ol) which contains ilmenite palisades at its

center (arrows), b) Relic ofpleochroicyellow Ti-Chu in olivine. The adjacent olivine grain contain ilmenite

palisades. In the upper left corner, olivine + wormy ilmenite (breakdown products after Ti-Chu) are visible.

Scale bars correspond to 200 \xm.

5.2 Olivine and the humite polysomatic series

5.2.1 Polysomatism

The structural similarities between olivine and the humite minerals are best represented

using the concept of polysomatism developed by Thompson (1978). Polysomatic models

allow tosimplifythevisualisationofcomplexcrystalstructuresandunderstandstructuralrelationshipsbetweenmineralsintermsofmodularcrystallography.Insteadofdescribingacrystalstructure(orunitcell)atombyatomorasarraysofcoordinationpolyhedra,manymineralstructuresmaybealternativelyrepresentedasacombinationoftwoormore
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End-member minerals

A B

A slabs B slabs

-*r-""Polysomes~~~-^

AB ABBB

Fig. 5.5 Schematic illustration ofpolysomatism. The structurally and chemically distinct slab modulesA

and B are taken from to end-member structures A and B. The polysomes AB andABBB are intermediate

members ofthe polysomatic series. A characteristic ofpolysomatism is that all members ofa polysomatic
series are stoichiometrically colinear, with discrete compositions corresponding to the linear combinations

ofthe end-memberA anb B compositions.

structurally and chemically distinct slabs (planar modules) that are stacked in a regular,
ordered sequence (Fig. 5.5). The modules are taken from two or more endmember structures.

Intermediate members, so called polysomes (Thompson 1978), are formed by mixing, in

different ratios and stacking orders, the same types of modules, forming a discrete set of

structures which define a polysomatic series. A fundamental crystallographic condition

for the formation of polysomes concerns the structural continuity that must exist across

the module boundaries. In order to keep a low interfacial energy between the slabs, the

lattice dimensions of the contact plane have to be similar and no dangling bonds should

remain after joining two modules.

Despite these constraints, the occurrence of polysomatism is relatively frequent among

rock-forming minerals and abundant literature has been dedicated to the subject (e.g.,

Thompson 1978; Mellini et al. 1987; Veblen 1991). The most studied example of a

polysomatic series is formed by the group of structures referred to as biopyriboles, which

include the pyroxenes, amphiboles and trioctahedral micas. In terms of polysomatic

sequences, the pyroxene and mica structures may be represented as end-member polysomes,
formed exclusively of (OlO)-slabs taken from pyroxene(P-module)andmica(M-module),respectively.CombinationsofthesePandMslabsproduceawiderangeofintermediatestructuressuchasamphibolesrepresentedbythe(MP)sequence.Thispolysomaticdescriptionprovidesabasisforunderstandinghydrationreactionsfromtheanhydrouspyroxenestoamphibolesandsheetsilicates(e.g.Thompsom1981;VeblenandBuseck1981;Grobéty1997;NakajimaandRibbe1981).Basedonthesameprinciples,olivineandthehumitegroupmineralsmayberepresentedasapolysomaticsystemformedbytwodistincttypesofstructuralmodules,i.e.,OandN,describedinthefollowingsection.
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5.2.2 The humite minerals

The humite series is represented by the general chemical formula

w[(Mg,Fe)2Si04] (Mg,Fe)i_xTix(OH,F)2-x02 and includes the minerals norbergite (n = 1),
chondrodite (n = 2), humite (n = 3) and clinohumite (n = 4). The structure of the humite

minerals consists of a slightly distorted hep array of anions similar to olivine with the

replacement of four oxygen atoms by four (F, OH, O) and one Si by a void (Ribbe et al.

1968). In all members ofthe series, one half ofthe octahedral sites is filled with Mg (Fe or

Ti) whereas the fraction of the tetrahedral sites filled with Si increases from norbergite

(one-twelfth) to clinohumite (one-ninth). By comparison, one half of the octahedral and

one eighth of the tetrahedral sites are filled in the olivine structure (see section 4.3.1).
Detailed structural descriptions of the humite minerals with respect to bond lengths and

site symmetries are reported in a series of papers dedicated to the crystallography of the

humite group (Gibbs and Ribbe 1969; Gibbs and Anderson 1970; Ribbe and Gibbs 1971;

Robinson et al. 1973).

The structural relationships between olivine and the humite series were first evidenced by

Taylor and West (1927) who described the four humite minerals as a polysomatic
combination of Mg2Si04 modules (forsterite) with layers of Mg(OH,F)2 composition.

Fig. 5.6 Stoichiometry and structure of the olivine-humite group polysomatic series. The series is

structurally defined by the end-member minerals olivine (O slabs, 3 Ä wide) and norbergite (N slabs, 4.4Ä

wide). Two symmetrical O and N slabs, related by (001) mirror planes m, are necessary to describe the

olivine and norbergite structures. The minerals chondrodite, humite and clinohumite may be represented as

orderedmixtures ofO andNslabs (after Veblen 1991). The dominantstructural unit ofthe series is represented

by the zigzag chains ofthe octahedrally coordinated cations parallel to the [001] directions (black lines).
For each polysome, the size ofthe orthorhombic, respectively monoclinic unit cell is indicated, (black dot =

Mg, triangle = SiC>4 and open circle = OH, F).
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Table 5.1 Crystallographicparameters ofthe humite series (axes inÄ). Note that the unique axis is a (and
not b as also found in the literature) to simplify the comparison with olivine.

Mineral

reference

Z
Space

group
a b c a

Norbergite
Jones (1969)

4 Pbnm 4 710 10 272 8 748

Chondrodite

Gibbsetal (1970)

2 P21/b 4 728 10 254 7 840 109 1

Humite

Ribbe and Gibbs (1971)

4 Pbnm 4 741 10 258 20 853

Chnohumite

Robinson et al (1973)

2 P21/b 4 744 10 250 13 664 100 8

Olivine

Birleetal (1968)

4 Pbnm 4 762 10 225 5 994

Refinement ofthe norbergite structure (Ribbe et al. 1968) showed, however, that the modules

have a slightly different anionic content corresponding, in reality, to Mg2Si03(OH,F) and

Mg(OH,F)0. Furthermore, the original Mg(OH,F)2 slabs cannot be assembled to form

known Mg(OH,F)2 structures. Taking these structural considerations into account,

Thompson (1978) redefined the humite minerals as a polysomatic series with slab modules

taken from the endmember members olivine (O) and norbergite (N) (Fig. 5.6). Two

symmetrical O and N units, related by (001) mirror planes (m), are necessary to describe

the olivine and norbergite structures. The intermediate minerals chondrodite, humite and

clinohumite are then formed by a linear combination of these O and N slabs. The

polysomatic sequences produce an orthorhombic symmetry in olivine, norbergite and

humite and a monoclinic one in chondrodite and clinohumite. To emphasise the structural

similarities and facilitate the direct comparison between the olivine and humite structures,

the unit cells of the humite minerals are advantageously defined using the non-standard

Pbnm and P2j/b space group symmetries (Table 5.1) as proposed by Jones (1969).

5.2.3 Structural disorder

Crystalline materials, minerals in particular, rarely exhibit perfect crystal structures. In

general, the ideal atomic arrangement is disturbed by the presence of various types of

defects which may be classified, according to their dimensionality, into point, line or planar
defects. Such crystal defects play an important role in deformation and transport processes.

The deformation mechanisms and related defect microstructures of olivine, the major
constituent of the Earth's upper mantle, have received much attention because of their

importance in understanding the rheologicalpropertiesofthemantle.Thecorrelationbetweentheobserveddislocationsubstructures,thedeformationmechanismsandtheestimatedorappliedconditionsofdeformation(e.g.,temperature,strainrate)havebeenreportedinvariousstudiesonnaturallyandexperimentallydeformedolivine(e.g.,Bolandetal.1971;BuiskoolToxopeusandBoland1976;BuiskoolToxopeus1977a;BuiskoolToxopeus1976;Fujinoetal.1993;GreenandRadcliffe1972;GreenandGueguen1983;
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Fig. 5.7 Schematic representation ofdislocations, a) Edge dislocationformed by the insertion ofan extra

plane of atoms (ABCD). The dislocation line DC coincides with the lower edge of that plane, b) Screw

dislocation, with dislocation line DC, formed by a differential displacement ofthe structure in direction AB.

In both cases, the displacement vector associated with the dislocation (Burgers vector) can be determined

by tracing a circuit (solid line) with the same numbers of lattice step in opposite direction around the

dislocation core. The misclosure ofthe Burger circuit defines the Burgers vector b.

Gueguen and Nicolas 1980; Poirier 1975; Phakey et al. 1972; Zeuch and Green 1977). The

dislocations most frequently have [100] and [001] Burgers vectors (Green and Radcliffe

1972, for definitions see Fig. 5.7). The c dislocation in deformed mantle olivine is often

dissociated along (001) and (021) planes with dissociation widths of3-5 è's in dry peridotites

(Drury 1991). In wet peridotites, dissociation widths of several hundred è's were observed

(Kitamura et al. 1987). The dissociation reactions and the structural environment of the

stacking faults connecting the partials will be discussed in the following section.

a) Planar disorder in olivine

Although many TEM investigations have been focused on the characterisation of

microstructures in olivine, most ofthem have described dislocation features (see references

above), while only few studies have dealt with planar defects. Two types ofplanar disorder

have been reported in olivine:

1) Layers of laihunite, an olivine-like structure with Fe3+ charge balanced by vacancies,

have been identified as an oxidation product in naturally and experimentally altered

olivine (Banfield et al. 1990; Banfield et al. 1992; Khisina et al. 1998; Kitamura et al.

1984). Individual laihunite lamellae have been characterised by HRTEM as 6 Â wide

faults, oriented parallel to (001)oj, that do not offset the periodicity of the surrounding
olivine (Banfield et al. 1992).

2) Based on contrast analysis of dissociated c dislocations, Drury (1991) suggested the

following dissociation reactions:

[001] = [0 3/11 1/4] + [0 -3/11 1/4] + [0 -3/11 1/4] + [0 3/11 1/4] (1)

[001] = [0 3/11 1/4]+ [0-3/11 3/4] (2)

The resulting stacking faults connecting the partial dislocations are similar for both reactions,

with displacement vector R = [0 1/4 1/4]. The structure along these non-conservative
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stacking faults, except the one connecting the second and third partial in reaction (1), is

cation deficient and charged balanced by H+, creating a defect layer which is isostructural

with the oxy-hydroxy layers in humite minerals (Fig. 5.8). In HRTEM images, these faults

cause a characteristic offset of the surrounding olivine lattice fringes.

Three possible formation mechanisms were suggested for the oxy-hydroxy layers:

(1) Precipitation of OH-bearing monolayers from a "hydrous" olivine.

(2) Hydration of olivine in the stability field of humite phases.

(3) Dissociation and climb of partial dislocations during the deformation of olivine under

"wet" conditions (Kitamura et al. 1987).

The number ofhumite type faults in mantle olivines is low and far from the number required
for the formation of ordered humite polysomes. The faults, however, are particularly

important in relation to the trace element chemistry of olivine, as structural incorporation
of OH, F and Ti into olivine may occur via humite-type defects.

Fig. 5.8 Isolated non-conservative stacking fault
in olivine with displacement vector R = [0 1/4 1/4].
The resulting structure around the fault plane is

cation deficient and isostructural with the hydrous

layers (N slabs) found in the humite group minerals

(modified after Kitamura et al. 1987). Projection on

the (100) plane of olivine with the characteristic

zigzag chain in evidence. Note that the presence of
isolated N slabs provokes an offset of the olivine

structure. (See Fig. 5.6for comparison with ordered

mixture ofN and O modules.)

b) Polysomatic disorder in the humite minerals

Local (001) polysmatic disorder in humite minerals was first reported by Müller and Wenk

(1978) who recorded HRTEM images of faults, one or two unit cells thick, corresponding
to lamellae of humite and chondrodite, intergrown in a regular sequence of clinohumite.

Higher, ordered members of the humite series with n > 4 have been observed in natural

and synthetic humite minerals (White and Hyde 1982a) and manganohumites (White and

Hyde 1982b). Clinohumite samples showed the highest degree of disorder, with lamellae

corresponding to the members n = 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20 and 24. Imperfections were also

observed in humite whereas no polysomatic defects were reported from the chondrodite,

norbergite and olivine samples that were investigated. A compilation of the observed

polysomatic disorder in olivine and humite minerals, expressed in term of the locally
observed n values, is shown in Fig. 5.9.
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Fig. 5.9 Graphical representation ofvolume% ofM(OH)2 layers vs n values in the general olivine-humite

series formula, n (M2S1O4) • M(OH)2, for various natural samples. The different polysomes fall into two

categories which can be defined as stacking disorders in olivine and in humite minerals, respectively (modified

after Drury 1991).

5.3 TEM observations

Ilmenite-bearing olivine crystals from AA and CdG, with (001)oi approximately

perpendicular to the pétrographie thin sections, were selected for analyses. The ion-thinned

and carbon-coated foils were examined with a Philips CM30 ST electron microscope

operating at an acceleration voltage of 300 kV. The orientation of the olivine crystals was

adjusted in the microscope using a side-entry double-tilt goniometer (± 10°, ± 30°) in

order to align the (001) plane of olivine parallel to the electron beam and record HRTEM

images of the (001) stacking sequence.

5.3.1 Olivine microstuctures and (001) planar defects

BF images of the first generation olivine at CdG and AA reveal different line and planar
defects. The line defects consist ofisolated free dislocationsand(100)arraysofdislocationsforminglowanglegrainboundaries(Fig.5.10).PreviousinvestigationsoftheporphyroclasticolivinesatAA(BuiskoolToxopeus1976;BuiskoolToxopeusandBoland1976)haveshownthatthesearraysconsistofedgedislocationswithBurgersvectorb=[100]andareresponsiblefortheundulatoryextinctionandkinkbandboundariesparallelto(100)oiobservedatAA.Ingeneral,theconcentrationofdislocationsislow.Estimates
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Fig. 5.10 BF image of characteristic dislocation microstructures in olivine (CdG). a) Array of straight
dislocations (1, 2) forming low angle grain boundaries parallel to (100)oi The spacing between the

dislocations and direction ofthe dislocation lines varyfrom one array to the other. The increase in length of
the dislocation lines in array 1 corresponds to the increase ofthe specimen thickness. Occurrences ofirregular
curved dislocations (3) with both edge and screw components are common, b) Direct lattice resolution of
individual dislocations from array 1 (arrow in a); [110]0i zone axis. Burgers circuits around dislocation

cores reveal equal numbers of(001) fringes on both sides ofthe dislocation whereas an extra (1-10) fringe
is present below the dislocation. These observations are compatible with a Burgers vector b = [100] which

is the common displacement vectorforming (100) low angle grain boundaries in olivine (Raleigh 1968).

of the free dislocation density in olivine ofAAby Ando et al. (1993) yield values ranging
from 4 to 7 x 1010nr2.

Planar defects, oriented parallel to (001)oj have been observed in olivine from both CDG

andAA. The faults are inhomogeneously distributed within the olivine crystals and typically
occur in groups oftwo or three faults within areas of a few \l m2 (Fig. 5.11,Fig. 5.12).No
fault terminations in the interior of the grain were observed. The highest density of faults

was observed in olivine ofAAwhere 24 defects were counted over a distance of 12.36 \i m

parallel to [001]oj, yielding an average distance between the defects of approximately 515

nm (Fig. 5.13).

HRTEM analysis ofthe CdG olivine reveals that a majority ofthe (001) defects, imaged in

BF mode, are constituted by two or sometimes three closely spaced faults. Defects composed
ofmore than three faults have never been observed. Depending on the imaging conditions

(defocus, specimen thickness, orientation) the lattice images of olivine display fringes
with either a 3 Â (002) or a 6 Â (001) periodicity. The distance between two regular
olivine fringes on either side of a single fault corresponds, in most ofthe cases, to slabs of

4.2 to 4.5 Â (Fig. 5.14). The distance between adjacent faults corresponds, in general, to

22.5 Â and in some rare cases to 7.5, 10.2, 19.5 or 25 Â (Fig. 5.15). By comparison, all

planar defects that have been observed at high resolution in the olivine of AA occur as

isolated layers within the matrix (Fig. 5.13, Fig. 5.16).
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Fig. 5.11 TEMmicrograph ofolivine crystal with three planarfaultsparallel to (001)0/ in the vicinity ofan

ilmenite rod (CdG) The corresponding SAED pattern with electron beam parallel to [110] displays streaks

parallel to c* which are produced by the planar defects

Fig. 5.12 Low resolution BF image ofrods (circled) and two planar defects in olivine ofCDG The defects
are oriented parallel to (001)0/ The three ilmenite rods also exhibit a perfect alignment along the (001) 0/

direction even though they occur in a matrix free of defects Arrows indicate same spot as those on Fig
5 22b
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HRTEM of (001) stacking y fault

Fig. 5.13 BF images of area with high density of (001) faults in olivine ofAA. The viewing direction is

parallel to [010]oi as illustrated by the diffraction pattern taken just outside the zone with defects. Insert:

HRTEMimage ofafault (within the area ofthe BF micrograph) shows the regular latticefringes ofolivine

which corresponds to the (002) 0/ periodicity, i.e., 3 Ä. The lattice spacing increases from 6Â (two lattice

fringes) in undisturbed olivine to approximately 7.5 Ä across the fault. Contrast simulation of a N slab

included in an olivine matrix (inserted image), calculatedfor a specimen thickness of123 Ä and a defocus

of-40 nm (see Fig. 5.20a), show a very good correlation with the recorded image.
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Two-dimensional lattice images show a characteristic offset in the periodicity ofthe olivine

structure generated by the passage of the individual faults (Fig. 5.14). A projected

displacement of approximately 1.2 Â parallel to (001)oi could be measured on HRTEM

micrographs recorded in the [110]oi zone axis (Fig. 5.17a). A second characteristic of the

faults is that they are more resistant than olivine to the ion thinning preparation as the

defect lamellae located at the edge of a sample systematically continue, beyond the last

olivine lattices, into the amorphous carbon layer that forms the rim ofthe specimen (Figs.

5.17b, 5.25b). The enhanced resistance to ion and electron bombardment is most likely
due to a distinct chemical environment of the area around the fault.

Fig. 5.14 High resolution lattice image oftwo (001) planarfaults (arrows) in olivine ofCdG, viewed down

[010]oi. Thefaults are 4.2Â wide andseparated by a distance ofabout 23 Ä. Across eachfault, the periodicity

of olivine is offset. The displacement caused by these layers is best observed looking down {101} planes

(dashed lines) at a grazing angle. For comparison,
thelatticeimageofahumite-typedefectrecordedbyKitamuraetal.(1987,theirFig.2c)hasbeeninsertedintheimage.Fig.5.15HRTEMimageof(001)faultsinolivineofCdGwiththeelectronbeamparallelto[110]oi.Thelatticefringesofolivineparalleltothefaultscorrespondto(001).Theregular6Äperiodicityinolivineisinterruptedbytwoadjacent,20.5Äthick,faults.Theresultingsequencesuggestthepresenceoftwoisolatedunitcells

ofhumite.
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Fig. 5.16 HRTEMofa (001) fault atAA The 3 Â periodicity ofolivine is interrupted by an isolated 4 4 Â

layer which corresponds to the intergrowth ofa single N slab into the olivine matrix This interpretation is

supported by image simulation (see inserted contrast simutation calculatedfor a specimen thickness of31Ä

and a defocus of-50 nm from Fig 5 20a) Because the image is taken near the rim the sample is extremely
thin and the latticefringes ofolivine are not well resolved (see upper left corner ofthe picture) The humite-

type defect connects the two ilmenite rods shown in Fig 5 24b

Fig. 5.17 Planar defects at CDG a) HRTEM ofa (001) defect composed of three adjacentfaults Each

fault has a width of4 4Ä and occurs at a regular interval of22 5Â The isolated slabsproduce an offset of
the olivine structure ofapproximately 1 2Â parallel to (001)0i Across twofaults the

offsetis
canceled

and

the structure is brought back into its originalposition Inserted image corresponds to the contrastsimulation

ofa N slab (see Fig 5 20b [110]oi zone axis 102 Ä -60 nm) b) Same defects at lower magnification A

characteristic ofall defect lamellae imaged at the edge ofa specimen is their greater resistance to radiation

damage during sample preparation (Ar-ion milling) and observation than the olivine matrix Thefault tips

usually exceed the last observable lattice fringes in olivine by afew tens ofnanometers
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5.3.2 Image simulations of (001) defects

HRTEM image simulations are used to check the validity of structural models and monitor

the influence of the electron imaging system (contrast transfer function, see appendix A)
on the image formation process. Under optimised operating conditions (defocus, TEM

alignment), HRTEM images obtained from very thin specimens (no dynamical scattering)

may be directly correlated to the projection of the crystal structure onto the plane

perpendicular to the incident electron beam. For specimens thicker than a couple of

nanometers, however, dynamical diffraction destroys the one to one relationship between

electronic potential and the observed contrast, necessitating contrast simulation to validate

the structure interpretation.

In order to determine the nature of the faults, the recorded HRTEM images of the defects

were compared with contrast simulations for humite-type defects using the software package
EMS (Stadelmann 1987; simulation procedure in Appendix F6).

Image simulations of defect-free olivine were first calculated to observe the contrast

variations in HRTEM images of the matrix as a function of sample thickness and defocus.

Images were simulated in the [010] and [110] orientations with defocus values between

-20 and -150 nm (10 nm defocusing steps) and specimen thickness increasing from

approximately 30 to more than 200 Â. The resulting image maps, displayed in Fig. 5.18,

illustrate the important contrast variations that are produced by changing these two

parameters.

HRTEM images of the (001) faults in olivine have been compared to simulations of a

structure modelling the presence of humite-type defects in olivine. For this purpose, a

large unit cell, composed of two mirror-related N slabs, intercalated within olivine, was

-20 -30 -40 -50 -60 -70 -80 -90 -100 -110 -120 -130 -140 -150

Defocus [nm]

Fig. 5.18 a) HRTEMimage simulation ofolivine in the [010] zone axis. Defocus and/or sample thickness

variationsproduce important changes ofthe contrast intensity and contrast inversions. The individual images
have 3x3 unit cell dimension. Upper right: (010) projection ofthe olivine structure: black dot =Mg, triangle
= SiC>4 tetrahedra.
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-20 -30 -40 -50 -60 -70 -80 -90 -100 -110 -120 -130 -140 -150

Defocus [nm]

Fig. 5.18 b) HRTEMimage simulation ofolivine in the [110] zone axis, showing the contrast variations as

a function of the specimen thickness and defocus. The individual images have 3x3 unit cell dimension.

Upper right: corresponding projection ofthe olivine structure.

created (Fig. 5.19; atomic positions listed in Appendix F6). The second N slab is necessary

to revert the displacement by 1/4 b of the first N slab, and guarantee a fault-free transition

from one supercell to the next along b. The supercell should be large enough to minimise

the interference ofparts ofthe electron waves coming from adjacent defects. The scattering
distance is mainly dependent on the aperture size, the spherical aberration and the focus

spread (Barry 1991). For an olivine foil up to 150 Â and the imaging conditions used in

this study the minimum distance should be around 10 Â. The distance between the faults

in the supercell is 14 Â, i.e., well above the required distance. The orthorhombic supercell
exhibits lattice parameters a = 4.76 Â and b

= 10.22 Â similar to olivine, and c = 32.72

Â. The vectors associated with the faults are

R = ±[0 1/4 1/4] and the distance between

them corresponds to a higher member ofthe

humite polysomatic series with

stoichiometry n = 5. HRTEM contrast

simulations in the [010] and [110] zone axis

(same direction as in olivine) are reported
in Fig. 5.20. A direct comparison between

the experimental and calculated images is

presented in Fig. 5.13, Fig. 5.16 and Fig.
5.17 where simulations that best matched

the recorded images have been inserted on

the micrographs.

*A* *A* "A'

Fig. 5.19 Crystal model ofthe supercell containing
two (001) planarfaults corresponding to two Nslabs.

The defined unit cell is equivalent to a humite

polysome with stoichiometry n = 5. (see Fig. 5.6for

comparison with other humite members)
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5.3.3 11men ite palisades along humite-type defects

Bright field TEM investigation ofthe relationship between the ilmenite inclusions and the

defect microstructures in olivine indicates different types ofassociation. Part ofthe ilmenite

rods occur in an apparently dislocation-free olivine matrix and show no direct relation

with crystal defects other than the grain boundary misfit dislocations generated at the

ilmenite-olivine boundary (see section 3.4.2d). In a few cases, FeTiC>3 inclusions are located

along (100) dislocation arrays forming low angle subgrain boundaries (Fig. 5.21). The

dislocation walls seem to be pinned by the rods although more observations would be

needed to confirm this interpretation.

In both olivine ofAA and CdG, the ilmenite rods exhibit a clear association with the (001)
fault population. Although in many cases only isolated rods have been observed along the

faults (Fig. 5.22), BF images reveal that the formation ofilmenite palisades, observed by

optical microscopy, is controlled by the (001)oj planar defects. Despite the very low rod

density at the TEM scale, alignment of up to 13 ilmenite inclusions along a (001) defect

(Fig. 5.23) has been observed at CDG. At AA, faults bound by a pair ofilmenite rods have

been observed (Fig. 5.24). In addition, rods have also been found that nucleated at the

intersection ofa planar

defectwithadislocationwall(Fig.5.24b).Someilmenitepalisades,althoughperfectlyalignedparallelto(001)oj,arenotassociatedwithfaults(Fig.5.12).Thisgeometricaldistributionisprobablyduetoasubsequentannealingofthefaultsafternucleationoftherods.Theseobservationsimplythatonlypartoftheoriginaldefectconcentrationmayhavebeenpreserved.Fig.5.21BFimagesofilmeniterodsassociatedwithdislocationmicrostructuresinolivineofAA.Therodsarelocatedattheextremityofa(100)dislocationwall,a)Inadditiontothedislocationsofthewallandthearrayofmisfitdislocationsattheilmenite-olivineinterface(regularshortlines),twootherdislocations(lowerrightend)arepinnedtotherod.Viewingdirectionalongthe[lll]0izoneaxis,b)Viewingdirectiondownthe[110]oizoneaxis.Scalebarscorrespondto500

nm.
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The alignment ofchromite along (001)oi, observed by optical microscopy on rare occasions

in olivine of CdG (Fig 5 3), is related as well to the planar faults TEM images show that

the nucleation of chromite has locally been influenced by the presence of (001) defects,

resulting in the formation of palisades containing both chromite and ilmenite (Fig 5 25)

partial *-J— ==:-!fc

dislocation line bottom

Fig. 5.22 Ilmenite rods associated with (001) defects a) Isolated FeTiO3 inclusion at AA Note that the

fault is not visible in the upper right corner but continues outside the range ofthis image Insert corresponding
SAEDpattern ofolivine down the [110]oi direction b) Two (001) faults in close association at CdD (arrows
indicate same spot as on Fig 5 12) the upper one is decorated by an ilmenite inclusion (circled) The

viewing direction is oblique to the fault plane (see schematic representation) Across the fault plane the

structures ofthe upper and lower olivine wedgesaredisplacedrelativetooneanotherleadingtotheformationoffringesalongthefaultScalebarscorrespondto1/urnFig.5.23BFelectronmicrographofilmenitepalisadesatCDGviewingdirectiondown[110]0/a-c)Thealignmentoftherodsalong(001)0/iscontrolledbythepresenceofplanardefectsWithintheframeoftheseimages12ilmenitesrodcrosssectionsmaybeobservedalongdefectBandthreealongCInthisareanoinclusionhasbeenfoundondefectAThegeometricalrelationshipclearlyindicatesthatthe(001)defectsareolderthantherodsScalebarscorrespondto300nm
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Fig. 5.24 Pairs ofilmenite rods associated with planar defects in olivine ofAA. a) Alignment ofilmenite

rodsparallel to (001) 0/ caused by the presence ofa defect. HRTEMimage ofthe lower right rod is shown on

Fig 4.25; [010]oi zone axis, b) Ilmenite rod at the intersection ofa (001) humite-type defect (arrow), with an

array ofdislocationsforming a (100) low angle grain boundary (stippled line). The viewing direction down

[010]0i is parallel to the dislocation lines. The humite-type layer continues across the milled away bay as

can be seen on Fig. 5.16 which corresponds to area delimited by stippled rectangle. Scale bars correspond
to 100 nm.
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Fig. 5.25 Oxide inclusions along a humite-type lamella in olivine ofCdG a) BFmicrograph oftwo ilmenite

and one chromite bound to a (001) defect A closer view ofthe FeTiOj inclusions is shown on the right b)

HRTEMofthe (001) defect which consists ofthree adjacentfaults [110]oi zone axis Arrows indicate the

edge ofthe specimen (C-coating) and the occurrence ofthe first olivine lattice fringes c) HRTEMofarea
delimited by rectangle in b) The spacing between fautls 1 and 2 is 6 Ä shorter i e two (002)0/ lattice

fringes than betweenfaults 2 and 3
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5.4 Infrared (IR) spectroscopy

Fig. 5.26 IR spectra ofthe humite group minerals

obtained from KBr pellets containing powdered
humite minerals. Characteristic OHpeaks occur at

3580, 3559, 3558, 3568 cm-1 for norbergite,
chondrodite, humite and chnohumite, respectively.
The presence of Ti in the chnohumite structure

induces a shift ofthe OH bands and the formation

ofa prominentpeaks at 3391 cm'1. The absorption
bands at about 3685 cm'1 corresponds to serpentine

(Miller et al. 198 7, their Fig. 7; Datafilesfrom http /

/minerals gps caltech edu/FILES/Infrared_OH/Humite/
Index htm).

IR spectroscopy is an ideal tool for the identification and quantification ofhydrous species
in minerals because H2O molecules and OH groups strongly absorb infrared radiation.

Although considered a nominally anhydrous mineral, olivine frequently contains trace

amount of hydrous components. The investigation ofthese hydrous components, OH ions

in particular, has received much attention because of their effects on mineral deformation

(Blacic 1972, Mackwell etal. 1985, Aines and Rossman 1984) and consequences for mantle

rheology (e.g., Bai and Kohlstedt 1992, Kohlstedt et al. 1996). Various modes of

incorporation of OH defects into the olivine structure have been recognised (Beran and

Putnis 1983; Freund and Oberheuser 1986; Libowitzky and Beran 1995; Kurosawa et al.

1992). The characteristic OH absorption bands in the olivine spectrum are located in the

frequency region between 3200 and 3 800 cm"1, and correspond to OH-stretching vibrations.

Using polarised IR light, it is generally possible to establish the crystallographic orientation

of structurally bound OH groups as their absorption bands vary in function ofthe polarisation
direction (anisotropy).

A detailed studyontheoccurrenceofOHinnaturalolivineswasperformedbyMilleretal.(1987)whoanalysedolivinefrom17localities,representingvariousgeologicalsettings.AllspecimensdisplaycharacteristicOHbandsand,intotal,morethan30differentbandscouldbeidentified.ThedeterminedOHabundancevariedgreatlybetweenthelocalitieswithvaluesrangingfromafewppb(e.g.SanCarlosolivine)uptomorethan100ppm(olivineinkimberlite).TheincorporationofhydrousmineralsintoolivinewasobservedinsomeOHspectra,withabsorptionpeaksat3709,3685and3646cm"1assignedtoserpentineandpeaksat3678and3662cm"1attributedtotalc.Inmostolivine,thepleochroicOHbandsoccurringat3572and3525cm"1havebeencorrelatedwiththepresenceofhumite-typeunits(Fig.5.26).ThegreatsimilaritiesbetweenthespectraofsomeolivinesandTi-bearingchnohumite(additionalstrongpeakatapproximately3400cm"1)furthersuggestthatisolatedintergrowthofhumitemineralsorOHdefectstructuressimilartothesemineralsexistinolivine(Milleretal.1987;Kitamuraetal.1987).oinT-CD(NO)inincoSerpentineCOCOCO,11iAil1IRspectroscopyisanidealtoolfortheidentifieinmineralsbecauseH2OmoleculesandOHAlthoughconsideredanominallyanhydrousamountofhydrouscomponents.Theinvestigainparticular,hasreceivedmuchattentionbeca(Blacic1972,Mackwelletal.1985,AinesandFrheology(e.g.,BaiandKohlstedt1992,KincorporationofOHdefectsintotheolivinesPutnis1983;FreundandOberheuser1986;Li1992).ThecharacteristicOHabsorptionbandfrequencyregionbetween3200and3800cm"1,UsingpolarisedIRlight,itisgenerallypossibleofstructurallyboundOHgroupsastheirabsorptdirection(anisotropy).AdetailedstudyontheoccurrenceofOHinnal.(1987)whoanalysedolivinefrom17localitiAllspecimensdisplaycharacteristicOHbandscouldbeidentified.ThedeterminedOHabunwithvaluesrangingfromafewppb(e.g.San(olivineinkimberlite).TheincorporationofhinsomeOHspectra,withabsorptionpeaks;serpentineandpeaksat3678and3662cm"1attrOHbandsoccurringat3572and3525cm"1humite-typeunits(Fig.5.26).ThegreatsimilaandTi-bearingchnohumite(additionalstrongsuggestthatisolatedintergrowthofhumitenthesemineralsexistinolivine(Milleretal.19Serpentine3800370036001>i350034001>133003200Wavenumber(cm-1)
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5.4.1 Analytical procedure

In order to obtain IR-spectroscopic information from the palisade bearing olivine,

pétrographie sections from six localities, including the garnet peridotites at AA, CdG,

MD3 (Arami-type), MD8 (Gagnone-type) and the chlorite peridotite atMD9 (see Chapter

2) were prepared for IR investigation. The pétrographie sections were polished down to a

thickness of approximately 400 to 500 \i m. Olivine crystals with various concentrations of

rods and with as little fractures as possible, so far as it could be determined by optical

microscopy, were selected for analyses.

The IR spectroscopy investigations were performed at the Institute of Petrochemistry and

Experimental Petrology at the Australian National University. IR absorption spectra were

recorded in the spectral range from 800 to 5500 cm"1 using a FTIR spectrometer (Bruker
IFS 28 model) with a resolution of 2 cm"1.

To determine the crystallographic orientation of the OH groups, polarised spectra were

recorded in samples ofCdG using [100] and [010] polarisation direction (electrical field E

vibrates parallel to [100]oj and [010]oj, respectively).

Quantitative estimates ofthe H2O content in olivine were derived from the intensity ofthe

3572, 3525 and, when present, 3399 cm"1 OH absorption bands. The integrated peak areas

were calculated after background corrections and converted into H2O concentration

according to the following calibration (pers. com. A. Berry, 2000):

Integrated peak area (per cm thickness) = -14 + 4.3 (ppm H2O)

5.4.2 IR spectra of olivine

All olivine grains exhibit IR absorption spectra containing weak bands in the frequency

region between 3200-3800 cm"1, which is the expected position for OH vibrations in olivine.

The position ofthe absorption bands is identical in all olivine, independently ofthe localities

(Fig. 5.27), with only one important exception concerning an additional OH peak at 3399

cm"1 that was exclusively found in some olivine spectra of CdG. Between 3500 and 3600

cm"1, the pattern observed is the same in all samples with two major peaks located at 3572

cm"1 and at 3525 cm"1 and a small intermediate peak at 3542 cm"1. In this range the

spectra are similar to those recorded by Miller et al. (1987, their Fig. 1). Above 3600

cm"1, numerous absorption bands are observed with a prominent one at 3685 cm"1 in the

samples ofAA and MD3 that can be attributed to the presence of small serpentine veins in

olivine.

The intensity ofthe OH peaks vary in the range 3400-3600 cm"1, with stronger OH signals
in olivine of CdG compared to the olivine ofAA and MD. Quantitative determination of

the water concentration in olivine from the OH peak intensities yields values ranging from

7 to 25 ppm H2O. The highest concentrations are found at CdG with 20 to 25 ppm H2O
whereas the samples ofAAand MD contain approximately half these concentrationswith7to12ppm(Fig.5.27).InordertoobtaininformationaboutthecrystallographicorientationoftheOHdipoles,olivinegrainsatCdGwereanalysedusingapolarisedlightsource.Spectrawith[100]oj
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and [010] 0\ polarisation are displayed in Fig. 5.28. The principal bands at 3572, 3542,

3525 and 3399 cm"1 are anisotropic, revealing a strong absorption parallel to [100]oj and a

comparably weak component parallel [010]oj. The band at 3399 cm"1 is even absent from

the corresponding [010] spectrum. The results indicate that the OH dipoles are strongly
oriented relative to the olivine structure, with a major vector component parallel to [100].
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Fig. 5.27 Representative IR absorption spectra ofolivinefrom the various garnetperidotite localities. The

rangefrom 3200 to 3800 cm'1 corresponds to the OHstreching region. All spectra display identical absorption

peaks, exceptfor the band at 3399 cm'1 that isfound exclusively in olivinefrom CdG. The water concentration,

calculatedfrom the intensity ofthe IRpeaks, indicate morehydrousolivineatCdGwithapproximatelytwiceasmuchH2OasintheolivinefromAAandMD.CDÜcCO.Qoto.Q<[100][010]3800370036003500340033003200Wavenumber(cm"1)Fig.5.28PolarisedIRspectrafromtwoolivinegrainsatCdG.Spectrawererecordedforeachgrainwith[100]and[010]polarisations.TheprincipalOHbandsat3572,3525and3399cm'1arepleochroicwithaclearorientationoftheOHdipolesinthe[100]0idirection.
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5.5 Discussion

This study is the first report of the preferred distribution of ilmenite rods in palisades

parallel to (001)oi (Risold et al. 1998; Risold et al. 2001). The formation ofilmenite palisades
reflects the influence of pre-existing microstructures on the precipitation processes as it is

very unlikely that the rods would have been preferentially aligned along certain (001)

planes without the presence of a defect. Planar defects in olivine served as preferred
nucleation sites for the precipitation ofilmenite, as illustrated in Fig. 5.23. The geometrical

relationship unequivocally indicates that the precipitation of the rods postdates the

generation of the faults. In contrast, the relationship between the rods and the (100)
dislocation walls is not as well constrained. The inclusions most likely precipitated directly
on existing walls, although it cannot be ruled out that mobile dislocation walls, formed

after the rods, were pinned by the inclusions. The probable nucleation of planar faults at

subgrain boundaries and the occurrence of rods at their intersection (Fig. 5.24b) rather

favoured the first hypothesis. In any case, TEM observations clearly indicate that the rods

are not the oldest features in both olivine ofAA and CdG which imply that their formation

has occurred in the stability field of olivine. In addition to these older features, part of the

dislocation microstructures such as the dislocation loops enclosing ilmenite rods, observed

in olivine of AAby Green et al. (1997a), point to deformation events that are definitely

younger than the formation of the ilmenite rods.

On the basis of the defect orientation parallel to (001)oj, the width of the individual slabs,

i.e., 4.4 Â, the comparison with the contrast obtained from simulations and the offset of

the surrounding olivine (Fig. 5.17a), the planar defects at AA and CDG are interpreted as

polysomatic intergrowths ofhumite-type layers in olivine. Although the vector component

of the displacement parallel to the electron beam has never been characterised, the

displacement components visible within the images and the comparison ofthe experimental
with simulated images support the idea that the defects are of humite type. Laihunite

layers, another possible planar defects parallel to (001)oj have not been observed in the

present study.

The presence of OH-bearing defects in olivine is confirmed by IR spectroscopy for all

garnet peridotite localities in the Central Alps. In addition to serpentine, observed in samples
ofAA and MD, all olivine spectra display two major peaks at 3572 and 3525 cm"1 that lie

within the absorption range covered by humite minerals (Fig. 5.26) andexhibitthesameOHdipoleorientationwithmainvectorcomponentparallelto[100]oj(Milleretal.1987).Basedonthesetwocharacteristics,theoccurrenceofsuchIRpeaksinthespectrumofolivinecanmostlikelybeattributedtothepresenceofhumiteslabs(seeKitamuraetal.1987;Milleretal.1987).Milleretal.(1987)suggestedthatthewavenumberdifferencesbetweenthesebandsinolivineandinthehumitesmayberelatedtothe"olivinedominatedcrystalfieldenergyaroundthehumitelayers,orsimplydifferentminorelementchemistry".ByanalogytotheIRstudiesofKitamuraetal.(1987)andMilleretal.(1987),theadditionalOHbandat3399cm"1intheolivineofCdGmaybespecificallyassignedtothepresenceofTi-bearingclinohumite.TheIRspectroscopicanalysesarethereforeinagreementwiththeTEMinterpretationthattheobservedplanarfaultsatAAandCdGareisolatedhumite-typelayerswithinolivine.Thesimilaritiesbetweenthespectrafurthersuggestthatthese
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humite intergrowths occur as well in olivine of the MD garnet peridotites.

Under the assumption that each defect consists of one N slab (see Fig. 5.13), the n value

for olivine ofAA, calculated from the observed defect density with TEM (Fig. 5.13), i.e.,

one per 515 nm, is about 1700 (IN slab every 1699 O slabs). Supposing that approximately
the same defect density may be present in the olivine ofCdG (no density data are available),
a bulk olivine composition corresponding to approximately n = 850 would be derived, as

most ofthe defects are formed by two N slabs. By comparison, n values obtained from the

conversion of the (001) humite layer concentrations, observed in olivine from kimberlite,

metasomatised peridotite and carbonate rocks (Tilley 1951; Kitamura et al. 1987; Drury

1991; Sykes et al. 1994; White and Hyde 1982a), range between n = 850 to 17000 (see

Fig. 5.9).

The presence of humite intergrowths is expected to influence the trace element chemistry
of olivine as humite minerals are potential hosts for titanium. The substitution of Ti for Mg

occurs in the Mg(OH, F)0 region ("defect" part) of the humite structure (see Weiss 1997)
and takes place according to the following exchange vector: Ti02Mg.j(OH, F)_2. Attempts
to determine the bulk F content ofilmenite-bearing olivine by PIGE (proton induced gamma

emission) were unsuccessful due to sample preparation difficulties. Ti-bearing humite

such as clinohumite can contain up to 0.5 Ti apfu, that substitutes for MgH^. Assuming Ti-

saturated humite-type slabs, the n value of 1700 derived for olivine ofAA corresponds to

about 170 ppm TiC>2 in olivine which represents halfthe bulk TiC>2 concentration determined

in olivine ofAAby independent spectroscopic (see section 3.4; Reusser et al. 1998) and

EMPA methods (Hacker et al. 1997).

It is conceivable that many of the original (001) defects have been annealed out (see Fig.

5.12) with their TiC>2 precipitated as ilmenite rods. The "apparent solubility" of Ti in olivine

would, therefore, be a function ofthe N-slab density and the formation ofthe rods a result

of the breakdown of such humite-type layers.

The measured Ti concentrations do not require extensive substitution of Ti in the a- or ß
olivine structures but can be accommodated by the humite-type slab concentration prior to

the formation of the rods. At all three localities, AA, CDG and MD, Ti-Chu relics are still

preserved together with their breakdown products which demonstrates that these rocks

have passed through the stability field of Ti-Chu. The difference in exsolution textures

resulting from the breakdown ofbulk clinohumite, i.e., wormy ilmenite, versus annealing
of isolated humite layers in olivine, i.e., ilmenite rods, is probably due to differences

inreactionmechanismsandreactionrates.
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Chapter 6

Summary of world wide

FeTi03 rod occurrences

6.1 Introduction

Triggered by the publication ofDobrzhinetskaya et al. (1996), the interest and active search

for similar ilmenite inclusions in olivine have rapidly demonstrated that theAA occurrence

is not unique. The first reports of additional garnet peridotites containing ilmenite rods in

olivine included the Central Alpine garnet peridotites at CdG and MD (Risold et al. 1996)
and the Chijiadian lherzolite (Sulu terrane, eastern China; Hacker et al. 1996). Other

localities in the Central Alps (Risold et al. 2001), in the Dabie-Sulu terrane (China;

Ogasawara et al. 1997, Green et al. 1997a), in the Austroalpine basement (Risold et al.

1999) and in Western gneiss region of Norway (van Roermund et al. 2001) have since

been discovered.

This chapter is intended to summarise the state of the present observations and assess the

possible mode of formation of the inclusions based on the pétrographie and geological
characteristics of each locality. The investigation of the porphyroclastic olivine from

Nonsberg {section 6.1.3) was performed on samples provided by ProfL. Morten. All other

data are from the literature.

6.2 Western Gneiss Region (Norway)

Numerous garnet peridotite localities occur in the Scandinavian Caledonides, within the

Western Gneiss Region (WGR, Norway; see, e.g., van Roermund and Drury 1998). The

WGR consists of Precambrian basement gneisses and interfolded supracrustal rocks

metamorphosed and deformed during the Caledonian orogeny (380-510 Ma). The whole

unit, including the high pressure garnet peridotite bodies, has been extensively recrystalhsed
under amphibolite facies conditions. The garnet peridotites of the WGR have been the
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subject of many studies and review articles (e.g., Krogh and Carswell 1995; Medaris and

Carswell 1990). Recently, majoritic garnet relics have been reported from two garnet

peridotite localities, indicating that these rocks are derived from great depth (> 185 km;

van Roermund and Drury 1998; van Roermund et al. 2000).

Due to the metamorphic conditions, most of the olivine, the main rock constituent, has

recrystallised into equigranular, strain-free olivine grains. Large, porphyroclastic olivine

grains, up to several mm across, have been preserved only in rare cases. In some of these

grains, the presence of oriented ilmenite rods and spinel in olivine, such as those observed

in the olivine of AA, CdG and MD, has briefly been described (van Roermund et al.

2001). No indication, however, is given about the total volume fraction of the ilmenite

inclusions. From the published micrograph (previous reference, their Fig. 3), it appears

that the local rod concentration does not, in any case, exceed those of the olivine from the

Central Alps.

No indication of a preferred distribution of the rods along planes such as (001)oj (see

Chapter 5) has been so far reported. However, detection of similar features is only
observable within properly oriented olivine grains.

6.3 Dabie-Sulu terrane (China)

The Dabie and Sulu metamorphic terrane, in eastern China, is tectonically located at the

Triassic suture between the Sino-Korean and Yangtze cratons. The findings of coesite

(Okay et al. 1989) and apparently diamond (Xu et al. 1992) evidenced that this terrane has

been subjected to UHP metamorphic conditions. Numerous garnet-bearing ultramafic

assemblages occur in the area and P-T estimates, derived from these rocks, indicate a

pressure range from about 4 to 6 GPa and temperature between 700 to 900°C (e.g., Zhang
and Liou 1998 or Hacker et al. 1997). Inclusions of chromite and spinel in garnet from

various ultramafic rocks from the Sulu complex indicate a pre-garnet stage. Garnet

peridotites in the Dabie-Sulu terrane further contain Ti-Chu as a matrix mineral and as

inclusions in olivine, garnet and pyroxene. The TiC>2 and F contents of Ti-Chu range from

1.7 to 5 wt% and up to 1.3 wt%, respectively. As in the peridotites of the Central Alps, Ti-

Chu breakdown has formed symplectite of olivine + ilmenite.

Ilmenite rods in olivine have been found in many garnet peridotite bodies of the Dabie-

Sulu terrane (Zhang and Liou 1998). Most ofthe observations have, however, been limited

to a brief petrograghic description of the inclusions supported by optical micrographs

(e.g., Green et al. 1997a). All descriptions agree that the ilmeniterodsareelongatedparallelto[010]oiandtendtobethinnerandlessabundantthanintheolivineofAA(Hackeretal.1997;Greenetal.1997a).AsintheNorwayolivine,pétrographieobservationsaboutthespatialdistributionoftheinclusionsarelacking.TEMstudyoftherods(Hackeretal.1997)evidencedthesametopotacticrelationshipbetweenhostandinclusionasintheolivineoftheCentralAlpsanddeterminedanilmenitecompositionwithupto15mol%MgTi03component.ThebulkTiC>2contentintheSuluolivinesrangesfromapproximately100ppminrod-freeareastoabout270ppminportionswithinclusions(Hackeretal.
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1997). ÜO2 contents inferior to 300 ppm have independently been reported by Ogasawara
et al. (1997) for olivine from the same locality.

6.4 Nonsberg (Eastern Alps)

The garnet peridotite locality in the Nonsberg area (Ulten zone; Obata and Morten 1987)

belongs to the Austroalpine basement. Numerous spinel and garnet peridotite lenses are

concentrated between the Peio and the Rumo lines and are associated with garnet- and

kyanite-bearing gneisses and migmatite (Fig. 6.1). The peridotites have been classified

into a coarse- and a fine-grained type (Obata and Morten 1987). The coarse-grained type

corresponds to spinel lherzolite with protogranular texture while the fine-grained type

contains garnet and has a porphyroclastic to mosaic equigranular texture. Emplacement of

the peridotites and high pressure metamorphism have been dated as pre-Alpine events

with only weak overprinting by the Alpine metamorphism. Based on textural and

pétrographie observations, the Nonsberg peridotites are considered part of a mantle wedge

(1200°C/1.5 GPa) overlying a subducting continental slab. During subduction, the spinel

peridotites were transformed into garnet peridotites following a path of decreasing

temperature and increasing pressure to 850°C/2.8 GPa (Nimis and Morten 2000). Detailed

descriptions of the spinel and garnet peridotites, i.e., petrography, bulk rock analyses and

individual mineral chemistry, are reported in Morten and Obata (1983), Obata and Morten

(1987), Morten and Obata (1990)orGodardetal.(1996).|\\jBiotite-MuscoviteParagneissGarnet-KyaniteParagneissL^^MigmatiteandOrthogneissSiltstone,Sandstone,ConglomerateTriassicDolomiteUltramaficrocksAmphibohteTonalitéMarble~r~ri^Fig.6.1GeologicalmapoftheNonsbergregionandsamplelocations.Theoutcrops373andULT16(spinelperidotite)aswellasMK5D,MK1andMO11(garnet-bearingperidotite)containanoldergenerationofolivinewithinclusionsofilmeniterods.MapandsamplenamesareafterObataandMorten(1987)whoreporteddetailedpertographicdescriptionsoftheselocalities.
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Characteristics ofilmenite rods in olivine

The olivine from Nonsberg is characterised, as are the other occurrences of garnet

peridotites, by two distinct olivine generations including an older porphyroclastic and a

younger, much smaller, recrystallised population. The first generation olivine forms large

porphyroclasts with dimensions up to 5 mm and shows sign of extensive deformation, i.e.,
kink bands, with spectacular undulatory extinction observed under cross polarised light

(Fig. 6.2). U-stage observations indicate that the subgrain boundaries are parallel to (100)oi,
and that the olivine lattice orientation differs by up to 3° across the boundaries.

The presence ofilmenite rods, elongated parallel to [010]oj, have been observed in the

porphyroclastic olivine offive spinel and garnet peridotite samples (see Fig. 6.1) including

373, ULT 16 and MKD5 (coarse-grained type) and MK1 and MOll (fine-grained type).
The nature of the inclusions has been systematically identified

byRamanspectroscopy(seesection3.3.1)asilmenite,basedontheoccurrenceoffourRamanpeaksat229,334,374and684cm"1.ByanalogytotherodsatAA,CdGandMD,theposition(shifts)oftheRamanlinessuggeststhattherodsatNonsbergareslightlymagnesian.ComparedtotheolivinefromtheCentralAlps,thesizeoftheinclusionsintheNonsbergolivineisusuallysmallerandtheirconcentrationappearstobelower(Fig.6.3).DeterminationofthebulkTiconcentrationintheilmenite-bearingolivineofsamplesMK5Dand373wasmeasuredbyLA-ICP-MS(seesection3.4.1andAppendixE).Thespectroscopicanalysesindicate,asexpectedfromthepétrographieobservations,arelativelylowTiC>2contentinolivinewhichcorrespondstoabout30ppmatMK5D(Table6.1).Insample373,thesingleanalysesvaryfrom30uptoamaximunof150ppmTiC>2,reflectingFig.6.2Opticalmicrograph,withcrossedpolarisers,showingthestrongdeformationwithintheolivineporphyroclast(Ol)atNonsberg(sampleMK5d).Thekinkbandboundariesheapproximatelyparallelto(100)oiAreadelimitedbyrectanglecorrespondstoFig.6.3a.
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Fig. 6.3 Ilmemte rods (arrows) in the Nonsberg olivine porphyroclasts The rods are normally smaller

than those found in the Central Alps and less densely packed The FeTiOj inclusions are preferentially

aligned along (100) subgrain boundary walls Samples a) MK5D and b) 3 73 Scale bars represent 200 /urn

a more pronounced inhomogeneous
distribution of the inclusions within the

matrix By comparison, the bulk ÜO2

content in portion of olivine free of

inclusions is about 20 ppm in both samples

Whereas the ilmenite rods in the Central

Alps olivine are characterised by a

preferential alignment in palisades along

(001)oi humite defects in olivine (see

Chapter 5), the rods in the Nonsberg olivine

exhibit a distinct preferred distribution

which coincides with their alignment in

(100)oi planes along subgrain boundary
walls (Fig 6 3) TEM investigation of the

porphyroclastic olivine at MK5D and 373

reveals that the sub-boundaries consist of

arrays ofdislocations sub-parallel to (100)oi

(Fig 6 4) The deformation microstructure

within the subgrains is generally characterised by a high density of free dislocations with

straight dislocation lines parallel to [100]oj or [001]oj Ilmenite rods are principally

nucleating on the (100) low-angle boundaries (Fig 6 4), with rare occurrences along free

dislocations The traditional topotaxy between olivine and ilmenite, with both hep oxygen

layers oriented parallel, has been observed (Fig 6 4, see section 4.4.2b) The presence of

(001) humite-type interlayers such as those observed in olivine of CdG andAA{section5.3)havenot(yet?)beenidentifiedHowever,asintheolivineoftheCentralAlps,therodsarenottheoldestmicrostructuresinolivineThegeometricalrelationshipclearlyindicatesthat,intheNonsbergcase,theilmeniteinclusionsprecipitatedaftertheformationofkinkbandsinolivineTable6.1LA-ICP-MSanalysesoftheNonsbergolivinewithbulkT1O2concentration(ppm)ininclusion-bearingandinclusion-free(analyseswith*)portionofolivinegrainsatMK5Dand373ppm(ug/g)Ti02inolivine(detectionlimits)LocalityMK5D373Analyses1)32.6(11)102.0(11)2)33.6(11)66.0(12)3)35.4(12)154.5(14)4)32.6(13)84.9(16)5)37.0(10)31.9(12)6)*21.8(14)27.9(05)7)*20.8(12)*19.6(08)
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Fig. 6.4 BF image ofa FeTiOß rod (sample 373) As observed under the optical microscope (see Fig 6 3),
the nucleation andgrowth ofilmemte inclusions occurpreferentially along (100) 0/ dislocation wallsforming

low-angle grain boundaries (arrows) Note that across each boundary, the orientation ofthe olivine crystal
is slightly changedwhich causes a small change ofcontrast on the image Insert SAEDpattern showing the

topotactic relationship between ilmemte and olivine in the [010]oi zone axis The topotaxy is the same as in

the olivine ofthe Central Alps, with a common hep oxygenframeworkfor both phases

6.5 Origin of ilmenite inclusions

Although a limited number of observations is available for the ilmenite rods of the above

mentioned localities, several common features but also significant differences, compared
to the rods in the Central Alps, may be highlighted

All ilmenite inclusions exhibit the same shape, forming elongated rods parallel to the b-

axis of olivine At all localities investigated by TEM, i e
,
Central Alps, Sulu, Nonsberg, it

is observed that ilmenite grew within olivine according to an identical topotaxy which left

the hexagonal close-packed oxygen framework undisturbed The ilmenite composition is

characterised by a systematic, small MgTi03 component in the range from 7 to 15 mol%

Using the olivine-ilmenite thermometer ofAndersen and Lindsley (1979), its coexistence

with an Fo90 olivine composition indicates a low temperature ofre-equilibration, between

250-350°C

Some differences between the Central Alps, Sulu and Nonsberg olivines concern the

concentration and distribution ofthe rods In the Central Alps, the concentration ofilmenite

rods is the same at all localities (see section 3.4.2), corresponding to a maximum of 400-

500 ppm ÜO2 Compared to these values, Hacker et al (1997) reported less densely packed
ilmenite inclusions in the Sulu olivine, equivalent to bulk ÜO2 values slightly below 300
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ppm. Photomicrographs ofthe Nonsberg olivine (Fig. 6.3) clearly illustrate the scarceness

of ilmenite rods in these localities, as confirmed by LA-ICP-MS analyses which indicate

that the TiC>2 concentration rarely exceeds 100 ppm with common values at about 30-40

ppm (Table 6.1). These variations ofthe bulk TiC>2 concentration in olivine might be related

to the bulk TiC>2 content of the parent rocks (see Hervig et al. 1986) which average
~ 0.14

wt% at AA, CdG and MD (see section 2.5) but is significantly lower in the peridotites of

Sulu (~ 0.05 wt%; Zhang and Liou 1998) and Nonsberg (0.05 wt% at MK5D and 0.04

wt% at 373; Obata and Morten 1987).

In samples from the Central and Eastern Alps, the ilmenite rods are clearly associated with

pre-existing defect microstuctures in olivine. The nature of the defects is, however,

fundamentally different: (001) humite defects in the Central Alps olivine and (100) subgrain
boundaries in the Nonsberg olivine. Taking into account that Ti-Chu is a common constituent

of the Dabie-Sulu garnet peridotite, the presence of similar humite interlayers in olivine

and their eventual association with the ilmenite rods may be envisaged. Additional TEM

analyses focused on this feature would however be necessary to assess this hypothesis.

Considering the low TiC>2 content (< 500 ppm) of all rod-bearing olivines, worldwide,

such microstructures should not be considered indicators of ultrahigh pressure conditions

(> 12 GPa; Dobrzhinetskaya et al. 1996) as they can formed as exsolution from Ti-saturated

olivine (Ulmer et al. 1998) or from the breakdown of titanian clinohumite (Risold et al.

2001) at conditions of 800°C and 3 GPa, which concur with the accepted maximum P-T

conditions at CdG.
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Conclusions

1) The presence of ilmenite rods in olivine is not unique to the AA peridotite. Many
additional occurrences have been found in the Adula-Cima Lunga nappe (Risold et al.

2001), and in the subduction zone peridotites of the Nonsberg (Risold et al. 1999),
Dabie-Sulu (Hacker et al. 1997) and Western Gneiss Region (van Roermund et al.

2001).

2) The bulk TiC>2 concentration of olivine containing ilmenite inclusions does not exceed

0.05 wt%, and lies thus within the Ti solubility range of olivine. The presence of a

precursor wadsleyite phase is not necessary to explain the formation of the rods. The

maximum FeTiC>3 rod density is identical in all olivine ofthe Central Alps. Compared
to other occurrences, i.e., Dabie-Sulu and Nonsberg peridotites, the olivine of AA,

CdG and MD contains generally a higher concentration of rods which is probably
related to the higher bulk Ti content of the whole rock.

3) Only ilmenite rods with a trigonal crystal structure have been observed at all localities

investigated with TEM. No indication about the former presence of perovskite has

been found. Crystallographically, a „ß-ilmenite" polymorph is very unlikely.

4) The topotaxy and shape of the rods concur with minimum atomic misfits between the

lattices of Mg-bearing ilmenite and olivine. A shape of ilmenite as a rod rather than a

platelet does not imply a perovskite precursor. More generally, the growth of both

ilmenite and chromite inclusions, with their close-packed oxygen planes parallel to

those ofthe host olivine, can be interpreted in terms ofcation diffusion within a relatively
undisturbed oxygen framework.
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5) Ilmenite rods atAAand CdG are associated with pre-existing humite-type intergrowths
in olivine which control the alignment of the rods along palisades parallel to (001)oj.
As a consequence, breakdown of Ti-bearing humite layers in olivine is a possible
mechanism for the formation of the ilmenite rods.

6) Formation and breakdown of humite phases (Trommsdorff and Evans 1980; Engi and

Lindsley 1980) and ofindividual hydrous layers in olivine (Weiss 1997) do not require
UHP conditions. The formation of ilmenite rods is compatible with the maximum

thermobarometric conditions estimated for garnet peridotites ofthe Central Alps (Nimis
and Trommsdorff 2001a) and with the presence of relictic amphibole in garnet at CDG

which excludes a P-T history exceeding ~ 3 GPa.
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A) Abbreviations

Minerals:

01 olivine Chr chromite

Opx orthopyroxene Spi spinel

Cpx clinopyroxene Chu clinohumite

Grt garnet Ti-Chu titanian clinohumite

Amph amphibole Serp serpentine
Ilm ilmenite Kel keliphite

Geology:

AA Alpe Arami WGR Western Gneiss Region
CdG Cima di Gagnone UHP ultrahigh pressure

MD Monte Duria P-T pressure - temperature

ACL Adula-Cima Lunga MORB mid ocean ridge basalt

Methods and units:

Mg#

cps

apfu
vol%

Mg/(Mg+Fe)
counts per second

atom per formula unit

volume percent

ppm part per million

ppb part per billion

mol% mole percent

wt% (gew%) weight percent

LA-ICP-MS laser ablation-inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry

EMPA electron microprobe analysis
XRF X-ray fluorescence

TEM transmission electron microscopy
HRTEM high resolution transmission electron microscopy
SAED selected area electron diffraction

CBED convergent beam electron diffraction

BF bright field

EDS energy dispersive spectroscopy

Crystallography:

LPO

hep

ccp

lattice preferred orientation

hexagonal close-packed
cubic close-packed
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B) Crystallographic conversions

Based on the topotactic relationships between olivine and its oxide inclusions, a set of

transformation matrices has been determined (Table Bl). The transformation of

crystallographic directions [uvw] from the orthorhombic olivine system into equivalent
orientations in the trigonal ilmenite or cubic spinel system is described by the matrices M.

For inverse transformations from the ilmenite/chromite reference system into olivine, the

matices M"1 apply. Similarity, the determination of equivalent crystallographic planes (hkl)
is performed by using the matrices MT and (M_1)T.

Note that the conversion matices between olivine and chromite are divided into two

categories, Topotaxy 1 and Topotaxy 2, which are based on the distinct crystallographic

relationships described in Fig 4.13 and Fig 4.14, respectively.

Table Bl Transformation matrices between the ohvine-ilmenite and ohvine-chromite reference systems
used to determine equivalent crystallographic directions andplanes.

M M'1 (M-1)T MT

[ol]->[H] [il] -> [Ol] (ol) -> (il) (il) -> (Ol)

BOO -1/3

4/3 2/3 0

0 -1/4 3/4

0 1/2 0

-3 0 0

0 0-3

-1/4 1/2 0

3/4 0 0

0 0 4/3

0 2 2/3

-1/3 0 0

| [ol] -> [ch] [Ch] -> [Ol] (ol) -> (ch) (ch) -> (ol)

o

PM a

1/3 1/3 1/3

-1/2 -1/2 1

1/2 -1/2 0

1 -1/3 1

1 -1/3 -1

1 2/3 0

1 1 1

-1/3 -1/3 2/3

1 -1 0

1/3 -1/2 1/2

1/3 -1/2 -1/2

1/3 1 0

SJcM

o

-1/4 -1/4 1/2

2/3 2/3 2/3

-1/2 1/2 0

-2/3 1/2 -1

-2/3 1/2 1

4/3 1/2 0

-2/3 -2/3 4/3

1/2 1/2 1/2

-1 1 0

-1/4 2/3 -1/2

-1/4 2/3 1/2

1/2 2/3 0
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C) Electron Microprobe Analyses (EMPA)

The chemical composition of the minerals were determined using a CAMECA SX50

electron microprobe equipped with five wavelength dispersive spectrometers at the Institute

for Mineralogy and Petrography (ETH Zürich). In order to prevent electrical charging, the

samples were coated with a 20 nm thick carbon layer. The analyses were performed using
an acceleration voltage of 15 kV, a beam current of 20 nA and a beam size of 1 |im.

Natural and synthetic oxides and silicates were used as standards. The intensity ofKa line

was recorded for all investigated elements. Background signals were measured on both

side ofthe Ka peaks for halfthe counting time used on the respective peak position. Raw

data were corrected for drift, dead time (2 |is) and background. Matrix effects were corrected

using the ZAF-correction procedure which consider matrix composition, absorption and

fluorescence effects.

Table CI Standards, characteristic data acquistion time and detection limits for EMPA analyses.

Si02 Ti02 A1203 Cr203 FeO MnO NiO MgO CaO Na20 K20

quartz rutile Corundum Chromite hematite tephroite NiO Penclase wollastonite aegirine orlhoclase

20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 15 15

0 06 0 02 0 03 0 03 0 02 0 04 0 04 0 02 0 02 0 03 0 03

Normalisation of minerals:

The EMPA analyses listed in Tables 2.1-2.2 are re-calculated oxide concentration determined

with the program NORM (Version 4.0, written by P. Ulmer, 1993). The minerals were

normalised on the basis of the number of cations in their structural formula:

olivine and spinel: 3 cations and 4 oxygen, pyroxene: 4 cations and 6 oxygen, garnet: 8

cations and 12 oxygen.

The Fe3+ content in spinel and garnet was calculated to preserve the charge balance ofthe

structural formula.

Standards

Time (s)

Detection

limits
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D) X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF)

The bulk chemical composition of the rocks was determined by XRF at the Swiss Federal

Laboratories for Materials (EMPA, Dübendorf) using a sequential spectrometer (Philips
PW 1404) and natural USGS reference rocks for calibration. Fresh garnet peridotite samples
were ground in an agate mill to prevent contamination from the instrument. The powders
were fired at 1050°C for two hours to determine the loss on ignition. The major elements

were analysed using glass beads prepared from the ignited powders mixed in a 1:5 ratio

with lA^E^O-j and fused at 1150°C in platinum crucibles. The collected data were corrected

for instrumental drift, background and matrix effects. The trace elements were determined

on pressed powder pellets (10 g sample material with 7ml polyvinyl alcohol as binder)

using the synthetic background method for which maj or elements have to be known (Nisbet
etal. 1979).
A few additional analyses from AA, CdG and MD (not reported in Table 2.3) are presented
here.

Table Dl Bulk rock compositions ofgarnetperidotites

AA CdG MD3 MD4

Sl02 44 18 44 03 45 95 43 77 44 19 44 93

Tl02 0 12 0 10 0 19 0 11 0 13 0 10

AI203 4 67 3 23 7 05 3 39 2 98 5 20

cr2o3 0 42 0 37 0 37 0 39 0 37 0 43

FeO* 7 73 8 00 7 85 7 76 7 79 8 07

MnO 0 12 0 13 0 16 0 13 0 12 0 15

MgO 37 57 39 69 33 09 38 32 39 62 37 14

NO 0 29 0 32 0 22 0 29 0 31 0 27

CaO 3 34 2 55 4 97 3 38 3 11 3 83

Na20 0 11 0 04 0 07 0 05 0 09 0 00

K20 0 02 0 00 0 00 0 01 0 03 0 00

P2O5 0 02 0 02 0 01 0 02 0 01 0 01

H20 1 17 1 29 - 2 02 0 96 -

Total 99 76 99 77 99 93 99 64 99 71 100 13

Traces**

Sr 23 19 29 22 21 46

Nb 10 12 11 10 12 13

Y 14 15 19 12 14 19

Zr 16 15 19 13 14 13

V 72 60 92 63 65 81

Cr 3148 2597 2748 2869 3623 3170

Ni 1728 1921 1412 1809 1893 1705

Co 88 90 72 88 92 101

Cu 26 26 78 23 21 28

Zn 62 48 46 46 52 59

Sc 19 11 22 14 10 21

* Total iron as FeO.

** Trace elements below detection limits (<ppm) are: Ba < 10, Rb < 8, Pb < 5,

Th<5,U< 10, La < 20, Ce < 15, Nd < 25, Ga < 2, S < 50.
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E) LA-ICP-MS analyses

The LA-ICP-MS analyses were performed by Dr. D. Günther at the Institute for Isotope

Geology and Mineral Resources (ETH Zürich). Selected olivine grains from pétrographie
thin sections were analysed in-situ according to the procedure described in section 3.4.1.

The trace element concentrations in ilmenite-bearing olivine from the Central Alps (AA,

CdG, MD) and Nonsberg (Mk5d, 373) are reported in Table El. All values are given in

ppm with respective detection limits indicated in italic. For the following elements, the

detected concentration was clearly below 1 ppm: Sr, Y, Zr, Nb, Ce, Nd, Tb, Lu, Hf, Ta, Tl

andPb.

Table El LA-ICP-MS analyses ofolivine

Central Alps

Al203 TiO v2o5 Cr203 MnO Coo NiO CuO ZnO

AA

1 6 7 0 3 425 6 1 0 1 9 04 11 8 1 5 1029 6 0 3 174 0 0 03 3527 2 0 3 2 8 0 1 86 5 0 5

2 9 3 0 3 348 2 0 9 1 9 0 3 17 7 1 6 1051 1 0 3 178 7 0 04 3658 3 0 5 2 8 0 1 83 7 0 7

3 24 1 04 257 0 0 9 0 5 04 7 8 1 6 1611 5 0 3 160 5 0 04 3495 4 0 6 2 0 0 7 29 4 0 5

4 32 5 04 199 0 1 2 0 8 0 3 16 6 1 4 11975 04 164 3 0 05 3468 3 04 2 4 0 2 34 3 0 5

5 5 0 04 348 9 1 3 1 2 04 8 5 1 5 1076 4 0 3 183 0 0 04 3662 0 0 6 2 7 0 3 90 2 0 5

6 4 4 0 5 490 8 1 3 1 1 0 5 6 4 1 6 1028 5 0 3 177 2 0 04 3711 6 04 2 5 0 1 84 4 0 6

7 5 5 04 347 4 1 0 1 1 04 9 0 1 5 1034 3 04 179 0 0 04 3665 8 00 2 8 0 1 88 3 0 6

8 6 8 1 5 413 3 4 1 1 7 1 1 13 7 6 7
11930112158015463551231061047209311073067102601453071045101186300436958088301652031010306301510170119306103260118500033690307370159905"1167049340909035414104280318180043688905280180207CdG376452157581221742475431488469624203532650308530992988282726523098498227613357368829412799101408101210120909282531101813331915272822190404040404040304030404040316320764105145210539122289359281216161316939899238786105539814101828678122011127393719299774978000303030203030303030303030319692075209821212057205319891799183218751862180717830040050040040040040040040050040050030054019643035453274440143577431654332040538406173983039185377663795224292832282523529252724262364368580171964458278137342657054160460705050706060805060505070607MD3278242146228759776111983879429130(693005280525932326342749572214390342711580115288196590708060804071097806240030616131168451714116160303020202020325680202291928594769135265522911615121518201305221414151011467002020202148830203042493369437153461459328092088393660392800213980031429004150300314960021469003182800418590041700028188722022140591799003180500433073328023307333086323583816638464387634038041450142199379160038031060405060204030654313033353340323137351901741891701556015811052481653249304030404030505504421250405'localanalyseswithabeamdiameterof10-20/urn.'*analysesinportionofolivinewithoutvisibleilmeniteinclusions.
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Table El Continue

MD 8a

1

2

3

„4

Al203

26 2

19 9

43 0

0 6

0 5

0 7

0 7

Ti02

340 3

318 5

510 2

28 3

0 7

0 7

0 8

? 2

v2o5

3 0

4 1

3 6

1 3

03

03

02

0 3

Cr203

18 3

13 7

22 9

9 0

1 4

1 7

1 9

1 6

MnO

1271 5

1275 4

1277 2

1256 1

0 3

0 2

0 3

0 3

CoO

176 8 0 03

176 8 0 03

177 0 0 04

177 1 0 04

NiO

3870 5 (

3946 1 (

3911 1 (

3917 5 (

CuO

3 3 0 3

3 3 0 3

ZnO

48 0 0 6

48 9 0 5

46 6 0 5

46 6 0 5

MD 8b

1 10 3 0 7 258 4 1 1 1 1 03 15 2 1 7 1527 9 0 3 172 3 0 04 3193 8 0 3 3 4 0 3 66 1 24

2 7 0 0 7 279 5 0 8 1 0 03 13 0 1 7 1553 6 0 3 174 0 0 04 3269 3 0 3 3 2 0 4 70 6 0 7

3 17 2 0 7 281 7 0 7 1 1 0 2 19 3 1 6 1534 3 0 3 176 4 0 05 3399 7 0 6 3 3 0 3 69 8 0 6

4 18 3 0 7 299 2 0 9 1 4 0 3 21 5 20 1551 1 0 3 174 0 0 05 3444 3 04 3 1 0 3 70 6 0 8

5 15 0 0 7 348 3 1 1 1 6 0 3 22 7 1 9 1519 4 0 3 173 3 0 03 3406 7 0 5 3 2 0 3 66 6 0 8

6 8 3 0 6 247 6 1 0 1 5 0 3 15 7 1 8 1549 4 0 3 175 5 0 04 3452 9 0 3 3 3 0 3 62 4 0 6

7 7 5 0 6 335 5 0 8 1 3 0 3 14 9 1 3 1575 8 0 3 170 1 0 03 3586 8 04 3 2 0 3 68 9 0 5

8 14 3 0 6 365 7 1 0 1 5 0 3 19 6 1 5 1568 7 0 3 172 8 0 03 3660 8 0 6 3 6 0 3 67 1 0 6

9 7 0 0 6 196 5 0 8 1 2 0 2 12 9 1 6 1562 0 0 3 170 1 0 03 3684 9 0 5 3 5 0 3 67 5 0 7

**10 4 8 0 5 86 6 0 8 0 8 0 2 11 7 1 6 1551 3 0 3 175 6 0 04 3669 0 04 3 3 0 3 69 1 0 6

"11 4 1 0 5 32 9 0 9 0 7 0 2 11 4 1 6 1558 9 0 3 174 1 0 03 3664 5 0 2 3 6 0 3 69 2 0 7

**12 4 9 0 5 76 5 1 0 0 8 0 2 8 6 1 4 1587 6 0 3 174 7 0 03 3723 9 0 5 3 0 0 3 61 6 0 5

MD 9

1

2

3

4

5

27 7

4 9

5 6

5 4

7 3

8 2

0 6

0 5

0 7

0 7

0 9

0 6

21 4 67 2

17 0 5

17 0 5

234 8

301 4

338 7

355 5

282 7

297
93838687745507ASA0910080912091517141814180202020303021752420903070216113214213814320216?9?52216?6151385413622136021384913670140451293423613668031384803020303030402186400418290031821003186500418170051809003291234918440031837004353163418134459351543527934818480403403484500355840003000303000531262730293330370303030304030203118311061134113910841084060606060805128057?106707114307EasternAlpsMK5d123451803575032501816208?0070909326336354326370218207121309141211182119150506030102020202022826767767263181541521708070906070710019100221046510606105421074502020202020116721765177117821785173917693475136073361073530935088351253542905050605030305010202020202026226396266466425785830407040403050637378802619257812912131714120709102066015458493192791961214161205081311150907080503030303030102138188193164123114101012110906061109111154110521123811107115721161102020202020102157915691571160016151668168631175302403179532077334543284634600050423123008080202040203010233134133833029830722505060605070304:localanalyseswithabeamdiameterof10-20/urn.'*analysesinportionofolivinewithoutvisibleilmenite

inclusions.
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F) Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

The TEM investigations were performed at the Institute ofApplied Physics (ETH Zürich)

using a Philips CM30ST electron microscope with an acceleration voltage of 300 kV and

at the Department of Earth Sciences at Siena University using a Philips 400T operating at

120 kV. In this section, a brief overview of the TEM technique is reported. For detailed

theoretical and practical information, numerous textbooks are available (e.g. Cowley 1990,

Buseck et al. 1992, McLaren 1991 or Williams and Carter 1996).

1) Sample preparation

The preparation of samples is one ofthe most critical step for any TEM investigation. Due

to the strong interaction of electrons with matter, TEM specimen must be extremely thin

(in the range of a few thousands Â) to remain transparent for the electron beam. The goal
of the various preparation techniques is therefore to produce extremely thin regions in a

specimen without introducing any preparation artefacts in the structure of the samples.
All TEM samples in this study originate from 30 to 80 mm thick pétrographie thin sections.

Regions of interest were selected under the optical microscope and mounted at the center

of copper rings (3 mm external diameter, 0.5 to 2 mm internal diameter). The thin sections

were then removed from their glass support by heating and the 3 mm disks cut out with a

scalpel. The disks were subsequently thinned by ion milling (RES 010, Baltech). Typically
the rotating samples were exposed from both sides to a beam ofAr ions accelerated at 6-7

keV which gently eroded the sample. The incident angle of the beam on the specimens
was kept constant at 12°. In order to remove potential surface damages caused by the

bombardment, the last 20 minutes of milling were performed at lower energy (about 2

keV). The samples were thinned until a small hole was visible in their middle. Only the

edge of the hole is thin enough to be analysed by TEM.

2) The transmission electron microscope

A transmission electron microscope consists of an electron source and a série of

electromagnetic lenses (Fig. El). The beam of electrons, emitted by the electron gun (e.g.,

LaBô crystal), is accelerated by a high voltage. The condensor lenses and aperture determine

the diameter and the convergence of the electron beam focused onto the specimen. The

sample, mounted on a double-tilt goniometer, can be oriented in selected directions (zone

axes). The electrons travelling through the specimen are collected by the objective lens

and formed a diffraction pattern in the back focal plane. The objective aperture located in

the back focal plane allows to select the diffracted beams which will contribute to the

image. The selected electrons form then a first image in the image plane of the objective
lens. The introduction of the selected area diffraction (SAD) aperture, in the image plane,

may be used to select a region of the image from which the diffraction pattern
originates.Thefinalmagnificationandprojectionofeithertheimageplane(realspace)orthebackfocalplane(diffractionpatternorreciprocalspace)ontothefluorescentscreenarecontrolledbytheintermediateandprojector

lenses.
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Electron source -

Condensor lenses

Condensor aperture
—

Specimen

Objective lens
-

Back-focal plane

Objective aperture

SAD aperture

Image plane

intermediate and projective lenses —

Final image —

(fluorescent screen)

(b)

Fig. Fl Schematic representation ofthe ray diagrams in a transmission electron microscope operating in

imaging mode (a) and in diffraction mode (b). The operating mode is determined by the intermediate lens

which selects either the image plane or the backfocal plane ofthe objective lens as its objet.

3) Electron diffraction

Electron diffraction is generated through the elastic scattering of the incident wave by the

atoms of the specimen. Constructive interferences of the diffracted electrons occur under

the Bragg conditions:

2d sinB = nk

where d is the spacing between adjacent crystallographic planes (h/n,k/n,l/n), 6 the angle
ofincidence, X the wavelength ofthe accelerated electrons and n the order ofthe reflection.

Compared to X-ray which are diffracted by the electron cloud, electrons interact much

stronger with atoms, being diffracted by both orbital electrons and atom nuclei. Reflections

that are weak to X-ray become intense in electron diffraction, even for very small volumes.

A consequence of the strong electron-matter interaction is that the high-energy diffracted

electrons are very likely to behave as new incident beams as they travel through the

specimen, inducing multiple scattering episodes. In this case, the kinematical diffraction

theory (single-scattering diffraction, valid for X-ray) which predicts the position of

diffraction spots and their intensity no longer applies. In TEM, kinematical diffraction

conditions are only for ultra-thin crystal regions (< 2-3 nm). With increasing specimen
thickness the influence of multiple diffraction becomes important. Dynamical diffraction
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(multiple-scattering diffraction) changes the diffracted spot intensities and may produce
additional reflections which are kinematically forbidden, transgressing the extinction rules

based on the crystal structure symmetry. For this reason, dynamical effects considerably

complicate the interpretation of electron diffraction patterns (see determination of a

presumed ß-ilmenite structure in section 4.4.2c).

In this work, two methods have been used to acquired electron diffraction patterns:

1) SAED: the samples were illuminated with a parallel incident wave and the area from

which the diffraction occurs was selected by inserting an aperture in the image plane
of the objective lens.

2) CBED: the diffracting area was selected by focussing the incident beam to a small spot

in the region of interest. Areas as small as 40 nm in diameter could be investigated.
The high spatial resolution of this method has been the only way to obtain diffraction

patterns from the ilmenite inclusions without matix contribution (see Fig. 4.23d).

4) Bright field imaging: amplitde contrast

A bright field image is produced when only the direct, undiffracted, beam is allowed to

reach the image plane. All other Bragg diffracted electrons are excluded from the final

image by inserting a small objective aperture in the back focal plane. The recorded image
contrast is therefore the results of the amplitude contrast of the transmitted beam (Fig.

F2). Because part of the signal is filtered out, details about the atomic structure are lost

such that only low resolution images may be recorded in BF mode.

Ir

\ \ \
wAiimmm

yMiff

Intensity distribution

on the screen

I
direct

incident electrons

TEM sample

outgoing electrons

Objective aperture

unscattered electrons

A f

B

Fig. F2 Brightfield imaging conditions: regions ofthe specimen satisfying the Bragg conditions diffract
the incoming electrons which are impeded to continue down the column by the objective aperture. The

resulting image contrast on the screen is due to the intensity variation of the transmitted wave function

(proportionel to its amplitude squared).
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5) High resolution imaging: phase contrast

Unlike BF images, high resolution images contain detailed information about the crystal
structure ofthe samples. This is achieved by allowing the direct beam and a large number

of diffracted beams to pass through the aperture of the objective lens.

The interaction of the incident beam with the specimen introduces phase shifts in the

transmitted wave function. When the modulated waves interfere in the image plane they

produce image contrasts related to their phase changes. HRTEM contrast is thus known as

phase contrast.

Due to imperfections in the electron-optical imaging system (the most critical aberrations

are those of the objective lens) additional phase and amplitude distortions ofthe outgoing
wave function are generated as it passes through the lenses to the image plane. These

effects influence the contrast ofthe final image in such a way that HRTEM images cannot

be directly interpreted in terms of crystal structure (projected potential with dark contrast

corresponding to high and bright contrast to low atomic density). Instead, a reliable

interpretation of experimental images requires a direct comparison with image simulations

calculated for different specimen thickness and focus conditions (see Chapter 5 and next

section).
The instrumental factors affecting the wave function are described by the contrast transfer

function which include the following phase and amplitude parameters:

Phases factors:

- spherical aberration: electrons that are further away from the lens axis are deflected

more strongly than those close to the axis ofthe lens. The phase shift is proportional to

Cs, the spherical aberration coefficient.

- defocus ofthe objective lens: Changing the focussing conditions correspond to a Fresnel

propagation of the wave over the defocus value df.

Amplitude factors:

- objective aperture: excludes the diffracted beams, with largest phase shifts, that are

travelling at distance greater than r from the optical axis (r = radius of the aperture).
- chromatic aberration: related to electrons in the beam that have different energies due

to small fluctuation of the acceleration voltage or to inelastic scattering. These

differences cause the electrons to be brought to focus at different points which blurs

the image.
beam convergence : related to the incident angle ofthe electrons illuminating the beam

specimen.

The variation of the defocus df is the only way for the miroscope operator to optimise the

HRTEM image contrast. Optimum defocus condition, the one for which the instrumental

phase distortions are minimised, is referred to as Scherzer defocus (Scherzer 1949). In the

case of the Philis CM30ST microscope, this microscope specific value corresponds to a

defocus of-57 nm.

6) Image simulation

The simulation of HRTEM image contrasts was performed on a Silicon Graphics
workstation using the program EMS developed by Stadelmann (1987; Fig. F3).
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Table Fl Atomic coordinates in the supercell describing the structure ofthe humite polysome n = 5.

Atoms a b c Atoms a b c

Mg 0 000 0 000 0 000 O 0 212 0 059 0 131

Mg 0 479 0 500 0 000 O 0 268 0 559 0 131

Mg 0 490 0 223 0 046 o 0 768 0 386 0 144

Mg 0 990 0 723 0 046 o 0 712 0 886 0 144

Mg 0 979 0 445 0 092 o 0 772 0 166 0 183

Mg 0 500 0 945 0 092 o 0 254 0313 0 183

Mg 0 490 0 223 0 137 o 0 713 0 666 0 183

Mg 0 990 0 723 0 137 o 0 231 0813 0 183

Mg 0 000 0 000 0 183 o 0 761 0 383 0 222

Mg 0 485 0 500 0 183 o 0 723 0 883 0 222

Mg 0 481 0 225 0 231 o 0 261 0 302 0 278

Mg 0 003 0 725 0 231 o 0 223 0 802 0 278

Mg 0 981 0 459 0 269 o 0 213 0018 0 317

Mg 0 503 0 959 0 269 o 0 759 0 374 0 317

Mg 0 983 0 189 0 317 o 0 273 0518 0 317

Mg 0 503 0 689 0 317 o 0 727 0 874 0 317

Mg 0 993 0 466 0 363 o 0 271 0 303 0 356

Mg 0 493 0 966 0 363 o 0 215 0 803 0 356

Mg 0 483 0 244 0 408 o 0 771 0 130 0 369

Mg 0 003 0 744 0 408 o 0 715 0 630 0 369

Mg 0 993 0 466 0 454 o 0 259 0 058 0 408

Mg 0 493 0 966 0 454 o 0 713 0414 0 408

Mg 0 983 0 189 0 500 o 0 227 0 558 0 408

Mg 0 503 0 689 0 500 o 0 773 0914 0 408

Mg 0 993 0 466 0 546 o 0 771 0 130 0 448

Mg 0 493 0 966 0 546 o 0 715 0 630 0 448

Mg 0 483 0 244 0 592 o 0 271 0 303 0 460

Mg 0 003 0 744 0 592 o 0 215 0 803 0 460

Mg 0 993 0 466 0 637 o 0 213 0018 0 500

Mg 0 493 0 966 0 637 o 0 759 0 374 0 500

Mg 0 985 0 185 0 683 o 0 273 0518 0 500

Mg 0 500 0 685 0 683 o 0 727 0 874 0 500

Mg 0 981 0 459 0 731 o 0 271 0 303 0 540

Mg 0 503 0 959 0 731 o 0 215 0 803 0 540

Mg 0 481 0 225 0 769 o 0 771 0 130 0 552

Mg 0 003 0 725 0 769 o 0 715 0 630 0 552

Mg 0 000 0 000 0 817 o 0 259 0 058 0 592

Mg 0 479 0 500 0 817 o 0 713 0414 0 592

Mg 0 490 0 223 0 863 o 0 227 0 558 0 592

Mg 0 990 0 723 0 863 o 0 773 0914 0 592

Mg 0 979 0 445 0 908 o 0 771 0 130 0 631

Mg 0 500 0 945 0 908 o 0 715 0 630 0 631

Mg 0 490 0 223 0 954 o 0 271 0 303 0 644

Mg 0 990 0 723 0 954 o 0 215 0 803 0 644

Si 0 917 0317 0 000 o 0 213 0018 0 683

Si 0 563 0817 0 000 o 0 754 0 372 0 683

Si 0 063 0 128 0 092 o 0 272 0518 0 683

Si 0 417 0 628 0 092 o 0 731 0 872 0 683

Si 0 912 0312 0 183 o 0 261 0 302 0 722

Si 0 573 0812 0 183 o 0 223 0 802 0 722

Si 0 420 0 372 0 317 o 0 761 0 383 0 778

Si 0 066 0 872 0 317 o 0 723 0 883 0 778

Si 0 920 0 060 0 408 o 0 770 0 170 0 817

Si 0 566 0 560 0 408 o 0 256 0315 0 817

Si 0 420 0 372 0 500 o 0 710 0 670 0 817

Si 0 066 0 872 0 500 o 0 224 0815 0 817

Si 0 920 0 060 0 592 o 0 768 0 386 0 856

Si 0 566 0 560 0 592 o 0 712 0 886 0 856

Si 0 412 0 373 0 683 o 0 212 0 059 0 869

Si 0 073 0 873 0 683 o 0 268 0 559 0 869

Si 0 917 0317 0 817 o 0 724 0 131 0 908

Si 0 563 0817 0 817 o 0 210 0 275 0 908

Si 0 063 0 128 0 908 o 0 756 0 631 0 908

Si041706280908o027007750908O077001700000o021200590948O025603150000o026805590948O071006700000o076803860960O022408150000o071208860960O076803860040OH,F026300610228O071208860040OH,F022205610228O021200590052OH,F072201240272O026805590052OH,F076306240272O072401310092OH,F072201240728O021002750092OH,F076306240728O075606310092OH,F026300610772O027007750092OH,F022205610772
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The input crystal structure used to model the presence of (001) humite-type intergrowth in

olivine was defined to match a humite polysome with stoichiometry n = 5 (section 5.3.2,

see Fig. 5.19). The resulting structure contained 152 atoms that are listed along with their

atomic coordinates in Table Fl.

The simulation of image contrasts can be divided into two parts:

1) Calculate the interaction of the incident electron beam with the crystal model

This step was performed using the "multislice" method developed by Cowley and

Moodie (1957). The electron wave function at the exit surface ofthe crystal is determined

after dividing the crystal structure into N slices of thickness ôz perpendicular to the

beam direction. The potential of each slice is projected onto a plane so that the three-

dimensional structure is approximated by N two-dimensional (xy) potential surfaces

separated by a distance ôz (vacuum). The change in the electron wave function due to

the electrostatic potential ofthe nth (1 < n < N) slice is given by a transmission function

qn(xy) whereas the change induced by propagating between the n-1 and nth slices is

described by the Fresnel propagation function pn(xy). The resulting wave function

after the nth slice X|/n(xy) is given by:

¥n(xy) = [Vn-i(xy) • qn(xy)] * Pn(xy)

(symbole *
: convolution)

In order to determine the wave function at the lower surface of a specimen ofthickness

D, D/ôz iterations are necessary, starting with an incident plane wave \\fQ
= 1.

2) Determine the effects of the electron-optical imaging system on the projection of the

transmitted wave function down to the image plane.

Fig. F3 URTEMimage simulation workflow using the software package EMS (Stadelmann, 1987)

Programs Functions

bu1

"

pg2

"

ms1

"

im1

"

tv3, pr3

Define the crystal structure

Divide the unit cell into N slices perpendicular to the selected beam

direction (zone axis) and calculate their projected potential (wave
transfer functions) along with the Fresnel propagation function

Execute the "multislice" iteration to calculate the transmitted wave

function at the exit surface of the crystal The thickness of the

specimen can be modified by increasing the number of iterations

Integrate
theeffectsoftheelectron-opticalimagingsystem(contrasttransferfunction)onthetransmittedwavestocalculatedtheimagecontrastDefocusseriesforspecificspecimenthicknessaregenerallycalculatedEnablethegraphicrepresentationofthecalculatedimagesimulations(outputpostscriptfile)
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The instrumental parameters ofthe Philips CM30 ST imaging system used for simulation

include:

acceleration voltage: 300 kV

spherical aberration constante Cs. 1.1 mm

beam spread: 8 nm

beam semi-convergence: 1.2 mrad

objective aperture diameter: 16 nm"1

HRTEM simulations ofthe humite polysome structure as a function of defocus values and

specimen thickness were calculated for the [010] and [110] directions (Fig. 5.20) and

compared to the experimental images {section 5.3).

7) Analytical TEM

Quantitative data about the chemical composition of the ilmenite and chromite inclusions

were collected using a Philips 400T microscope operating at 120 KV and equipped with

an Si(Li) energy-dispersive X-ray detector (7.5 |im Be detector window). EDS spectra

were acquired with approximately constant experimental conditions: 600 to 1000 cps, 100

to 200 s counting time, dead time < 25%, and a beam diameter of 80-100 nm. Inclusions

located in thin parts of the sample, near the rim, were preferentially analysed in order to

minimise the effects of absorption and fluorescence related to the sample thickness. The

integration of the Koc peak intensities was performed after removing the background

intensity from the spectrum.

The Cliff-Lorimer technique (Cliff and Lorimer 1975) was used to determine quantitatively
the composition ofthe oxide inclusions. It is based on the assumption that the samples are

thin enough so that any absorption or fluorescence can be neglected (thin-foil criterion).

Only an atomic number (Z) correction, the so-called ^-factors, must be taken into account

to directly convert the measured peak intensity of the various elements into atomic

concentration. The ^-factors depend on the microscope and acceleration voltage and are

normally determined experimentally using mineral standards. In mineralogy it is usual to

normalise the ^-factors with respect to the value for Si.

The following lvalues have been determined for the Philips 400T microscope (pers. com.,

C. Viti, 1998):

Element A Mg Al Si Ca Ti Cr Mn Fe Ni

#A/Si 1.22 1.05 1 0.81 0.76 0.68 0.68 0.76 0.76


